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HP 38G Beginners Manual by Jim Claftey
 

There are many additional features not mentioned in this manual due to limitations on size and also the fact

that as a beginner’s manual too much information could prove more confusing for the beginner. As you

become more familiar with the HP38G you will discover a wide variety of features not mentioned in this

manual. (eg If you do Calculus, open the FUNCTION ApLet & enter F1(X) = x3 - 5x2 then open the

SOLVE ApLet & enter E1 dx(F1(X)) = K; then press solve for various values of x to determine

the resulting function. You could also input values for k and solve for x.  Interpret yourresults! )

A wide variety of such extensions are possible on your HP 38G. You should experiment.

For example How you can plot piecewisefunctions? (Yesit is possible)

This beginners manualis just a start! Feel free to utilise the functionslisted at the back of the User’s

Guide that came with your HP 38G and try out as many possibilities as you like.

Jim Claffey
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FOREWORD

The HP 38G graphic calculator opens a veritable Pandora’s Box to the inquisitive

mathematics student. The power is there,all it requires is an inquiring mind and an

imaginative approach to the exploring of ideas

This manual is not a text book, nor is it a book of exercises. It is a beginner’s

guide. It simply attempts to explain some of the power available to students who

use the HP 38G calculator. As with any power tool, unless you are familiar with

the tool and feel both confident and comfortable in its use then all the power in the

world will not enable you to use that tool effectively and efficiently.

This is a beginner’s guide. It does not claim to develop the full potential of the

HP 38G. One would not be so presumptuous. In writing this manual, even at this

basic level, I have come to better understand the task that the writers of the original

manual had in trying to encompass and explain the range of features available.

Once you have familiarised yourself with the contents ofthis guide, the original

manual that came with your calculator will provide many more ideas. I can only

hope in some small way that the style in which this guide was written enabled you to

come to grips with the tool a lot sooner. In outlining the use of this graphing

calculator I have adopted a graphic approach.

A picture is worth a thousand words. A graph is worth a million numbers.

FREE AT LAST!

| In my humble opinion the HP 38G marks the real beginning of freedom in the

mathematics classroom. The freedom to think, conjecture and then test beyond

more than just simple ideas. The power of computers and associated technologies is

now within the grasp of all students. The HP 38G isitself a micro-micro

(m?) computer Its use of ApLets is a novel feature that enables one to store not

just work and assignments, but ideas still in their gestation period.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO THE HP 38G

Screen views
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1.1 Some key features of the HP 38G

The HP 38G graphic calculator:

can display algebraic expressions as you would normally write them

generate and display tables of values associated with plotted functions.

gives you the option of viewing input in any one of four ways:

(i) algebraically: (Symbolically) The key

(ii) Graphically: Plotting the graph over the range of values set by you.

(iii) Numerically: showing a table of Numeric values. The NUM) key

(iv) Using a Split Screen showing both the Graphic and numeric views on the

same display, or even two separate graphic views - one a zoom in on a

 

particular feature of the original graph which is plotted alongside.

Enables you to zoom in on areas of interest This zoom feature applies to
both the graphic and numeric views.

Plots graphs of Cartesian, parametric, and polar functions and
includes a facility that enables you to show scales on the axes

Solves equations and inequalities

Computes, organises and displays graphs of statistical data

Operates with both Real and Complex numbers in the HOME screen.

Enables you to draw diagrams, place notes on the diagram, then store the
diagram. These can be included with ApLets to help understand concepts.

Enables you to create and save ApLets -
Units of work can be stored this way. (Within the limits of memory
available).

Enables you to share ApLets and machine seitings with other HP-38G
calculators, and download stored work to andfrom normal PC computers

Enables you to retrieve and edit previous entries and answers and reuse
them in later work. Within limits, a history of entries is kept in the display.

Enables you to work with sequences whether defined by rule or defined
recursively , and graphs cobweb and step plots associated with these sequences

Offers programming capabilities. This manual will not elaborate on this.
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1.2 Conventions used throughout this manual

e When the cursor is to be used the appropriate key (@ (A] (A or (W] will be

indicated.
 

e A single key stroke is required to enter the information shown on the top of the

key. The key used will be shown in white on a black button background

Thus means press the key marked [MATH];

means press the key marked [ENTER];

E] means press the key marked El; and soon ...

 

o X3 The colour ofthe on the top ofthis alpha button matches the colour

of the alphabetic character (shown on the keyboard at the bottom right of the

lowest six rows of keys). When this key is pressed an o symbol appears at the

top of the screen. This means that if you press a key containing one of the letters

of the alphabet that alphabetic character will be input into the screen display.

In this manual the convention used to input an alpha character such as M will be

 

This convention is adopted for two reasons

(i) It is easier to locate the E) key than to search for the alpha character M.

i) The)

icO3 followed by the key with the alpha character M located to the right.

 

s to remind you that it is a two-key operation to input M.

 

 

The turquoise coloured key must be pressed first to get to those functions

above each key and written in the same turquoise colour as this key.

  | is used to insert a space in text.

 

Thus the combination then

 

HOME MODE, where most calculations are done.

MAT    
displays the MATRIX CATALOGUE. and so on ...
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  | followed by fl is used to type in the lower case letter m.

 

The lower-case above the G383 indicatesthatthe two keys

must be pressed if you wish to type a lower-case letter.
 

e Screen displays will be shown exactly as they should appear on your calculator

 

 ¢ On your keyboard the top row of six BLANK KEYS

- which I shall call the screen menu keys are

associated with the six screen menu labels

which appear at the bottom of some of the display

 

 

screens. At times some of these screen menu labels & & % v v %

are blank indicating that if the associated screen = = » i

menu key is pressed no action will be taken. Mg scimoi bt & Yo kays
associated with these Menus

To activate a screen menu press the blank menu key _ . .
Press to get a screensimilar

immediately below the screen menu.Thus means o the one above.

: : figure 1.1
press the blank button immediately below Hgure
 

e Press @B to get the display shown in figure I1.1. This shows the library of stored

ApLets. The ApLet templates built into the HP 38G are displayed in lower case.
 

e Any ApLets displayed in UPPER CASE are user designed or are available from

another source such as another HP 38G, or through the Internet.

This convention for naming ApLets has been adopted throughout this manual.

 

e Where instructions are in boxes these are not keys but are choices made from

selections offered in screen or menu displays. If you aré¢ asked to load the

ApLet “ORDER OF OPERATIONS” as shown above infigure 1.1, the steps to be

 

carried out will be written as “Press then select [ORDER OF OPERATIONS]”
 

That is, when a choice of menus is offered in the display screen anything in a

box is a selection that you make from the choices offered on the screen.
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1.3. Calculator Basics

The protective swivel cover

The protective swivel cover has non-slip grips for desk top use. You should not

separate this cover from the main body of calculator - One of its functionsis to

protect the calculator from accidental damage. This cannot be done ifthis cover

is removed.

 

The |
  

  The button also acts as a |[CANCEL| key while the calculator is in use. 

Press (¢f) and then the {e¥I3 key whichis located just above @fE)- Thisis the

home base of the HP 38G.If ever you get lost or confused press the ({SJ¥[3 key.

The Contrast control

To lighten or darken the screen display hold down the (e]Y) key and press either

the or the= key until the screen display is at the desired level of contrast.

The power source

The HP 38G uses 3 AAA batteries. These will last several months under normal

use. To save batteries there is an automatic shutdown after a few minutes of non-

use. To enable you to change batteries without losing your stored programs and

ApLets, the contents of the calculator’s memory are maintained for a few minutes

while the old batteries are removed. Be mindful of this especially if you have

ApLets that you wish to keep stored on your calculator. You must replace the

batteries within this short period otherwise your data will be lost.

It wouldbea wise precautiontodownload your ApLets to anotherHP 38Gbefore  

   
 removing your batteries, or savethemtoaPCifyouhavethe properkittodoso.
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1.4 The Turquoise Key ...also called the shift key

Whenever you press this key the symbol will appear at the top left of the display

 

screen to show that the shift key (] has been pressed.

If you wish to access those functions written above the various keys of the calculator

keyboard in this same turquoise colour then you must press this turquoise -coloured

“shift” key first, before you press the other key.

{e]Y)this will turn the calculator OFF since OFF is the

 

Thus if you press

 

‘| then n this

will insert ABS( into the edit line for you to enter a function involving the absolute

 

turquoise function written above the () key. If you press

value For example ABS(_3x — 12) you would input the_underlined section.

 

15 The |

This key is just below the key and enables you to type letters, words or notes

into the calculator display. An o symbol appears at the top of the display screen

when the (Y3 key is pressed. . The orange-brown colour of the on the face of

this key indicates that the letters of the same colour to the bottom right of the lowest

six rows of keys can only be accessed by first pressing the (Y3 key. Whenever the

alpha symbol o appears at the top of the display, pressing one of these keys will

input thatletter into the EDIT line of the display.

The (Y¥3 key on its own will give the UPPER CASE letters shown in the same

brown colour at the bottom right side of the keys. Hold the key down ifyou wish to

type several letters. When the screen menu key i is available, pressing this

menu key has the same effect as holding down the (Y3 key

 

You must use the sHIFT key combination {W¥3 to get the lower case letters.
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To get the word into the display press the following sequence of keys.

 

 

   
If you want all UPPER CASE letters, to get hold down the CE¥3 and key

press the four keys n 3, then press     
 

Exercise 1: Press the (I3keythen type theword DEMOasfollows,
 

   

o@ o O o3

 

  

then press GilEE
   

Now watch the display.

This demonstration ApLet runs through some of the features of the HP 38G

The display should look like figure 1.2   
Use the cursor key (w] to move down to

the word TITLE then press 2D or over-

type your name next to the heading TITLE.

using the =3 key.

Press thei3key when you are finished.

This will personalise your calculator so that whenever you enter the mode

your name will appear at the top of the screen. This is a useful feature, if you

misplace your calculator or mix it up with others working with you, as you can

quickly determine the owner of a calculator by turning it on.

For greater security you could carefully engrave your name on the top surface of

the calculator keyboard (above the display screen?) and also along the front edge.
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1.6 The Face of the HP 38G - The Keyboard Layout

Infrared port for
send / receive

A
(T

ANGULAR MODE AT  SCREEN MENUS

> n:izi:frnzi:f:izin:E:E:E:En:E:E:E::n:E:E:E:'n ROW 1

SETUP

@O (@) e
inrows2 &3 , VIEWS NOTE SKETCH

VIEWS NOTE SKETCH " [Z]@[E Row 3

contain the catalogues

 

of ApLets, variables Row 4

and functions

 

ANSWER CHARS EEX ABS  x2

ENTER llBa3
.z LIST } oG

ALPHA — m - l:' n - Row 6
MmN All the ALPHA characters

’- are in the bottom six rows

Row 5

   

MATRIX [ ]
SHIFT — Row 7

o p \

CLEAR NOTEPAD SPAC LN

DEL Row 8

OFF PROGRAM - 5 e

3KB z Row 9
CANCEL S  X )

Col 1 Col 2 Col 3 Col 4 ColS

Row 4 and Col 5 have the more common Math functions

The key contains a large range of additional functions

 
 

 

The keyboard layout of the HP 38G

Row 1, Row 2 and Row 3 contain the heart of the ApLet setup.

Column 5 and Row 4 contain the more common Mathematics functions.

Column 2 contains the main lists and programming facilities.
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1.7 A Summary of the Main Command Keys

Command keys in the left column & top two rows

 

Key What it does

 

D Pressthis key to turn the calculator ON
 

This is a two-key command used to turn the calculator OFF

 

 

While the calculator is turned on this key acts as a CANCEL key.
CANCEL

It clears any entry in the EDIT line prior to being pressed.

 

Used to delete entries, or make changes/corrections in the EDIT line.

It behaves in much the same way as the [DELETE| key on a computer
 

This is a two-key command that will clear the entire screen display

 

including the history of all calculations done since the last time this

same two-key command was used to clear the screen display

 

 

This turquoise coloured key, referred to as a [SHIFT| key, is used to

gain access to those functions marked in the same turquoise colour

above most of the keys on the keyboard.

It is used with most of the two-key functions or commands.

 

(ME3 The ALPHA key. Whenthis key is pressed an o0 symbol appears

above the screentitle. This indicates that if an alpha key is pressed

the input will be that alphabetic character at the lower right of a key

(in the bottom six rows) and in the same colour as the A...Z on the

top face of the Mkey

  This two-key command gives the lower case version of the alpha

 

characters mentioned above.It is used mostly in ApLet Notes, Titles 
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Key What it doés‘~ .

 

This key serves the same function as B on most other calculators.

When @MY is pressed, any pending commands or calculations are

carried out and the question and answer placed in the display screen.

 

 

When a calculation is completed by your pressing of the key

it is kept in a calculator memory location named |ANS|.

 

The two-key command ill use the answer to the last

calculation by inserting in the EDIT line. is treated like

any other number and can be used as such in further calculations.

 

This is a MAJOR KEY It is the HOME-BASE of your calculator and

will return you to the home screen where most calculations

are done. If you strike trouble or get lost within the screens and

menus, press B You may need to press [L\[438 first then GISIN3 .

 

 

 This two-key command enables you to set up the format of your

home screen. Angle mode; number format; the type of decimal

separator to be used (DOT.or COMMA ,) and also to enter a TITLE

for your home-screen (See figure 1.2)

 

  ApLets The keys in rows 2 and 3 are used when working with

fi

 

ApLets will be explained in more detail in a later section

of this manual  
Remember: The (fIQNI3 key will often be your main key in emergencies.
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1.8 A Tour of The (M3 Screen

The HOME screen is the main display window for carrying out computations

in the manner traditionally associated with scientific calculators.

The structure and components of the HOME SCREEN are outlined in the

diagram on the previous page This is the HOME BASE of the HP 38G

calculator. You can easily return to this window at any time by pressing

the m button.

If this does not put you into the HOME screen check the screen menus as
there may be a pending action such as the need to press the screen menu key

 

     

   

  
  

   
    

before pressing the m button. RETIBEBBEE HOMEMODESBB

MODES MEASURE:IS
* Press then GI3 RFORMAT: Standar 

 

  
            e Your screen display should look like

figure 1.3

e With highlighted press i

 
 

 CHOOSEANGLEMEASUR
-JowoodT1T   

Figure 1.4 shows the choices offered

 

Use the cursor key (w to move down to

the Radians then either press or.

i (Both actions do the same thing)

When you now press them key the

angle mode in the top left bar of the HOME
  

SCREEN as shown in figure 1.3 should

change from [DEG|to FIGURE 1.4
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e Press |

 

Your screen display should look like

figure 1.3

e Highlight the Number Format :

then pressT

 

 

FIGURE

Select the format you wish to use for Standard - Uses floating point to 12 digits

your numbers, (see figure 1.5). Fixed- Fixes the number ofdecimal places
shown

is the normal option. Scientific - Expresses numbers in Scientific
Notation

e Press Blor.?when you Engineering - Expresses numbers in
Engineering Notation

. Fraction - Expresses resultsin fraction form
have made your choice. : : -

  Note! If you press ' while you are in the HOME MODES screen
(figure 1.3) all the settings revert to the factory default settings.
 

If you selected fraction format for the
number format then input into the

HOME SCREEN [2-5/10 GRE| the
answeris given as 1/4.

e Now use the cursor key (A] to

move to the display screen, highlight
the 2-5/10 then press the screen   
menu key The fraction form

5
is displayed. as 1—% Clickfi
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You should keep a record of techniques and short cuts as you learn how to use

the HP 38G. This page is left blank below this line for this purpose.
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CHAPTER 2

USING YOUR HP 38G

TO DO CALCULATIONS

Mathematical Computations are usually

carried out in the HOME screen

Press the (I3 key to get to the HOME screen.

 

The final form of the
i question as typed into
i the EDIT line is repeate he answer that appears
here on this side of the 11 here can be stored in one

  

   

   

 

  

  - || of the locations A ...Z using
Whatever you type into the A1 the screen menu key
EDIT line does not appear
in the top screen display
area until you press the

key.
You can edit or correct the
entry in the EDIT line
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2.1 Mathematical Computations

e All the calculations normally done on a Scientific Calculator are carried out

on the HP 38G in the HOME SCREEN. There are however some differences in

the way in which this is done on the HP 38G. You should refer to the

diagrams in the introductory section and also do the examples that follow in

this section.

e Notice that the HP 38G has no El key.

This function is carried out when you press the key.

e When you key in numbers, functions, characters or operations they first

appear in an EDIT line at the bottom of the screen. See figure 2.1

 

 

The EDITline enables you to check your entry and if necessary EDIT the input

using the cursor keys @@ana’ the key. Once you press the key

the calculator to carries out the calculation or instruction in the EDIT line.
 

e Pressing has the same effect as pressing E on a normal calculator.

Any pending computations are carried out. Whatever you keyed into the

EDIT line reappears on the left side in the main display screen and the

answer or result of the calculation is placed on the right side of the screen.

e The calculations are carried out using direct algebraic logic (DAL) This

means that the convention for the rule of order of operations is adhered to.If

you wish to edit your entry after you have pressed the key,

use the (4] cursorto highlight the entry in the display screen,

press the screen menu key i and the entry 1s copied into the EDIT line.
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2.2 Calculations in the Real number system
 

     

 

Calculation to Keystrokes | Answer
be done . | Display

- 2-2x5+6 PACBECAOAED 8

ex4 EIOO0ED -20
Note use of the &3 key to enter negative

numbers. Do not use thefgoperation key.

 

. 14 00860cD 2744
   

 

 

 

 

X %(therecipmca,o”) oo .g0D 142857...

w0 pooBBoOR08mmm VT

o use 30088 e06

. V56 vx15

|

6fenter) 7.483314...

4-982038...e* 36sin(\|) + 4 g0emBed JBnoonad
 

Now suppose that you made an error in entering this last caculation and the 7

should have been a 5. Rather than retype the whole entry use the (AJ cursor to

highlight the question in the display screen. Press i to get the entry into the

EDIT line then use the (0] and the key to delete the 7, type 5 then

press
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Calculation o . | Answer

be done Keystrokes ~ Display    
16-0550588. ..

 

 

  
V72- Y256

-x2[56] ‘
To see how thetyped
expression actually looks When the answer appears in the display
andensure that you have

entered itcorrectly. screen use (4] (o select the question in
Youshould see in the
deplay :

. the display then press to check the

I 5 ¥
\/47 2 - \/——256

correct format. Press?to get back to

the EDIT line to complete the calculation.

 

 

2.3 Real Variables - Storing values in memory locations

In calculation mode the HP 38G has 27 memory locations (A through to Z and

)These memory locations are referred to as home variables. The default

value stored in all of these memory locations is zero. Any subsequent value

stored in a memory stays in that location untilit is overwritten by storing another

value into the same location. They are variables in HOME SCREEN

calculations.To store 27 in memory location K proceed as follows:

Input the keystrokes B ?m

 

   
   

The display shows on the left side of the main screen and on the

right side of the display screen. K now has the value 27 assigned to it and in

any calculation where K is used it will have the value of 27.
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To calculate IK — 12l, assuming that K has the value 27 stored in this location

 

 

e i 15

s k-1l aeii<enn
 You could type

   

Now do the calculation 34tan(68°) The result displayed is 84-1529

If you now press?m this will overwrite the old content of

memory K (27) and replaces it with the answer (94-0533...) to this last

   

calculation. You do net need to clear the existing contents of the memory before

storing a new value in the same memory location.

 

 

Calculate 10sin56° — 4cos152° and

store the answer in memory location L

Warning: Check that you are in degree mode!

When the answer is obtained press the

menu key i then mfl

This assigns the value of (Ans) to LL

  
 

v v v v v

shown in figure 2.2. ' figure 2.2 -

Now type the letter L into the EDIT line

and pressGAdi

Your display screen should look like that
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2.4 The HOME SCREEN history

The HP 38G keeps a continuous screen record of all the calculations done,

within memory limitations, even though they may have scrolled off the screen

display. To check this use the (WJ(A] cursor keys. When you highlight a

previous entry two actions are possible.

(1) If you press this places the highlighted section just above

the EDIT line. ie it is brought forward as the last entry.

@11)  If you press i the highlighted portion is copied into the EDIT line.

If you press

 

' the whole history of work done to date in the current

session and stored in the screen memory is deleted.

If in later work you get the message |Out of Memory| you can free up memory

by clearing this screen history.

If you have been following the examples above, and have NOT yet pressed the

_EAR

entries into the EDIT line using the existing screen history. For example go

      combination of keys, experiment with this idea of copying previous

back through the previous entries and copy 10sin56° — 4cos152° into the EDIT

line then assuming that you meant to enter 10sin36° — 4cos152° use the (0]

cursor keys to highlight the 5 in the 56° then press( ), type in a 3 while the

cursoris still in the position where you deleted, then press EAED . Note that it

1s not necessary to be at the end of the entry in the EDIT line before you press

ANSW
If at any time if you press the key combination GUED(he letters

appear in the EDIT line. If the EDIT line is blank when you do this and you then

press the answerto the last calculation done is repeated in the display.
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is a kind of temporary memory. Its contents always change to give the

value of the last calculation done.

If is used within a calculation (and it can be used more than once this way

in the EDIT line) then is treated as a home variable and has the value of

the last calculation that was carried out.

2.5 Working with fractions
 

e To work with fractions in the

 

  

normal manner press s

You should get the display shown in

figure 2.3.

e Select then press the

screen menu key i

e You are now given a choice of

  

 

 number formats. (figure 2.4).

Standard| The default setting of the

number format for the HP 38G. In the

standard number format answers have

the floating decimal point.

e Highlight then press

Your display should now

look like figure 2.5.
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The number that appears next to the

word Fraction in figure 2.5 will be

explained in the examples that follow.

    
Now press the mkey to get back to |

the HOME SCREEN

or/1s+111/17)

The answeris given as 31/21.

e Use the (WJ(A] cursor keys to

highlight the question in the display.

e Press i to show the normal

form of the question. Your display

(figure 2.6) shows the way you

would normally write and see this

question.

e Press i to get back to the HOME

screen.

Try some calculations of your own to

familiarise yourself with doing

operations using fractions.

With the calculator still set in the fraction mode as shown in figure 2.5 proceed

on to section 2.6
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2.6 The purpose of the [n] in the [n] mode

Key in 0-78958777 then GERED. The answer given is %

 

Check the decimal form of% and compare it to 0-78958777

(A quick way to do this would be to put the calculator back into standard

number format, see figures 2.3 - 2.4 — 2.5 above, then in the HOME screen select

the fraction % in the screen display then press

This gives 0.789587852495.)

Now put the calculator back into fraction number format as shown in

figures 2.3 - 2.4 — 2.5 above. This time while you are still at the stage shown in

figure 2.5 use the cursor key (] to selectthe . Change it to a ..

Use the (A] to highlight the decimal -78958777 from the screen display history

then press G, This displays the answer % which is not the same as % !

If you check the decimal form of -}-g you get 0-7894736842....

What has happened is that in the first case where you set to this was in

effect an instruction to the calculator to give the smallest possible fraction that

has its decimal form the same as at least the first four decimal digits of the given

decimal number -78958777.

You can check that % agrees with 78958777 to at least 2 digits.

Had we set to (see figure 2.5) this would have given the fractional

equivalent for -78958777 as 2%70;83

If you check the decimal form for this fraction you get -789587770003.
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For you to try!

 

 

 

Input the decimal approximation for 7

Using the feature just described determine a fraction that will agree with the

value of T to 4, then 5 , then 6 decimal places. Whatis the most accurate

fraction equivalent for w that can be given on this calculator?
 

You should be aware that while the calculatoris in the fraction mode, any

calculations entered, even if they are in decimal form, will have the output

expressed in the set fraction format.

You can interchange between the standard decimal form and the fraction

format for numbers. Suppose you have just done a calculation in the

decimal format and you reset the number format to If you return to

the HOMEscreen and select that calculation from the screen display history

then press the results will be displayed above the line in the chosen

equivalent fraction format.

Non-Real Numbers — The Complex Numbers

When you input a calculation such as \/—1_6 the output is displayed in the form

(0,4). Unlike most of the scientific calculators, you do not have to change the

mode of the calculator when dealing with such numbers. The HP 38G

automatically recognises Complex Numbers when they arise in the context of a

calculation. The results of any calculations that involve Complex Numbers will

be displayed in the ordered pair format (a,b). For more information on these

numbers read Chapter 11.
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CHAPTER 3

THE SOLVE APLET

Designing and working with

APLETS
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3.1 What is an AplLet?

In computer jargon an Aplet is the name given to a small application. However

within the context of the HP 38G ApLets are slightly different and the

following definition will suffice:

An Apletisa:

   

  

  

  

It is a form of

variables, graphs,

calculator. The
  

can be

  

  

    

or floppy ’disk as have

Calculator PC Cor"mectiviti)ivKit

Connectivity Kit ). Any HP 38G

One useful and powerful feature with the HP 38G is that an ApLet can be loaded

to and downloaded from the Internet as well as to other calculators. The work

done in setting up an ApLet is not lost once you remove it from the calculator as

it can be stored on disc for later use. Another powerful feature is that the actual

screen displays on the calculator can be captured and incorporated easily into

any word processing/DTP document for Macintosh or PC computers.

Complete units of work, assignments or investigations can be created or

designed, saved if need be, and the work transferred to other HP 38G

calculators without the necessity for students to type in all the necessary

information. The method of transfer, using the inbuilt infra-red transfer facility

on the HP 38G, means no cables are necessary and students are not wasting time

entering details. This also avoids the problem of potential errors in the entry of

data as all students will have the same data in their calculator. This dissemination

of data between calculators can take less than 4 minutes in a class of 30 to 60

students once the process is mastered. The process is explained later.
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3.2 The Inbuilt AplLet Templates

The HP 38G graphic calculator has six inbuilt environments called ApLets.

Press the @key to obtain a list of the ApLets currently available. (figure 3.1)

There are six inbuilt ApLets and these appear in the display.

Below is a brief indication of the function or purpose of each of these ApLets.

 

e Function: used when working with
functions of the form y = f(x)

e Parametric: used when working
with parametric functions of the

form x = (), y = g(1)
e Polar: used when working with

polar functions of the form r = f(0)
 

e Sequence used when working with
sequences {u_} for n=1,2,3,...

 

e Solve used when working with
equations in one or more variables.

e Statistics used when working with
numerical data.

These ApLets are inbuilt and cannot be deleted You could consider

them as the templates orfoundations upon which you build your own

ApLets. All settings and definitions that you incorporate into an ApLet when

you create it are maintained and stored with your ApLet. As will be shown

later this means that you can include explanatory notes, sketches, questions,

lists, graphs and their settings, etc.

An ApLet can have several components which stay attached to it when the

ApLet is saved. For the Function ApLets these components include.

 

 

0 Listed Functions or Data 0 Notes 0 Sketches

 ¢ Programs 0 Views
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3.3 Screen Menus in the AplLet Library

Press the key to get the list of ApLets — figure 3.1 Notice the Screen Menus

that appear at the bottom of the screen displaying the ApLet library. Each of

these menus is accessed by pressing the blank key- immediately below that

menu on the keyboard. (Remember the convention used in this manual.

i means press the blank key below the screen menu These screen

menus are not FIXED but vary according to the current status of the calculator.

The screen menus shown in figure 3.1 are explained below

 

 

             

v
’

”~ = W
 

o -
~                

 

The fun‘,f”’_nof thus SCl}’c.‘ifmenu:,;-‘»}:; L
        

 

- o e e e     
  

 If you press this menu key while in the ApLet Library wmdow  
__you can save the current ApLet under a new name (change name).

 

Resets the default values and settings of the selected Template

ApLet to the default values and clears any entries in that ApLet.

 

_ Sorts the listing of ApLets in the Library placing them in either

(i) Alphabetic order or (ii) Chronologically, by order oflast use

 

Used to send or download an ApLet from your calculator to

either another HP 38G or to a PC computer

(If you have the connectivity Kit)
 

 - Used to receive or download an ApLet from either another

HP 38G or a PC computer to your calculator.

_ (If you have the connectivity Kif)
 

This opens the selected ApLet from within the ApLet Library.

Pressing has the same effect as this screen menu key.B
88

B
E
B
I
B
I
E

It will open the ApLet, usually in Symbolic view.
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3.4 Building an AplLet based on the Solve ApLet

e Press the key to get the list of

ApLets — see figure 3.1.

e Use the cursor keys (WJAa] o

select the Solve ApLet as shown.

e Press either i or G3d to

open up the chosen ApLet.

e You should now have a screen like

the

when

figure 3.2 This screen view is

referred to as the Symbolic view
is

and is named this way at the top of

the screen. This title names the ApLet type and the current view.

At this stage this is the blank template for the Solve ApLet and there are no

entries after E1, E2, ... EO.. If you scroll through the display you will note

that allowance is made for the entry of up to ten EQUATIONS or EXPRESSIONS

from E1 to EOQ. These entries will be defined in the next section where you will

create a Solve ApLet called MATHS FORMULAE

Select E1 if it is not already selected

Now input the following equation [3A + 4B = 36| as follows

m......... . flm :BB then press  
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The equal sign, Bl , can be entered one of two ways:

(1) either by using the screen menu key : in the Solve ApLet display

 

or (i) by using and then selecting the equal sign from the list of

characters displayed on the screen and pressing

Notice that a check-mark appears next

to the equation that you have just

entered. (figure 3.3)

e Press the (D key.

Your screen display should look

something like figure 3.4. The numbers

next to the A and B may not be the

same. The values that appear here are

those currently stored in the memory

locations for A and B.

If you wish to solve the equation for B

when A =2, enter the value 2 for A

then press ERED. The cursor will

move down to B. As we wish to solve

for B press i while B is selected.

The value 7-5 is returned.

You can enter values for either A or

B and solve for the other. You can

only solve for one unknown variable. 
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The equation to be solved can contain up to 27 variables, but to solve the

equation the values of all but one of the variables must be provided by you.

A procedure to create a simple ApLet, to be named ([MATHS FORMULAE| is

outlined in the following section. It will contain some common mathematics

formulae.

Using the same ApLet as in figure 3.3, press to put the view of the present

ApLet back to the SYMBolic view shown in figure 3.3 then input the following

equations pressing at the end of each formula.

If you need to start over again press 8B, select [SOLVE] then press

Select E2 then input
   

 

  

figure 3.5

Press, the cursor moves to E4.

 
Notice that a check-mark appears

For E4 input [I = PRT alongside each new entry.

The entry that has the check-mark

@BEN SonEr0 next to it will be the one that is

solved when is pressed
Press ,the cursor moves to ES f   
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For E5 input |V = %nR3
   
 

For E6 input |V = lgnR2H
   

For E7 input
 

S = ©R2 + TRV( R? + H2)]
 

 

Highlight E1 and over-type the entry

For E1 input |A = V(B2 + C2?)

e Example

Select E3 and press i This makes E3 the active equation.

Note:

 

In the Solve ApLet up to ten equations and expressions can be entered into
the ApLet , but only one equation can be worked on at any one
time. .
Ifyou wish to work on a particular equation you mustfirst make sure that it

is checked

e Press the (D key. Your screen should look like ( figure 3.6)

e Input 12 for R. Select A then determine the area A by pressing i

¢ Input several other values for R and note the area each time.

e Now input the value 220 for the area A. Select the R then pressT

You do not need to clear the value next to the R, nor do you need to

rearrange the formula. The value for R when A = 220 is given and

overwrites any numbers currently in R

Input several more values for A and in each case determine the Radius R.
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3.6 To save the equations as an AplLet

 e Press @E). Thescreen looks much

the same as in figure 3.1 Select the

Solve ApLetif it is not highlighted. MATHS FORMULAE

(It should already be selected).

e Press the screen menu i

You are then prompted for a name

 

 

under which to save the ApLet.

You type [MATHS FORMULAE] , or figure3.7

any other name, then press . .
Remember:

You can hold down the

 

This is the most basic form of an

ApLet.

The name of your new ApLet should

(23keywhile you type in 1
|the letters for the NewName.|   

now appear in the list of ApLets.

At this stage the equations E1 to E7 exist in both

(i)  the Template ApLet called as well as in

(ii)  the newly named ApLetcalled .

Check this for yourself by opening both of these ApLets.

You can add entries into an ApLet or change the definitions within the ApLet.

Explanatory notes can also be included with the ApLet."You can then save the

altered ApLet either under a new name or keep the old name. In either case the

old ApLet is replaced by the changed form.

Remember: You are unable to delete any of the original template ApLets.
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Open the newly created ApLet [MATHS FORMULAE

Scroll to E8 which is empty. If there is already an entry in E8 you can simply

over-type the entry or you could clear the entry by selecting it (using the

(wJ(A] cursor keys) and then pressing the key.

 

For E8 input [3x + 5y — 4z = 120

and for E9 |3x + 5y — 4z

 

 

Notice that E8 like all the previous

entries E1 to E7 is an EQUATION

while E9 is simply an EXPRESSION.

To solve an equation you need to have

the values of all the variables except

the one for which the equation is to be

solved. That is you are solving for

this unknown variable.

Select E8 and press i then press

the (I key.

This takes you from the SYMBolic

view to the NUMeric view(figure 3.8)

It is in this NUMeric view in the Solve

ApLets that equations are solved.

You can now solve the equation for one of the unknown variables by giving

values to the other two variables as shown in figure 3.8
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3.5 Expression Vs Equation

If you now try the same action with the expression E9 the value given as the

solution for Z is 8-75. This solution is the value of the unknown variable

(in this case Z) that makes the value of the whole expression E9 equal to zero.

You do not SOLVE an expression, you merely provide values of the variables and

EVALUATE the expression for those values. Different values of the variables will

usually result in different values for the expression.

Since you are asking for a solution (this is after all the Solve ApLet) then the

expression is treated as and the appropriate solution is given to

this equation.

You are in effect determining the roots of the equation

You may wish to save this altered ApLet. Press then i You can save

the ApLet under a new name or, to keep the old name, just press at the

prompt.

Putting theseideastowork!

Any ApLet that was created by you using the SOLVE ApLetis itself a SOLVE

ApLet. You can modify your ApLet and change the entries to suit your current

requirements and the ApLet will behave the same way as the original template

ApLet called SOLVE. With the ApLet that you create you can save explanatory

£

  notes and the SETUP settings that you worked with in

Any problem which has a formula associated with it can be worked on by placing

the formula into a SOLVE ApLet. You then work on the formula as shown in this

chapter. Some further examples ofthis are provided in the next sections.
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3.6 Some additional routines using the Solve AplLet

TheCosineRule:

Determine the size of angle Z in the given

triangle given A=12; B=17; and C=10
 

Input EO [cos(Z) = (A2 + B2 — C2)/(2AB)|
 

Note the angle opposite side C must be given

different name to the side C.

Press (D to get to the NUMeric view

Input the known values, highlight the

unknown value then press%

This gives the solution as [Z= 35-296°] 
Note In the NUMeric view,if at Z you enter an initial guess (or Guesstimate),

highlight this value of Z and then press i you will be given the answerthat is

nearest to your guesstimate. This may not necessarily be the correct answer- it

could be the supplement of the correct answer or a co-terminal angle.

With trigonometric functions you will need to be careful and check that you do

indeed have the correct solution and not its supplement or a related value

The solver ApLet gives the solution that is nearest to the value assigned to Z.

You must interpret the solutions offered.
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Solving Trigonometric equations

To solve sinx°(2cosx°-1)=0

Select a solve ApLet. For E9: input sin(x)(2cos(x) —1)=0

Press the (100 key to get the NUMeric view. Put x= 0 then press i

Change the value of x to 90, then 180, then 270 and see what i yields

in each case. (Any set of values will serve the same purpose.)

.................... Rather than using the key T

to cycle through the DEGREES - RADIANS- RADS use the to cycle through the

 

To check the angle mode, press

choices and press enter when the appropriate choice appears in the display.

A wide range of routine mathematics problems are open to solution using the

Solve ApLet. Many of these may be better analysed in the Function ApLet if they

involve equations in one or two variables as such equations are better suited to a

graphical analysis. If there is a formula then in the majority of cases you can

include it in the Solve ApLet in its general form. (eg try the formula for the

solution of quadratic equations, although one could now question the need to do

this any more).

There is a PLOT VIEW but this is more versatile in the Function ApLet and

will not be developed at this stage. Its main purpose in this ApLetis to provide a

guide to your Guesstimates and possibly show why some guesses lead to no

ansSwers.

At this stage it is assumed that you have saved your first ApLet under the name

MATHS FORMULAE| .
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@) Simple Interest and Amount at Simple Interest

(ii)  Compound Interest and the Amount at Compound Interest

e Press and select the ApLet (you should getfigure 3-2)

 

e If there are entries currently in the ApLet use 33 (0 clear the entries.

Input the following :

For E1 input |I = PRT| then press @D,the cursor moves to E2

For E2 input |A = P(1 +RT)| then press @REDthe cursor moves to E3

For E3 input |A = P(1 + R)T| then press EMEDthe cursor moves to E4

For E4 input |A = P(1 + %)NT Use the following keys. (As you become

 

   

more familiar with your HP 38G you will do this more efficiently).

   B :BPDodosneB B 0B0BB00|
 

then press GAIAd, the cursor moves to E5

To save these formulae in an ApLet under the title FINANCE proceed as follows.

e Press @E). The screen looks much the same as in figure 3.1 Select the Solve

ApLetif it is not highlighted.

e Press the screen menu i You are then prompted for a name under

which to save the ApLet. You type the name then press i

e The name of your new ApLet should now appear in the list of ApLets.
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Example: If $8000 is invested at 7% per annum for a period of 6 years,

determine (i) the amount at Simple interest.

(ii) the amount at compound interest

(iii) the amount at compound interest if it is compounded monthly.

e Part (i) Press and select the ApLet then press

The ApLet will open in the SYMBolic view showing the formulae.

e Select E2 |A = P(1 +RT)| the formula for amount at Simple Interest.

e press the check key i then the key to get the NUMeric view figure

3.4

e Input the values P= 8000@3; I= 0-07; T = ¢GED

For A input any value roughly the same as the Principal P.

When you press the cursor moves off this guesstimate for A

e Use the cursor keys to select the A then press i The X at the top of the

display indicates busy time - The calculator is busy doing the necessary

calculations. After a short time interval the answer for A is given as 11 360

 

Press to get back to the SYMBolic view then Select E2 |[A = P(1 +RT)|.

Use the Edit facility. Press i then insert the * between P and (

Repeat the solve process above.
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Part (ii) Press to get back to the SYMBolic view

Select E3 [A = P(1 +R)T| the formula for amount at Compound Interest.

press the check key i then the (11 key to get the NUMeric view

Note that the values for P; R; and T are as before so simply press i

The answer is given as 12005-84
 

Part (iii) Press to get back to the SYMBolic view
 

Select E4 |A = P(1 + 1_13_ )NT| the formula for amount at Compound Interest
   

where N is the number of payment periods per year

Press the check key i then the (1D key to get the NUMeric view

Note that the values for P; R; and T are as before but you must now input a

value for N. Here N = 12

Be sure to select A before you press i

The answer is given as 12160-84

If you made corrections, you may wish to save this altered ApLet. Press

then i You can save the ApLet under a new name.

To keep the old name, just press at the prompt.

Almost any Growth and decay problem involving functions of the form

Y=K*BAX (y =k b*) will work in the solve ApLet
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3.7 Clearing AplLets and entries within an AplLet

To clear individual entries within an ApLet

(eg to delete the entry E9 in the ApLet)

first open the ApLet; select the entry E9,  then press

To clear an_entire ApLet from the ApLet Library listing, press EE),

select the ApLet to be deleted, then press

As a safety check you will be prompted with the question:

 

 

Delete the ApLet [name of ApLet selected|
 

   

If thisis the ApLet that you want deleted press the screen menu key?

If you made an error or you do not wish to delete that particular ApLet press

i and repeat the above procedure with the right ApLet.

 

To clear All user designed ApLets press the key combination L

This will delete ALL ApLets and leave just the six default template ApLets.

It does not empty any contentin these standard templates.

Note: i will not clear the contents of an ApLet unlessit is one of the six

template ApLets provided as default ApLets described at the start ofthis

chapter.
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Practice exercise: |To create a Solve ApLetand nameitSCIENCE|

Below are some common formulae used in science.

 

Science ApLet 1 [PROJECTILE-MOTION]|
 

 

  

1
El input |S = UT + 3AT?
 

E2input |[V=U + AT

E3 input (V2= U2 + 2AS

 

(V+U)T

  
E4 input |S
 

Another ApLet could contain science formulae such as

 

El input |C
 

%F—3m
 

 

c
l
-

+ eE2 input lfi

z
E3 input |T = 2= \/:g: etc.

Add some of your own to this list. (Simple Harmonic Motion, Hooke’s Law,

  

 

   

work - power- energy, projectile motion, circular motion etc). Test the

formulae then save them in an ApLet with a suitable name. One function that

you may find useful is ISOLATE. (Press Gl Symbolic| then select this

function from the menu).
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CHAPTER4

THE FUNCTION APLET

The SYMBolic view
 

 

Function

  
| NeTYeS
 (eorrcik]x| Evail

 

 

mThe NUMeric view

  

 

       
 

(zoom||[eiGMIDEFNE]|   
The graphing view

 

 

 

   

 

 

©jc
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4.1 Aplets and their views,

SETUP——

The keys in the second row of the calculator keyboard & NUM) apply

to all ApLets. These keys determine which view you display. Using the shift

key with these same three keys enables you to set up the parameters (Axes

 

labels, x-range, y-range etc) that control the setup of the views.

Each of the views will be demonstrated in the examples that follow.
 

 

Each ApLet in the HP 38G operates within a three level environment.

The ApLet can be viewed interchangeably in any of these environments by

pressing the appropriate key.

o The graphing environment for plotting graphs. figure 4.6

o The SYMBolic view for entering formulae and functions. figure 4.2-4.3

ALL functions entered use X as the independent variable.

o 0D The NUMeric view for viewing tables of values figure 4.17

 

If you are in the Function ApLet,this enables you to change the

 

angular mode for the ApLet. This is of concern only when you

are dealing with Trigonometric functions.

 

This enables you to set up the conditions for viewing your

 

graph. You determine the range of values for both the x-axis and

the y-axis, whether the axes will be labelled, the interval for tick

marks along each axis etc. see figures 4.4 & 4.5

 

Gives a Numeric display of the x and the y values in a table or

 

spreadsheet form. The values are given for each function that is

checked from the ten included in the SYMBolic view of the ApLet.
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4.2 The Function AplLet

 

e Press to get the screen display shown

in figure 4.1. This list shows the ApLets

currently stored in your calculator.

e Use the cursor keys (WJ(A] to move up

and down the list to select an ApLet.
 

Figure 4.1 shows that the Function ApLet

has been selected.

 

e Press either i or to open up

the selected ApLet.

e ApLets will normally open in the

SYMBolic view. Figure 4.2 shows the

symbolic view for the Function ApLet.

NOTE: You can also get to the SYMBolic

view by pressing when the ApLetis

selected in the display screen. (fig.4.1)

Where applicable, the following keys carry out the same action:

 

 
i or to start an ApLet. i or to begin an action

  
 

Note that all of the in-built ApLets are named using lower-case.

 

 |it wouldbeagood idea if you got into the habit of naming all of the ApLets
|thatyoudesignorimport using UPPER-CASE. That way the original
ApLet templatesortemporary ApLetsthat you may be working with

lcurr_:e'ntlycanfibe%éasily identified.its also easierto type the name this way.

   

     
      

  
 

©jc
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4.3 A Comment

Notice the Screen Menus that appear at the bottom of the screen displays.

Each of these menus is accessed by pressing the blank key- immediately

below that menu on the keyboard. (Remember the convention used in this manual.

i means press the blank key below the screen menu

These screen menus are not FIXED but vary according to the current status of the

calculator, the ApLet type, which View the ApLet is in or (T1D.

The screen menus in figure 4.1 are those associated with the ApLet LIBrary and the

display is obtained by pressing the key. The menu labels at the bottom of the

LIBrary View were explained at the start of the chapter on the ApLet.

As you get to understand the HP 38 you will find there are better ways to work

through many of the ideas that are explained below. This manual simply aims

to get you comfortable with using and moving around the HP 38G. Once this is

achieved the alternative procedures will make more sense.

Yes! There are ways of designing the ApLets so that they are interactive.

Yes! There are ways of down-loading ApLets designed by others more expert

at doing this task. For example the Internet provides a rich source of such

ApLets which can be easily down-loaded into your own calculator and saved on

your own computer. Most of the ApLets available on the Internet also

contain work-sheets related to the concepts being developed by the ApLet.

These features, and more, can be tackled once you become familiar with

moving around the HP 38G calculator.
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4.4 Designing an Elementary Function Apl.et (i)

Example 1

To design an ApLet on the linear function y = mx + b

 

 |Step 1 Select the Function ApLet|from the LIBrary list

e Press Use (WJ(A] to select the

Function ApLet (ie you highlight it).

 

 

e Press either i or to open up

the chosen Function ApLet.   e ApLets open in the SYMBolic view.

 

You should have a screen like figure 4.2 -
figure 4.2

You can getdirectly to the SYMBolic view for any ApLet by pressing the key
when the required ApLet is selected in the display screen. (figure 4.1)

 

iStep 2 SYMBolic view.| Enter the definitions of the functions 

e If your screen shows functions already

entered you can clear these individually

Simply select a function then press

e To clear all previously defined functions

press

 

For F1(x) inputa then press@NE)

Once a function has been entered if you need

to make a correction press i

Make the correction then press  
©jc
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Note: you could usegin place of

Input F2(x) = 2x - §;

F3(x)=2x + 4;

F4(x) = 2x - 8;

F5(x) =2x + 10

Press after you input each function.

 

Notice that a check-mark(v") appears alongside each function after you press

 

IStep 3 The PLOT SETUP]Set up the conditions for plotting the graphs.
 

 
  

e Press o set up the constraints on the

graph plotting. You should get figure 4.4

e For XRNG: input —10GMED then 10ENED

 

***Remember to use @ for the negative sign

 

For YRNG: input ~15G0ED then 15ENED
 

For XTICK: input 2 CIED Use the cursors(IW)(AJi0
move around this screen. If you make

any changes youmust press IS
For YTICK: input p)ENTER)

   
  

Notice that when is selected in fig. 4.4

the screen menu label changes to Ml

Press and select

 

then press or to get figure 4.5
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e Now press (the screen menu key)

 

Your screen should look like figure 4.6

o Use the cursor keys CO®J(WJ(A] and press

to check (or un-check) the items shown |

in figure 4.6

e When all this setup is completed press

 

1 recommend in these early stages that for other thanthe scaling andtick marks :
you keep the setup as shownin figure 4.5 and figure4.6 :

e The view graphs all the functions listed

in figure 4.3 that have a check mark (') in front

of the definition.

e You can un-check a function by selecting it and

pressing This does not remove the

definition from the ApLet, it simply removesit

from the list to be graphed. It is a toggle key.

e The functions are plotted in the order in which

they are listed in the ApLet. Your screen

display should look like that in figure 4.7.

e The coordinates of the cursor are shown at the

bottom of the screen. In this case the cursor is

on F1(x) at (-1,-2)

Use the (WJ(AJ cursors to move from one

function to another. Use the («J(»] cursors

to move along a chosen function.  
©jc
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e Press the key and the screen menus

 
change to those shown in figure 4.8.

   

 

  e Press to get the definition of the function

   currently being traced by the cursor.
  
     The ZOOM feature will be considered later.      

° If the trace screen menu label does not contain a small white

square the cursor can be moved to any position on the screen using

(OI(¥I(A) but the coordinatesofthe cursor will not be shown.

Press the menu key and a small white square covers the E in The

cursor is now limited to tracing the functions and its coordinates are given in

the form (x, Fn(x)) where n gives the number of the function being traced.

e Press to get back to the view showing

the LIBrary of stored ApLets (figure 4.1)

e Press i then press i and type the

name [LINEAR FUNCTIONS 1/.(figure 4.9)
 

 

o then press GlEE

Your display should now be back in the ApLet

LIBrary view with your newly saved ApLet

listed amongst the other ApLets

 
©jc
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4.5 Managing Memory

  e This ApLet is now stored in the Memory of
 

the calculator. It can be recalled at any

time, the functions can be edited (changed)

and the ApLet saved under a new name.

(This will replace the old ApLet in the APLET

 

SAVE FIES SORT SEND RECV START :

LIBRARYunless you used one ofthe six %{ %5?

template ApLets. These six ApLets cannot be -...-.

 

 

  
removed or renamed)  

     
   To delete an ApLet, selectit then press.

  
. ffr_f-.’g**u’r'e'"4’;_1 0v_;;_:}_f'fffi . 

 

e The number of ApLets that can be stored

depends upon the amount of memory

available. The size of the ApLetis also a

factor. An ApLet, such as [QUADRATIC],

down-loaded from the Internet, will require

almost all of the available memory.

To give yourself the maximum possible memory you should clear unwanted

ApLets from the LIBrary and also clear the screen history in the HOME screen.

The HP 38G keeps a record of ALL calculations done in the HOME screen.

This handy feature enables you to use the cursor keys to scroll through the

history, copy and if necessary EDIT a previous entry for re-use.

This screen history takes up some memory and can be cleared by pressing the

 

keys

This will clear the current history and a new screen history begins from this

step.

©jc
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4.6 Attaching a note to an AplLet

You may wish to attach a note to an ApLet

explaining the purpose of the ApLet, or wish

to include questions about the functions done as

homework, or to remind you of key aspects of

the content of the ApLet.

To include a note with an ApLet first select the

 

ApLet (figure 4.10), then press

text can

 

This will bring up a blank screen with the title

of the ApLet across the top of the screen.

Type in your note. Use i to fix the keyboard to type alpha-characters. This

does not require you to hold down the 3 yhen typing alpha-characters.

When this key is pressed the keyboard stays locked in the Alphabet mode.

This can be seen by the appearance of [(zl at the top of the screen display.

If you wish to include a number with the text press 3 .nd the alpha keyboard

will use the normal numeric keypad for the next character, after which it will

revert back to the alpha locked keyboard.

Press the i again to return the numeric keyboard to normal setting.

Use i to insert spaces into your text

Use i to edit mistakes and backspace the cursor in your note’s text.
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4.7 Designing Elementary ApLets (ii)

 

lPolynomial Functions using the Function ApLet]
 

1. view for Defining the functions.

e Press @B Use E]@ to select the

Function ApLet.

e Press either i or to open up

the Function ApLet.

e To clear all previously defined functions

within this ApLet press  
You should now have a clear screen in the

SYMBolic view figure 4.12 . fiqure4.12

You can getdirectlyto the SYMBolic view by

pressing when the required AplLet is

highlighted in the display screen.

 

e Remember: To input x use or

   To input x? press

e Input the functions shown in figure 4.13

 

 

Press after you input each function. ' fiqure 413 2

©jc
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¢ Enter the following additional functions. The screen display will

automatically scroll to the next position after you press G,

Add F6(x) = F2(F1(x))

F7(x) = ABS(x-5) + 6

F8(x)=2x3 +7x2 - 4x -6

 

    
To enter F8(x) use 8B Wit HBHB

e Press @to get back to the ApLet Library view.

   

e Press i then press i and type the name [POLYNOMIALS I

The ApLet LIBrary screen now shows your new ApLet included in the library

2. |PLOT|view  Setting up the plotting conditions.

e With your new ApLet selected press

(If you press this has the same effect).

e Use the cursor keys (v]J(A] and to

uncheck all functions except F1(x) and F2(x)

ie Leave only F1(x) and F2(x) checked(v') See Fig 4.13

Press

 

. and set up the constraints as

shown in figure 4.14

Use (COJ(WI(A] t0 move through the

values. If you make any changes press 
©jc
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e Press ,

then use the cursor keys (D@)

to move to any one of the six positions shown

in figure 4.15.

Use to set up the checks as shown in

figure 4.15

Note: SIMULT is not checked.

This Setup is simply a personal preference.

Other than when a GRID may be useful you

should use this setup for all of your plots.

e Press to get the graph PLOT view

shown in figure 4.16

 

Experiment with the

Set up the constraints in different ways to

familiarise yourself with this feature.

Try different x and y ranges,

Try different values for the TICK marks.

Although LABELS is not a default setting you

should maintain this in your settings as at helps

to keep the graph in some form of perspective. 
©jc
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3. [NUM]view Working in the Table format.

 

o PressM to get to the NUMeric view

shown in figure 4.17.

e Move around the screen using the cursor

(WI)](A] keys.

At this stage a grey cursor box will indicate —

your position in the table. The value selected ---- -

within this box is repeated at the bottom of

the table.

  

 

   
     figure 4.17

e The first, leftmost column, gives values of

the independent variable which, in the

Function ApLets is x .

The size of the screen numbers.
 

e All functions that are checked in the

SYMbolic view of the ApLet (figure 4.13)

will have a column in thistable @|2@ N—— :

? , .
e The screen menu makes the numbers in = : :

the screen display larger. It is a toggle key.

   

  

    

    
    o When IEIM s activated a white square  

 
appears in the menu labelB

Less data is now shown in the display since

the figures and letters are larger. (figure 4.18)

©jc
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4.9 Tables centred on specific values.

e Move to the left column (x) and type a

number (cg)@A) Notice the effect!

The value that you enter becomes the middle

value of the column and the rest of the table

adjusts around this value. (fig 4.19)

This feature can be done in this LEFT column only.

o 1f EI is active then the input value may

be the last value displayed in the column.

 

 

 
 

4.10 Setting up the number table format.

SET
D (o setthe options for the table

layout . (figure 4.20)

 

Press |

These settings are independent of the graph

shown in the PLOT view

e NUMSTART input here the value of x at

which you wish to start the table whenever

this ApLet is opened.

e NUMSTEP input here the value for the

increment of x. If you wish to go in steps of

0-1 then input O-1 then press

©jc

 

  
   

ENTERZOOMFACTOR

 

 
 

 

 

If you do not need to change an existing

value you will need to use the cursor

key to move to the next field as there is

nothing to and the selector will

stay on this field if you do press

S\instead of w   
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e NUMTYPE: the default value is

Note the change in the screen menus

Press You are given the choice of

 

(1) Automatic The table is built for you.

The table will be based on the settings

in figure 4.20 or

 
(ii)) Build your own table.

With this choice the table in figure 4.19

is blank. You input a value for x ; the

values for the other columns are inserted

(figure 4.21) 200M]NS[SORT]Bic_DEFN   
e from the two choices offered highlight

Build Your Own

e Press then D to get back to the
numeric view.

 

e Move to the first column (X). Type in the x

value

The values for both F1(x) and F2(x) are

listed in the appropriate column (figure 4.22)   
Enter several more values as shown in the

figure. You can build your own table of values within this window.

Now experiment with the two new screen menus

Ilfl (insert) and (sort table in order).

(figures 4.22 and 4.23)

will rearrange the values in

the table in either (i) Ascending order

or (ii) Descending order
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When is activated a white square appears in the menu label =0

Activate the screen menu by pressing (It is a toggle key)

Now move the cursor across the columns of the table using the (<] keys.

Instead of the value of the selected cell appearing at the bottom of the screen

the defining rule of the function for that column of data is displayed.

(figures 4.18, 4.22, 4.23)

4.11 In the NUMeric View

Press the menu key. A choice menu is
 

displayed (figure 4.24).

Try each option in turn.

The zoom-in, zoom-out factor is based on the    
choice made in figure 4.20 In this case the zoom

 

factor is set to 2. (figure 4.20)

Un-zoom each time before going to the next figure 4.24
item in the menu.

Un-zoom will only reverse the last zoom action.

If you do three successive zoom outs then

unzoom will only undo the last one. If you wish

to get back to the original table of values you

must either zoom in two more times or reset

the table format as shown in figure 4.20

©jc
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Press. Note that the table setup has not

affected the PLOT SETUP. Your screen should

look like figure 4.25. (No change from fig4.16)

The conditions that you set up in figuresl4 &15

usingD should still be the same as

when you initially set them up. The work

 

and the setup in theD view has no effect :
figure 4.25

on the PLOT SETUP.

When you save (or re-save) this ApLet both

settings for D view and CTR

 

view are

saved with the ApLet

Press then the screen menu key

This should give you figure 4.26.

Select[Intersection|ERED. You are given the figure 4.26

choice of the intersection of F1(x) with

either F2(x) or the x-axis. (figure 4.27)

Select F2(x) The cursor will move to

the first point of intersection to the right of

its current position. The coordinates of the

cursor are given at the bottom of the screen.

 

Move the cursor if necessary using the

cursor keys (O], Repeat the procedure to figure 4.27

determine the second point of intersection.
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Go back to the SYMBolic VIEW. (Press @))-

e Use to uncheck both F1(x) and F2(x)

 and to check (v') F3(x)   
o Use to set  

XRNG to -6,6; YRNG to -20,20,

 

XTICK =2 YTICK =5

Then press to get the graph PLOT view

shown in figure 4.28

e Press to show the other screen menus

 

available in plot view. (figure 4.29)

  
 

 
e Press This time from the choices

offered (figure 4.26) choose [zoomJTRACH](xy)FCNDEFNMENU]
 

 

That root closest to the current position of the . ‘-

cursor is given in the bottom left of the display

screen. You will need to manoeuvre the cursor .
Figure 4.29

before repeating this procedure to determine the

second root.

e Compare the roots of F3(x) with the solution

to the system F1(x) = F2(x).

©jc
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4.12 Locating Extremum - Turning points

e Press i so that the screen menus are

again visible and press i (figure 4.26)

Select The cursor moves to the

turning point and states its coordinates (x,y) in

 

  
the bottom left of the display. (figure 4.30)

4.13 Composite functions

Return to the SYMBolic VIEW. (Press I[))-

e Use i to check in turn F5(x) and F6(x)

e Note that the graph of F5(x) does not appear

 

on the screen. Press (I to get a NUMeric   or table view, this should explain the

problem! (figure 4.31) Figure 4.31

 

e Press to get back to the function

definitions (SYMBolic) view (figure 4.13)

e Highlight the composite function

F5(x) = F1(F2(x)) and press?

This defines the composite function as

F5(x) = (x + 12)2

Repeat this process for F4(x) and F6(x)
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CHAPTER 5

POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS

Working with polynomial functions

©jc
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5.1 The Algebra of Polynomial Functions

(i) using the Function ApLet

 

o Press to get to the SYMBolic VIEW.

e Use i to check (v') F8(x) only,

where F8(x) =2x3 + 7x2 -4x-6
 

Un-check any otherfunctions in the ApLet list.

      

  

figure 5.1

and use the setup as shown in

e Press to get the graph PLOT view

(figure 5.2)

e Press i to show the screen menus fig 5.2

e Use the cursor keys E][E] and move the

on-screen cross cursor so that it is near the

 

 

left side of the screen.

 

The cross cursor should trace along the

graph. Stop anywhere along the curve thatis

near the left-most intercept on the x-axis.

 

cursorto the bottom left side of

the display screen
If there is more than one function checked then,

in PLOT view, the ApLet works with the

function that is currently marked with the

cursor.
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To determine the Roots of a Polynomial

e Press

e From the choices offered choose

(figure 5.3)

The cursor moves to the root that is

closest to the current position of the

 

cursor. It’s value is given in the bottom

left of the display screen. You will need

to manoeuvre the cursor before repeating

this procedure to determine the second

and further roots.

Alternatively:

e After the first root from the left side has

 

been found press

 

e From the choices offered select

figure 5.3
This will give the coordinates of the figure 5.4

 

 
turning point next to the root just found. [The solutions provided are

A =-3818...
e Repeat the above procedure for the root |g - (-2.590...,16.568...)

and the turning point in succession until ~|C =-0741...
D= (0-257...-6-531...all the values A, B, C, D, and Ehave |0 (o0 70201

been determined. figure 5.5 Hint: Set the numberformat to Fixed 2   
©jc
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5.2 The Algebra of Polynomial Functions

(i) using the Menus

Four very useful functions relating to polynomials are available in the

catalogued list of functions obtained by pressing the key.

Each of these functions has a specific syntax associated with it.

(ie The way in which the function is expressed together with its arguments.)

This should not be of major concern here as each function, its purpose and use,

will be carefully explained in the examples that follow.

A summary of the main functions of interest in most high school

mathematics coursesis included in Chapter 14.

To get to these four functions for working with polynomials proceed as follows.

e Press B .

e Press Walll and a screen view similar to

figure 5.5 is displayed.

Explanation of the screen view in figure 5.5:

The left side categorises the functions into

types. The listing is in alphabetic order.

Using the (wJ(A] cursor keys scroll down the

left side . As you scroll you will notice that the

functions on the right side change to list those

functions available in each of the categories as

they are highlighted.

Since we are interested in the Polynomials

scroll up or down until is selected.

 

 

 

 
HINT: If you know the category of function

that you wishtoscroll to, simply press the

key that contains the alpha character for

the first letterof the category.

Thus to get to the Polynom. category

quickly, just pressB You do nat

need to press the keyfirst
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5.3 To obtain the roots of a Polynomial Function.

 
e The display screen should look like figure 5.6

o Now use the (O] cursor keys to move

to the right side of the display menus. Scroll

 down to select [POLYROOT| then press

or This puts you back in the

 

screen with the EDIT line containing the

entry POLYROOT (
 
Once you become familiar with the

e The function POLYROOT will determine the functions,instead of going throughthe

n roots of any polynomial function of the menu to get POLYROOT,as shown in

form figure 5.6 above, you would simply type

POLYROOT( etc directly into the EDIT

line of the HOME screen using then n-1 -2 2ax"+ax"+a"+ +ax +ax+ta, o5
ey   

e The Syntax (ie what you MUST key in) is

 
POLYROOT([a, a,a, ...2a; a, a a,])

This general case will return the roots of the

nth degree polynomial. Put briefly you enter

 

POLYROOT([[coefficients separated by a commal])
 

 e For the polynomial

P(x)=2x3+ x> —4x-6

at the EDIT line in the HOME screen input

POLYROOT([2, 7, —4, —6]) then press

This returns [-0-74, 1-06, —3-82] figure 5.7  yge Ll ,

Thus the roots are -3-82, —0-74, 1-06. NUMBERFORMATto
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 Example 2:

Determine the roots of the polynomial function

P(x) = 6x3 - 32x? - 18x + 140

e At the EDIT line input

POLYROOT([6, -32, 18, 140])EE)
 

Note the use of ( and [ brackets in the entry

e This returns the result [2-33, -2, 5]

ie the roots of the polynomial

P(x) = 6x° - 32x* - 18x + 140

are 2-33, -2, and 5 figure 5.8
 

  
e Us GIIM3 and set the NUMBER FORMAT

to Fraction 2 to get answers in fraction form

 

e Use the cursor keys (vJ(A) o highlight

POLYROOT([6, —32, —18, 140]) in the

display then press

  
e The roots of P(x)= 6x3 - 32x2 — 18x + 140
 

are then given as [%, -2, 5 1figure 5.9 It will often be quickerto copy the

POLYROQOTfunction into the EDIT line

It is not necessary to copy the question back from a previous calculation and then edit
by deleting the old coefficients and

inputting those of the next polynomial

being solved.

into the EDIT line before you press

 

 The fraction ne fraction number format could prove i Biso passbb 16 seloct the original

useful when dealing with the Factor Theorem. |question in the display screen, change

the number format to a more suitable

form, then press GEEB then   
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Now consider the roots of the polynomial

P(x) = x* —4x3 +3x% + 5x -9

Enterthis function into the function ApLet

(&) and then Plot the graph (X))

 

  
The plot is shown in figure 5.10

The Fundamental Theorem of Algebra states figure

that this fourth degree polynomial in x should

have four roots. Two Real Roots can be

observed from the graph.

 

e Press @B, change the number format to

then input
POLYROOT([1, 4, 3, 5, -9])

e The solutions offered are figure 5.11 

21 136, 21 136, 29 . 21
(5737 (G137 (—57.0); (?,0)

That is there are two Real roots —%—2 and 28—1

and two complex roots

21 136 . 21 136 .

g +13r Vad (g 137 V)  

Also note that the complex roots are conjugates.

To see the full solution on screen, use the

cursor keys (vJ(4a) 0 highlight the answer

then press i Press2 when

done.figure 5.12 figure 5.12

This shows the solutions in their normal form.
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5.4 To find a Polynomial given its roots.

POLYCOEF

The full syntax is POLYCOEF([Irootl|,|r00t2l, |r00t3|, |rootn|])
 

 

Example 3:Determine the polynomial that has
 

as its roots -3, 2, 1, 1

e Press G&MB then the key.

    
e Press the key a

menu table scrolls down to the function

so the right side of the

 

categories starting with the letter P figure 5.13 .-8.-

o Use the (U] cursor keys to move to the - figure 5.13

You could simply type POLYright side of the display menus. Scroll down

and select [POLYCOEF figure 5.13

 

e Press i or This puts you back in ;

the screen with the EDIT line

containing the entry POLYCOEF(
 

e Add to the EDIT line so it reads

POLYCOEF([-3, 2,1, 1]) then press

 

o The result given is [1,~1,~7,13,6] figure 5.i4  figure 5.14
 

The coefficientsare given in descending
Thus the polynomial that has as its roots

poly orderof powersof x

3,2, 1, 1

isPO)=1x* —1x3-7x2+13x -6
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5.5 To determine P(x) for any Polynomial.

POLYEVAL

The full Syntax is POLYEVAL([coefficients], |Variable’s value|)

Example 4

Determine P(-5) given

P(x) = 5x* —9x3 —21x2 + 12x -10

 

e Press QI3 then the key.

 

e Press the key |
 

select [Polynom.] » [POLYEVAL]
   

e In the EDIT line of the HOME screen input

 

POLYEVALC([5, -9, -21, 12,-10], -5)CHiED)

The value 3655 is displayed  figure 5.15 figure 5.15

This type of question is probably better done in

the NUMeric view of the Function ApLet.

The function POLYEVAL is more useful within

the programming routines.
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5.6 To simplify the form of a Polynomial.

POLYFORM

The full Syntax is POLYFORM ([expression|,[var name1],[var name2| ...)
 

 

 
We shall use only POLYFORM (|expression|,|var namel| ) to develop
 

polynomials in one variable. Other forms are possible.

This generates a polynomial in variable 1 from the

Example :  POLYFORM((2x —3)*x) will give

16x* = 96x3 + 216x% = 216x + 81

Example :  POLYFORM((x 2 + 2x-3)? -5x + 17, x) will give

X6 +3x4 =283 -9x2 +49x —10

Example : POLYFORM((2w + 5)(w —4)(3w —2), w) will give

6w’ — 13w? — 54w + 40

Note that the variable does not have to be X, it can be any letter!

 

General: Factorise the expression 6x3 — 13x2 — 54x + 40

  
GIM3 and set the NUMBER FORMAT to Fraction 2 then input

POLYROOT([6, —13, -54, 40])

e Use

The solutions offered are % ; :22 0 4.

From this it can be deduced that (x — %)(x + %)(x -4)=0

ie  6x3—13x2 — 54x + 40= (3x = 2)(2x +5)(x — 4)
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5.7 Some ideas to investigative.

Anotherfunction dealing with polynomials that is available in the Wl menus

is FNROOT. The full syntax is

 

FNROOT( |expression|, [variable name|, |first guess|)
 

The function root finder FNROOT determines the values of the variable that

make the value of the expression equal to zero.

eg Press (M3 to get to the HOME SCREEN. Key in

 

[FNROOT()(2 -TIx+6,x, 3)I where 3 is an estimate of the root.
 

This returns an answer of 1.

Now use the (4] cursor to highlight FNROOT(x? - 7x + 6,x ,3) Press i

to bring it to the EDIT line, then alter the 3 to another estimate or guess (Try

4, then try 5 as the guesstimate.) The technique used is the Newton-Raphson

iterative process and the root provided is usually the one closest to your

entered guess. The process is similar to that used by the Solve ApLet.

FNROOTserves a more useful role in the programming aspect of the HP 38G.

This leaves open a broader investigation into quadratics where the estimates for

the roots will be values based either side of the axis of symmetry.

The next page shows some screen views that you might find useful.

You may need to locate some of the functions on your calculator when working

with polynomials.
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Location of functions used with polynomials

 

Press . rage]  INDUIIL polynomial

functions that can be used

then in calculations in the

HOME SCREEN.

 

Select the required

 

function then press {23  
Determine roots and

intersections graphically.

To get this screen use the

i in the (XelJ view.

el

 

Press To get FNROOT into the

EDIT line in the

HOME SCREEN

then press then scroll to

the menu shown. utHm]cmoscons]| e  

ejc
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CHAPTER 6

POLAR EQUATIONS
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6.1 Polar Coordinates

Summary of the relationship between polar and rectangular coordinate systems.

In the Polar Coordinate system

The reference for point P is (R,0) where 6

 

: : P (x,y)
is the angle between the Polar axis and OP. 1y

I
R is the distance from the pole O to the |

I
int P

po _A8 .
) o Polar Axis

Polar equations take the form | ©

{(R,0) I'r =f(8) }

In the Rectangular Coordinate system

The reference for the point P is P(x,y)

Equations in the rectangular coordinate

system take the form

{(x,y) 1y =f(x) }

The relationship between equations

in Polar form and Rectangular form

The relationship between the coordinates in

 

both systems can be described using the

figure to the right. These relationships are

summarised below. Using these, one can

convert a given equation from Polar form

to Rectanular form and vice-versa

 

 
R = J(x2 +y?) x =Rcos0 y = Rsin® 8 = arctan(t)
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6.2 Plotting equations in Polar form

 

e Press Use @@ to select the

ApLet

e Press either i or to open up

the Polar ApLet.

 

 

e To clear any previously defined functions  
within this ApLet press

 

You should now have a clear screen in the e
L. angle mode to Radians

Polar SYMBolic view ......... figure 6.1

6.3 Creating a simple Polar ApLet

e Up to ten Polar equations can be entered

into an ApLet R1(0) through to RO(8)
 

The independent variable is 6.

To insert 0 use either the screen menu key

gor the key.

In the Polar ApLet environment the key

changes. Instead of entering x when it is

 

 

   

pressed it enters 6.

The screen menu key has also changed from x

figure
to6. ...... figure 6.1
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Polar plotting and the Polar screen setup.

e Input the following equation:

[R1(6) = 2]
 

  
e Press to get to figure 6.2a

If your setup screen does not look like this

 

 

then press . while you are in the

polar plot setup screen. This will change

the settings to the default values as

 

shown in figures 6.2a and 6.2b

e Press to get the graph in figure 6.3

The Polar Plot Setup.

 0 RNG the default values are 0 <0 <2mw

o 0 STEPis setat 2“—4 (= 0-130899)

For more precise graphs you may need to

   
 set smaller steps eg 0 step = 0-01

  e XRNG -6:5<x <6-5;

  
 

e YRNG -3:1<y <32

e These settings maintain the aspectratio of

the screen at 2:1 (ie equal-distance scaling
 

Notice that thejCértesian axes are

drawn rather than the polar axis!.

It is possible to remove the axes

on both axes). This means that a plotted

circle will appear properly as a circle

without the distortion created by using   
 

(un-check axes in figure 6.2b)
different scales on each of the axes. -
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e Now create an ApLet named

containing the following equations:

R1(6) =2

R2(0) = 6| ... may need re-scaling

R3(0) = 2sinB| suggest 0O step set to -05 ?

R4(0) = 3cosB| suggest 0 step set to -02 ?

R9(0) = e"0O

 

[RO(8) = 2 — 3cos(8)]
 

6.4 Solving polar equations

Example 1: Sketch the graph, then Solve:

{R = 3sin(30)
R =2 for 00 <2r

e Use (1) the NUMeric view

(i1) the [Solve ApLet

to determine the solutions of the system

e In the PLOT view use the @@ cursor

keys to move from one graph to the other.

Use (™) (o trace the chosen graph.

@ S

 

 

 

 

 

TTT
 

 

[RO(B) = 2 — 3cos(8)]
 

figure 6.5

 

 

  
 

figure 6.6
 

 

Thisis equivalent to asking you to solve

2=3sin(30)for 0<B<2n

This can be solved using the Solve AplLet,

but be aware of the many possible answers.

See the next example for the technique!
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Example 2:  Solve the system

R = 6sin(30)

6 forR>0and 0<0 <2
™ ~e

Method 1: Tracing the graphs

e Opena ApLet, enter the two Polar

equations into the SYMBolic view.

 

o Usek to set the XRNG and YRNG

as shown by the axis in figure 6.7

e Press to get the graph in figure 6.7

  
@B.nd select [Plot-Table

e You should get a split display with the left

e Press

side showing a graph, and the right side a

table of values. figure 6.8a orfigure 6.8b

e Press Use the (WJ(A] cursor keys

to move to the graph of R(8) = 6sin(30).

The equation of the graph that the cross cursor

is on, (tracing) in the PLOT view,is displayed

at the bottom of the screen. In the table figure

6.8a orfigure 6.8b the top of the second column

shows which graph has its values displayed.
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figure

 

 

 

fiqur 8

 

 

Yourtable may not be identical to that shown

as it will depend on the setup used in

{The NUMSTEP used, the NUMSTARTor

starting value for 6 etc may be different).

    

 

 

 

In the full numeric view (press them key

to get the NUMeric view), both R1 and R2

display their value for each value of 6 .

Check for each approximationto 8
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Use (O] 6 trace the chosen graph. The

values are scrolled in the numeric display as

the cursor moves along the graph. When you
_ - o 2.24 2.67857

are near a point of intersection (in figure 6.8a )

use (W)(A] o change to the other graph.

The highlighted value of 8 stays fixed and the

 

  
 

value on the other graph for the set 6 value figure

can be compared. figure 6.8b The approximatevaluesfor 6 are:
1.14;, 2.04; 2.26; 3.02

4.28, 5.18;, 54; 616.
Note the approximate valuesfor the intersections ofthe

graphs as these will be used in the SOLVE method    
Method 2 Using a ApLet
 

e Press select the [SOLVE ApLet

e Input the following : (use x in place of 0 )

For E1 input |6/X = 6sin(3X)

 

 
o Press 0D to get the Solve NUMeric view :

. figure 6.9
f1g6.9 '

 e Enter each approximation for 6 as given - s
The solutions for each approximation in the

from the Polar PLOT or NUMeric view. Solve Numeric view were

2-248056; 3-02946

426763 517112 -
Whyarethere not8 solutions as seemingly |
suggested from tracing the graph?

e Press The solution that is nearest to

  the input estimate is given in the display.
 

 

 

Graph the system for (1) 0<0 <= (i) t<O <2m

This should help explain the correct solutions. Note the effect when r<0

Do further analysis of those approximate values given in bold below figure 6.8b
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You should keep a record of techniques and short cuts as you learn how to use

the HP 38G. This pageis left blank below this line for this purpose.
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CHAPTER 7

PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS

 

|[Working with Parametric Equations|
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7.1 Comments on the Parametric form of a line

The symmetricform of a line (equation @) leads

directly to the parametric form, a form which is

often used in applications in physics. Ry
X — X y =y0 _ 0
——@Since the ratios

are equal, let ¢ be the value of this ratio.
  

      

 
 

X - x y — vy
e [——2=1¢| and |[—2=¢

q m

Sox —x,=qt and y -y=mt

X = x,+ qt. 0
ie rfy =y, mr |

    

 

In many physical situations it is often more
 

convenient to express the horizontal and vertical G G o
p Note that g and m are the projections on the

displacements separately in terms of another : : :
p p y x-axis and y-axis respectively.

variable. (¢ is often used asthis auxiliary Thatis, they represent the horizontal and vertical
variable, as time is often the variable involved in displacements from A(Xo'yo) to B(x,.y,)   
many such problems).

The pair of equations in is called a system of parametric equations for a line.

. . X =X y -y
Note that for each different point (x,y) ofthis line the ratlos——q——2 and TO- ,

although equal, form different pairs of values. That is ¢ is not a constant but is a variable..

[This auxiliary variable ¢ is called a PARAMETER|
 

 

x and y are both separately expressed in terms of this variable .. Here is written in this form.

Parametric equations are particularly suitable in describing the motion ofa particle along a line in

three-space. As with the symmetric form of a straight line, the generalisation from two-space

([Rz) to three-space ([R3) or higheris very straight-forward.

It is common practice in Mathematics to express two related variables, say x and y, in terms of

a third variable such as ¢+ or 6. Such functions are not confined to just linear functions.

f(t) or x = f(0)

g(t) y = g(8)
The equations are called parametric equations and the variables¢, 6, are called parameters.

The functions are written in the form {;

One example with which you should be familiar is the unit circle in trigonometry.

x cos(0
In this instance x*> +y? =1 where {y — sin(((-) )) and O is the parameter
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7.2 Entering equations in Parametric form

 

e Press @3. Use @[Z] to select the

ApLet figure 7.2
. Parametric

e Press either i or to open up

 the Parametric ApLet.

   'DELI clear any previously

defined functions within this ApLet

o Use

template.
 

You should now have a clear screen in the

Parametric SYMBolic view figure 7.3

On the HP 38G the parametric equations

{; : ;((tt)) are expressed as {§:§¥g:

The function must be entered in two parts.

  
You must input the definition for both parts

 as functions of T.

 

Highlight X1(T) then input f(?)

 
then input Y1(T) used in defining either

X1(T) or YI(T)

The brace on the left is a reminder that both :
Use the &3 key to scroll through the

components are necessary to define the choicesfor Degrees - Radians -Grads

  i

function in parametric form.
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e Both X1(T) and Y1(T) are checked (v")

If you un-check one of these components

the otheris automatically unchecked.

e Up to ten Parametric equations can be

entered into an ApLet

X1(T)= X0(T)=
{Yl (T)= through to {YO(T)—_-

e The independent variable is T.
To insert T use either the screen menu key

% or the key.

In the Parametric ApLet the key

changes from entering x when it is pressed

to entering T.

The screen menu key has also changed from

xtoT. ... figure 7.3

Parametric Plots and the screen
setup.

e Input the following parametric equations:
{XI(T)= cos(T)

Y1(T)= sin(T)

 

e Press ¢ to get to figure 7.4a

If your setup screen does not look like

  

this, press | to get to the

default values shown in figures 7.4a

e Press to get the graph in figure 7.5

©jc

 

 

 

figure 7.4a
 

 

If yoursetupscreen doesnotlook like this,

 

press . while you are in the

Parametric plotsetup screen. This will

change the settings to the default values
as shown in figure 7.4a
 

 

   

 

  
figure 7.4b

 

 

 

 

figure7.5
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7.3 Creating a simple Parametric AplLet

Input the following parametric equations and then save the set as an ApLet
 

under the name [PARAM-ALGEBRAIC]|
 

 

     
 

 

Function | Tvalues Range for x-values ,,.Réngf;fi for y-values

5 [X2(D)=T -2<T<4) Default setting Default setting

(Y2(T)= 2 Step 0-1

3 !X3(T)= 3 -1<T<L2 Default setting Default setting

(Y3(T)=T Step 0-1
 

JX4(T)= 3 + 4T 2<T<4 XRNG-10<x<30 YRNG -12 <y <12

 

4 iYa(T)= 2+ T Step 0-1 X-Tick 5 Y-Tick 5

X5(T)= 2T 2<T<2 XRNG-6<x<6 YRNG -5 <y <20

Y5(T)= 4T? Step 0-1 X-Tick 2 Y-Tick 5

 

Y6(T)= -13+10T  Step 0-1 X-Tick 5 Y-Tick 5
 

; {X?(T)= 7+7T -2<T<4 XRNG-5<x<40 YRNG -15 <y <20

Y7(T)=17-2T Step 0-1 X-Tick 5 Y-Tick 5

 

The last three entries can be general linear equations or quadratic equations or

a mix of either. These parametric equations can be used to investigate the

impact of the values of A,B,C,D. In the Symbolic view highlight X8(T) then

press?Delete A and B and replace them with number values. Repeat this

for Y8(T). By using the EDIT facility a whole class of parametric functions

can be investigated within the one ApLet. Replace T with other functions of T.

 

TRNG & STEP XRNG & X-Tick YRNG &Y-TickX8(T)= A+BT . , e
Y8(T)= C+DT set to suit set to suit set to suit

 

©jc
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7.4 Using a Parametric AplLet to solve problems.

Problem 1: From a harbour H the position and velocity of two ships A and B

are noted.

The position vector ofA from H is (7i + 17j) and its velocity is (7i — 2j) kmh!.

The position vector of B from H is (17i — 13j) and its velocity is (3i+10j) kmh™.

Assuming that the ships maintain their respective courses:

(i) For each ship, give the parametric equations that describes their course.

(ii) Determine whether a change in course will be needed to avoid a collision,

and give the time frame within which such a course change will be necessary.

x :
Let r, = g') be the postion vector of

1

ship A at time T hours.

Then r, = (7i+ 17)) + T(7i - 2j)

e () =)+l
{Xl(T): 7+ 7T figure 7.6
Y1I(T)=17 - 2T

 

 

 

Go to the PLOT SETUP (Press ;

For this work on Parametric Equations you should

check the option SIMULTto enable the graphs to

be drawn simultaneously. See figure 7.7b '

X .
Letr, = (yz) be the postion vector of

2

ship B at time T hours.

Then r, =(17i- 13j) + T(3i + 10j)

 . X, 17 3
ie ) =l3) t Tl 10 The parametric plot on the HP38G provides a good

model of the time and motion for this problem.   {XZ(T): 17 + 3T
Y2(T)=-13 + 10T

If there is going to be a collision then both A and B must be at the same point

for a given value of T. ie 17+3T=7+7T AND -13 + 10T = 17-2T. Here

T= 2.5 satisfies both conditions, therefore collision will occur in 2-5 hours.

One of the ships must change its course within 2.5 hours to avoid collision.
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e Now do this problem on your calculator.

e Open a Parametric ApLet and input the

parametric equations.  

Note: These parametric equations have

already been entered into the newly created
 

ApLet [PARAM-ALGEBRAIC] (as Number 6 

and 7 from the previous section). Either

 

  
   load this ApLet or open a new Parametric

ApLet and enterthese parametric equations. ([l-00D

figure 7.7a

   

e Check the two sets of parametric

equations (v) and un-check any
 

remaining equations in the ApLet

  
ranges as shown in figures 7a & 7b

e Press W2l

This means that any equations checked in

e Usel to set up the display

 

   

 

the ApLet will be graphed simultaneously

from the initial or starting value for T figure 7.7b

If collision is suggested from the graph then 

this can be investigated and confirmed in the Nats that SIMULTis checked.
 

NUMeric view Table. (Press the NUM key ),

or use the Solve Aplet.

©jc
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Press \—J @SBand select |Plot-Table
 

You should get a split display with the

left side showing a graph, and the right

side a table of values.

figure7.8a orfigure 7.8b  
 Use the (WJ(A] keys to move from on

parametric system to the other.

The X1 and Y1 at the top of the table

indicates which parametric equations you

 

are tracing. As the cursor moves along the

graph the table gives three items of
 

information:

The value of T......(Bottom of the table)

The value of X1(T) and Y I(T) HIGHLIGHTED

If you press the (D) keys the cursor

traces along the graph and the table gives     the information about T, X1(T) and Y1(T) \

The feature enables you to zoom in figure 7.8b

on the point of interest. When you use the ZOOM feature the  
m are changed. If you

wish to redo the problem you will need to

The CIID key will give a fuller display of settings in

the table. In this fuller view you can
. . . . reset the values.

quickly zero in on points of interest by » .
When you learn to create more advanced

AplLets this feature can be designed into the

around this new value. ApLet.

entering a value for T. The table centres

Cjc
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Problem 2

In an ‘Australian Rules’ football game a player is awarded a ‘free kick’ 50 metres
from the goal and directly in front of the goals. It is known that the player is a
straight kicker. It is also known that if the ball is kicked below a height of 2-5
metres before it crosses the goal line the defence will prevent any goal being

kicked. If the player taking the free kick kicks the ball with a velocity of 25m s~/
at an angle of32° to the horizontal determine:
(i) The maximum height reached by the ball and the time taken to reach this
height
(ii) If the player taking the kick scores with his kick.
(iii) The equation describing the flight path of the kicked ball.

Investigate the effect of kicking the ball at different angles and with different
initial velocities. Summarise your conclusions.

Horizontal motion Laws governing motion

_ involving uniform acceleration
u= 25¢0832° m/s e
 s=x (horizontal diSplacémént) ‘
 t=Tthetime interval Cs=ut+gar?  s={BEWN
acceleration - None

Vertical Motion v=u+ at  vZ= u? + 2as

u=25sin32°mfs '
s=h (vertical displacement)
v=0 at maximum height

a=98m/s?T or -9.8 m/s?d
 

e Open a Parametric ApLet and input the

parametric equations.

{Xl(T)z 25Tcos32°
Y1(T)= 25Tsin32° -4.9T?

 

 

X2(T)=50 .
and {Y2(T)= 2.5 -T figure

The Parametric equations {3‘%@;52,5-T
 

e Check the two sets parametric equations
are used to draw a vertical line at x = 50 m with

a heightof 2.5 (for T > 0).
the ApLet The graph can then show if the paths cross

(v') and un-check any other equations in

   
©jc
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WS(o set up the display

ranges as shown in figures 7.10a & 7.10b

e Press Wil

The equations checked in the ApLet will  

 

 
be graphed simultaneously from the

initial or starting value for T (Here T=0) figure 7.10a

The graph suggests that a goal would be

scored. This can be investigated and

confirmed in the NUMeric view Table.

 

At the goal line when s = x = 50m

T= 2-358s; Heights=h=Y1 =3-99m

The horizontal distance travelled by the ball

i1IswhenT = 2.7, XI1 = 57-3 metres

  
e Press and select lPlot-Tablel
 
 

 

You should get a split display with the left
figure 7.10b

side showing a graph, and the right side a

table of values. (see figure7.8a orfigure 7.8b)

To investigate further press the NUM key.

Key in values for T to zoom in on points of

interest.

The full solution to the problems posed are left for you to complete.
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7.5 Parametric Equations involving Trig functions.

The following series of parametric equations are suggested as a basis for

further investigation. They not intended as an exhaustive set. It is up to you to

investigate and extend on any ideas, at your leisure. eg Vary the range of T;

show why some like number 4 are parabolas with a special pattern of

behaviour the distinguishes them from the similar algebraic function.

(compare it with the parabola y=1 - 2x2 ; Are there any connections with

Double angles? etc)
 

  
Parametric Equations
 

X1(T)= sinT SETUP
{Yl((T))z :;2(21«) Remember to change to Radian mode. Press’

 

5 {X2(T)= cos3T
Y2(T)= sin3T
 

{X3(T)= sinT

3 Y3(T)= sin(3T)
 

 

{X4(T)= sinT
4 Y4(T)= cos(2T)

{XS(T): sin(2T)
5 Y5(T)= sin(3T)
 

6 faolD=sm) The ABC logo
Y6(T)=cos(3T)
 

 

 

7 {i’(;g"R: ;Ségg();lr%) Vary the values a,b,K,d

X8(T)= 6cot(T

8. {YSET;= 6;(;12(('12) The witch of Agnesi

X9(T)= A(T - sinT) .
9. {Y9((T))= A(1 = cosT) (cycloid) Vary A

 

©jc
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You should keep a record of techniques and short cuts as you learn how to use

the HP 38G. This page is left blank below this line for this purpose.

©jc
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CHAPTER 8 SEQUENCES & SERIES

Screen views Associated with the Sequence ApLet
 

SYMBolic View  Press select

SEQUENCE/ then press @iz or SYMBolic Setup Press

U1(1); UL(2); UI(N) define one sequence

 

 

 

 

 -3 -
 
 

 

PLOT View Press

    
   

 

 BEEEESEQUENCEPLOTSETL
 

  

   

 

 

 
NUMeric or Table View Press (I  NUMeric Setup Press
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8.1 A Comment on Sequences & Series

A sequence is a function that has for its domain the set of positive integers N.

 

N=1{1,23,45 ..}

ms N |0 |2 o a5 ]| ]
Term N ‘20-4 23-1 \15°7 l19°9 22-0 ‘23-1 }21-1 ‘

  
is a sequence. The domain is a subset of the positive integers.

A convention adopted by mathematicians is to talk about

the sequence {a,} = 204, 231, 157, 199, 22-0, 23-1, 21-1

where the domain is implied and taken to be a subset of the positive integers.

The sequence described above was the maximum temperatures, in degrees

Celsius, recorded in Perth over a one week period during winter. Sequences

do not necessarily have a pattern to them nor do they need to have a defining

rule. However most of the sequences you will be dealing with will have an

underlying mathematical pattern from which the sequence can be generated.

In any sequence the general or n'h term is usually denoted by T, oru,

T5 or uj refers to the third term. u,,, is the next term after the nth term

u,_; refers to the term immediately before the n'h term

u,_is the term immediately before the (n — 1! term, or two terms before u,

 

A Series is an indicted sum of the terms of a sequence.

A series is a sequence ofpartial sums.

Forthe series T| + T, + T3 + ... T, a sequence ofpartial sums can be formed

 

SI=T]; SZ=T1+T2; S3=T] +T2+T3;|Sn=T1 +T2+T3+ Tn
 

Si, Sy, S5, ... S, ... formsasequence ofpartial sums called a SERIES

 

This can be written using the notation S, = XTL =T, +Tr,+ T3+ ... T,

1 =1    

©jc
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8.2 Entering sequences into the HP 38G

 

“Sequences: the SYMBolic view G
  

e Press MB). then use @@ to select the

ApLet  figure 8.1

e Press either i or to open up

the ApLet.

  
e Use  to clear any previously

defined sequences.

You should now have a clear screen in the

SEQUENCE SYMBolic VIEW figure 8.2

You could just over-type an existing sequence if need

be. You do not need to start a new ApLet each time.

The HP 38G defines sequences using three

components. For example, the sequence

{U1} is defined by

 
U1(1)= U1(1) is the first term
U1(2)= |where Ul(2) is the second term

U1(N)= UI(N)is the nth term   

You can input sequence Ul in one of two

ways - either by

(i) entering the General Term UI(N) or

(ii) entering a recursive formula

For this section you must be in the

Sequence ApLet.

 

Sequence

 

 

 

 

NOTE! i you wish to save any existing

definitions press the screen menu

key and save the work under a suitable name.   
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8.3 Defining a sequence by entering the nt" Term

 

 

thConsider the sequence whose n'" or general

term is given by U, = (2n + 3)

In the steps outlined below you should observe

the changes that occur in the screen menus.

 e Scroll past Ul(1) and U1(2). figure 8.3

Highlight UI(N) Notice the two screen

menus that were added;2andE

e In the EDIT line key in 2N +3

 

  

e Press There will be a brief pause Usefiwpm N into the EDIT line

(X appears at the top of the screen. This indicates

that the calculator is busy computing.) is used mainly to define U1(N) or T,

  e Both Ul(1) and U1(2) are calculated and 

inserted into the sequence, since your

formula for the nt? term has determined

their value. A checkmark (v )appears
 

alongside U1(1), U1(2) and U1(N) Any checked sequences will be graphed

simultaneously in the W2view.
If you un-check one of these components the e

other two are automatically unchecked. Any checked sequences will be listed

e Up to ten Sequences can be defined and Simulianeousiy In the view.   
entered into an ApLet in the form
  

 

Ul(1)= Uo(1)=
U1(2)= through to |U0(2)=
U1l(N)= UO(N)=     

©jc
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e The variable is N, a positive integer.

To insert N you can use either the screen

menu key i or the key or the

  alpha keys3

In the Sequence ApLet the key

changes from entering x when it is

pressed to entering N.

The screen menu key has also changed

from X to N, but only while the entry for

U(N) is selected. figures 8.3 & 8.4

e Example:2 Select U2(N) and input the
 

  

U2(1)=
|U2(2)=sequence: 3N

V2N=N+2)
 

The first two terms will be automatically

inserted when you press GuliE

Uncheck sequence 1; Sequence 2 is already checked

 

 

  
Sequence View and
 

 

Press to get to figure 8-5

If your setup screen does not look like this,

values as shown in figures 8.5

   press to get to the default

 

 

  

 

Leorrcre]

 

figure 8.4

Uncheck any other sequences —eg { Ul }

 

 

   

 

Hint: Press while you are in

the Séquence plot setup screen.

This will change the settingsto the

default values as shown in figure 8.5
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e Change the PLOT setup to that shown in

figures 8.6a & 8.6b . Use [Z][E to move to

the next value, press GMIED to input new

values. To get to figure 8.6b press

e Press to get the graph in figure 8.7

Some points to note about the PLOT

e Although the axes are drawn over the

range -5< X <60 and -1 <Y <5 the

graph is drawn only for 1 < N < 50 as this

was the number of terms requested.

(See NRNG in figure 8.6a )

e You can use the (D] cursor keys to

scroll the cross hairline through the

sequence along the graph, and beyond.

The value of both N and U(N) are given

beneath the graph for the cursor position.

e Press i Check what each of the menu

e To use the cursor quick move feature

[E] or L  J(Oithe trace key

must be active. Press to getthis.

©jc

 

  

  

  

 

    
figure 8.6b

 

fiqure 8.7

 

 

 

HINT Use [Z] to move to the

furthest point to the right on the graph. This

is the maximum U(N) for the set values of N.

 

@to get back to the leftmost

term on the graph.
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The NUMeric view (D and

  
 

 

PressG get the NUMeric (table)

display as shown in figure 8.8

You can scroll through the sequence using

the (WJ(4) keys. Use the (D] to

move from one column to the next.

If is active it will have a white

square next to it. When thisis active the

defining rule for each sequence will be

given at the bottom of the display as you

scroll across the columns.  figure 8.8

Scroll to the leftmost column. This is

reserved for the values of N. Enter any

integer - say 100. The whole NUMeric

display re-centres around the 100t term.

You can only input values for N.

If the numbers are too small for you to

read press EN vou will get bigger

numbers in the display but there will be a

smaller set of values displayed. This is a

toggle key so pressing BIG again will

restore the smaller numerical values.

If you wanted only every third term then

 

 

  

 

 

If you scroll to values of N that are less

than 1 the term value is given as

UNDEFINED. This is because N must

be a positive integer   

 

 

 

Press to get the default

values for the numeric display.  
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Auto Scaling
  
 

When a is done for a sequence it is

sometimes difficult to get the scaling on the

vertical axis right for the chosen domain X.
 

If the plot is not scaled suitably, press

Select |Auto Scale| from the

options offered, then press (ENTER figure 8.10

  
figure 8.10

The graph is redrawn with the vertical scale

rescaled to display the graph for the chosen X

values (as entered in figure 8.6a).

This action can be carried out while you are

in the Plot view. Be prepared for very large values.

 
 

 

"Split view: Graph + Table
 

e Sometimesit is useful and instructive to

have BOTH the graph and the numeric

 

display showing at the same time.

. and select |Plot - Table -

e As you move the cursor along the graph ~ figure 8.11

 

Press  

its position is matched by the highljghted
 

values in the Table. If more than one sequenceis plotted: use

@ or the@@ keys to move from one

sequence to the other. The table also

changes to match the chosen sequence.

 

The quick move feature

E] is also available in this view.   

 

 

©@jc
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8.4 Working with Series.

Example 3:

 
The Sum to N terms of an Arithmetic Series.

e Press to get to the SYMBolic view.

e Scroll down to the sequence {U3} key in

   U3(1)=5

U3(2)=5+7

U3(N)= 2(J=1N,U1(]))

 

 

   
figure 8.12

Note the use of brackets and commas!

U1QJ) refers to the sequence defined by {U1}

[Instead of U1(J) you could put 2%J+3 In figure 8.12 the cursor is in the third

column. This shows the sequence {U3}.

 

The letter used for the running index must be used in

since IS_Ihas been made active then

the defining conditions for the sequence

Check sequences{U1}&{U3} and Uncheck {U2} {U3} are stated at the bottom of thetable.

defining the N term in the summation. ]

   
||The NUMeric view @D figure 812 I
  

In this view you can see both

T, , the n™ term of the Sequence {U1} and

S, » the n™ term of the Series {U3}

You can move across the columns, check the -   defining conditions for either sequence or,  

by moving to the leftmost column, enter a

value for N.

 

For example put N = 100 figure 8.13
This shows (i) T,qq=203 and

The on-screen table moves down to the ,
(i) Sypq=10400

terms that are centred around N=100.
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|IThe PLOT view figure 8.14 I

 

  

 

  

  e Press d5F and set the default plot

values by pressin   
e Press If the graph plot is not a

 

very good one. Pres figure 8.14a

 select Auto Scale. (see figure 8.10)

 

 

 
  

As a matter of interest :

Check the scaling that was carried out by the

 Auto Scaling process. To do this press
       The thick vertical axis is due to the large

number of tick marks. Change this to

something like that suggested in figure 8.14b
figure 8.14b

The graph plot should be more distinct. The

nature of the plots of T, and S, should be

worthy of further investigation.

EXERCISE:

Plot both the sequence and the series associated with the following and

determine what happens to both T, and S, as n gets larger (ie as n increases

without bound).

In each case give the value of Tand S5,

 

1. 12,3,075, ... 12 x (0251 2. 18,15, 12, ... (15-3n) ...

3. 5,10, 20, ... 5x201 4. 4, 45,5, 5.5, ...";7,

©jc
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8.5 Iterative processes.

What is an Iterative Process

e The set of instructions provided in the flow

chart to the right (figure 8.15) produces a sequence

of ten numbers.

e As each numberis generated, it is used to

produce the next number in the sequence.

e Such a repetitive process is called an iterative

process, and the rule describing the repetition is

referred to as a recurrence relation.

e In an iterative process, each output or answer

becomes the input for the next calculation. The

steps in the calculation are identical each time;

all that differs are the value(s) used in each

calculation Such processes are tedious and best

done on a calculator or on a computer.

This process could have been defined recursively as

T, =3

* T,=T, +7

e Here T, =T+7 gives the recursive
1

relationship where each term is defined in terms

of its predecessor. However on its own this does

not give a specific sequence. Stating T, = 3

enables a particular sequence to be formed.

The Arithmetic sequence :

n

An lIterative Process

WRITE DOWNJ
3

   

 

 
Add 7tothelast
number written down

oy

WRITE DOWN THE
NEW NUMBERg

_HAVE
YOU WRITTEN no
DOWNTEN
NUMBERS

 

 

  

figure 8.15

 

 

To enter this sequence into the

HP 38g using this iterative

process, open the Sequence

 

Aplet - viewand input—

 

U4(1)=3
U4(2)= 10
U4(N)= U4(N-1) + 7   
 

 

Use the Autoscale feature

discussed inthe previous section

to plot the graph, then view it in

the numeric mode.
 

'I‘ _ 3

1T - . . .
T T is said to be defined recursively.

{ +1 n + 7 y
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8.6 Defining a sequence recursively.

t, = 4
1

=5t  +3
n-1

Here is another example of a sequence defined recursively
n

In a recursive definition the rule relating a term to the term(s) immediately

before it is given. Usually u,_,, is defined in terms of u, or u, is defined in

terms of u__, All that is required one term of the sequence. The term usuallyn-1

given is the first term u, . Oncethis starting value is given then the recursive

relationship is applied and the process used to generate the sequence of results

is referred to as an iterative process.

To enter a sequence defined recursively you must enter the first two terms as

well as the recurrence relation. Note the difference between the sequences

{U1} defined by U, = (2n + 3) and the sequences {US} to {U8} as defined

below. {U1} is defined by T, while {US} to {U8} are defined recursively.

e Some examples: Input the following four sequences into your HP 38G

 

  
 

   

T,=9 Us(1)= 9
1. {us} =4T,=12 enterthis as |[U5(2)= 12

T=T, +3 U5(N)= U5(N-1)+3

T, =3
T 1 U6(1)=3

2. {U6} = 27 enter this as |U6(2)=1.5
T,= 5T, U6(N)=U6(N-1)*(0.5)

{[] = 4 tl = 4

AU=122043 and {U8} = Colia3

For {U7} and U8} compare both the sequence and its associated series as n

increases. Include a plot of the sequence and the series and determine t;g,

and Sin each case.

Study each sequence & series in the (X&) view and in the {4 view.
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8.7 Stairstep Plots and Cobweb Plots.

Up to this stage the graphs of the sequences

have been Stairstep plots. In these plots a

step function similar to the Greatest Integer

function is drawn. Here the values of

(IN1,Uy) are graphed. Mathematically

there is no vertical join from one term to the

next. This is a limitation on the calculator’s

graphing capability and screen resolution.

The cobweb plotis useful when dealing with

sequences that are defined recursively.

 

e Press L, See figure 8-6a.

highlight then press i .

o From the two choices offered for

SEQPLOT choose [Cobweb]  figure 8.16

Press either i Nl ENTER

Use L

default values and then start experimenting.

A Plot Setup is suggested for{U7} in fig 8.17

 

| to put the plot setup to its

You could use the Autoscale facility outlined

in the previous section but be careful! The

values can get extremely large. figure 8.18

 

figure 8.16

 

 

Hint:

With SEQPLOT selected use

the key to scroll through the options

offered.
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e Compare the plot of the sequence with that Note the scale on this plot!
 

ofits associated series.

The plot can be scrolled beyond the

confines of the set axes.

e Now do the Cobweb plot for {U8}.

 

  e It will soon be obvious that a rescale from

figure 8.18 will be necessary Compare figure 8.13

the Cobweb plots in figures 8.18 and 8.19 b

Make one minor modification to {U8} so that

t, = 4
usy = _

 

Study and explain the difference between

figures 8.19a and 8.19 ¢ Ll

  
Save the sequences studied to this stage in an

ApLet under the name [Sequences-SERIES]

I would suggest that any Title you use should keep the

word Sequence at the front of it.

  
©jc
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8.8 FIBONACCI NUMBERS

Some interesting properties. Can you Prove or Disprove them?

 

||Use the NUMeric view to view the sequences. Press

In each case test the assumption for several cases to see if the claim is possibly

true. The HP 38G makesthis straight forward. Try to prove the hypothesis.

Several recursive definitions have been provided at the end ofthis section

1. No two adjacent Fibonacci numbers have any common factors (other than 1).

 

T
TMI approaches a fixed value. What is this value?2. a. The ratio of

 b. The ratio of T “— also approaches a fixed value. Whatis this value?
n+l

c. Now consider the relationship between the answers to part a and part b.

1 T In+l _

the answer to (a) 1e T — T,

 

 The answer to (b) =
  
 

 

3 a. The twelfth Fibonacci Number is 144 = 122 Otherthan T, (T,=1

are there any other Fibonacci numbers with this property?

3b. Are there any other terms in the Fibonacci sequence that are perfect

squares?

4. Confirm the following observations / conjectures in the numeric mode:

that every 3™ Fibonacci Numberis divisible by 2.

that every 4th Fibonacci Numberis divisible by 3.

that every SN Fibonacci Numberis divisible by 5.

that every 6N Fibonacci Numberis divisible by 8.

Investigate, extend and generalise this. (Hint: note the divisors!)

©jc
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5. For any three consecutive Fibonacci numbers

[the square of the third — square of the first ] is a Fibonacci number

eg. 5, 8§ 13 132-5% =169 - 25 = 144

6. For any set of four consecutive Fibonacci numbers:

the 1st Numberin the set = 2 x (the 3rd number) — (the 4th number)

eg 5 8 13 21 5=2x13)-21

7. For any 4 consecutive Fibonacci numbers (T3)2 - (Tz)2 =T, xT,

eg 5 8 13 21 alsom

8. The sum of any set of ten consecutive Fibonacci numbers is

divisible by 11, and the result appears to be the seventh number in the

sequence of the ten consecutive terms,

thus 1+14+2+3+5+8+13+21+34+55=143

and 143 + 11 = 13 (the 7th term)
 

For the investigation into Fibonacci numbers the following recursive

definitions could prove helpful for use with the HP 38G. Try different seed

values for u; and u, in the second sequence {U2}. Which of the above

conjectures still hold?

Which,if any, are altered by the use of different initial values?

How do the ratios mentioned in the properties (2 a,b,c) above change in the

second sequence {U2}. Use the Numeric view to investigate the ratios.

  

    
  

Ul(1)=1 U2(1)=4
1.|1U1(2)=1 2. 1U2(2)=17

UI(N)=U1(N-1) + U1(N-2) U2(N)= U2(N-1) + U2(N-2)

U3(1)=1 U4(1)=1
3.1U3(2)=1 4.104(2)=1

U3(N)= U1(N-1) / UI(N) U4(N)= U1(N) / UI(N-1)      

©jc
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8.9 The nth root of a Real number.
 

Heron’s square root algorithm to obtain Ym An+l=[% + An} + 2

   
where A, is the initial estimate

Example: Use Heron's Method to determine the value of \/29 .

Step 1 Make a rough estimate of the value In the HOME SCREEN,store theinitial
estimate in A, then into the EDIT line put

of \29; for example choose 5 (29/A+A)/2 A . Press(ENLED

Step 2 The First Approximation A = [2_9. + 5] + D

number . 1 5
A= ostimate T €stimate| + 2

= 54  pressGE)

Step 3 To get the next approximation A, 29

. . A2 = {-—Z + 5 * 4] ey 2

repeat the process but this time, 5

instead of using your first estimate,
il 5-385185 pressGNED

use Aq the answerjust obtained.

Step 4 To get the next approximation A, A, = [3__3_%93___ + 5.385] )

repeat the process butthis time,

instead of using A,, use A, the = 5-385164 pressEED

answer obtained in the last calculation.

 

Step 5 To get the next approximation A, A __[ 29 5.385 ] .2
47 |5385... o)

repeat the process butthis time, instead

of using A, use A, the answer obtained = 5-385164...

One more iterationgives agreement to
in the calculation just completed.

) P more than 12 decimal places

Since these last two iterations agree to 6 decimal places we can confidently state
 

I\/E = 5-3852 correct to 4 decimal places.l
 

This iterative process converges rapidly towards the correct answer even if your first estimate

was an extremely crude one. (If you check the actual result for V29 on yourcalculatorit can be

seen thatit took just the three iterations above to obtain V29 to nine decimal places.)

©jc
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Heron's Method can be shown to be a special case of the Newton Raphson process.

 

[To calculate the square root of any non negative number m.|
 

 

The algorithm is [A= [% + An] <+ 2| where Ais the initial estimate
   

Start with the equation x2—-m = 0 (from which x =+ \/-r; )

_ 2
To find the zeros of the function f(x)) solve {f(x) =X m

f(x) =0

: o f(x,)
Using the Newton-Raphson iteration Xnel = *n T Fr)

n

o f(xp) xg® = m
If x is the initial estimate then x; = x; - Flxg) = X 23,

2x02 - x02+ m

2x0

2
X0 m= — 4+ —

2x0 2x0

0 . om
2 2x0

1 m
2 [x°+ xo)

This is Heron’s original iterative procedure for the square root of a number!

ie

This recursive definition can be entered into the HP 38G as follows:

 

U1(1)=m
U1(2)=m,
U1(N)=(U1(N-1) + U1(1)/U1(N-1))/2   
Where m is the number whose square root is required and m, isthe initial estimate.

Select UI(N) and use i to check the correctness of the formula you entered.

©jc
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|To calculate the cube root of any number m. |
 

3
EXAMPLE :Tofind V100

Solve x3- 100 = 0 ie. Find the zeros of f(x) = x3 — 100

f(x,)
Let our first guess be x,. Using Newton-Raphson x_., = x- o)

n

f(x,)
then X| = Xy — m

From this you get the iterative algorithm

_ x,3 - 100
1€. X1= Xg— 5.21 0 3x0

. 3x,3 - x,% + 100
| 3x02

_1(, 100
X1—3 x0+x02

 

Operation

(For m > 0)

Iterative process

(Recurrence relation)

 

1. The Square root of a number m

x i

1 m
— x - + —

n 2( n-1 xn_J

 

2. The Cube root of a number m

So #

W
)
- [2xn-r+ 2 )
 

3. The fourth root of a number m b3 i

)

m

[=n-

  General pth root recurrence relation b il -

 

Is there a pattern? If so doesit hold true for n 2 4? Check it out!

©jc
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You should keep a record of techniques and short cuts as you learn how to

use the HP 38G. This page is left blank below this line for this purpose.

©jc
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CHAPTER 9

WORKING WITH LISTS

Creating, Storing

&

working with LISTS

Default Screen views associated with LISTS
 

 

Press

 

to get this view.

 

  

 

  

 

In the default setting all lists are empty

(ie Length 0)

To clear all lists and start with this

 

default setting press L

you are in this screen view

 

 
 

To view any List, select the list then

press? to open the list.

The list can then be edited. This is the

entry screen where you key in the

elements for a List.
 

Press (@YL;) after each entry
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9.1 Introducing Lists names and the conventions used.

The HP 38G permits you to store up to ten lists in the LIST CATALOG.

The lists are named L1, L2, L3, L4, LS, L6, L7, L8, L9, LO

The List naming convention does not permit the use of a single letter such as L

for a list as the alpha characters have already been reserved for use as Home

Variables and usually contain a stored numerical value. Lists MUST be named

using L1, L2 ... LO.

Home Variables What are they?. Go to the HOME SCREEN, input then

press You will get a number in the display. This number will usually be

a zero unless you have previously assigned another value to this memory location.

All twenty seven memories (each alpha character and 0) have the default value of

0. This can only be changed by assigning another value to the alpha character. To

do this go to the HOME SCREEN, input the number to be stored, then store it.

Example: To store 43 in memory location L

e input 43, press i then MB

This process has now assigned 43 to the

   

memory location L. This stored value can

be used in calculations. figure 9.1

For example input into the EDIT line

17 + SL| GARED. the display shows the

answer 232. The calculation has been

 

 

interpreted as [17 + 5 x L } where L has

the value 43.

Wheneverthe letter L is used in an input, whether in a calculation or in a

program the number 43 will be assigned to L, unless you change the stored value

of L. You can change stored values while you are in the SOLVE ApLet.
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9.2 Creating LISTS in the List Catalog

Example 1: To create a List containing NOTE! Lists are NOT ApLets!

 
the first TEN prime numbers. 2,3,5,7,...,29

 

- ; to get the view in. figure 9.2

The list default is Length 0

(ie all lists are empty at default settings)

e Press

e Since the list is to be stored as L1

(1) select as shown in figure 9.2

 

 

(1) press to open the list L1.
 
if the List Catalog shows several

This is the entry screen for inputting, or |unwanted Lists when you open it,

editing, the elements of the List. The
33to clear all the Lists.

 

  “Empty List” message is.a reminder that 
 

this list currently contains no members.

e Key in the elements of the list.

BBarD . BaEmD o«
Press after each entry figure 9.3
 If you make an error in an entry you can

 

edit it before you press ENED.

e When you have entered all elements of . figure 9.3

To move out of this List Edit view
 

  

the list, press | to get back to the

  List Catalog view figure 9.2 (i) pres _ to get the view in

fgure 9.2 or .

(i) pressto change to an Aplet or

e You can now input anotherlist, or edit an |y press CEIRD

Notice L1 now has a length of 10

   
existing list by repeating the above steps.

©jc
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9.3 To Edit LISTS in the List Catalog

e To make corrections to an existing list or add elements to it, you must first

 

load the list into the display screen. To EDIT, use the List Catalog (

select the list to be edited, then press

e To correct an error in a list.

Highlight the element containing the error, type in the correct element then

press EXE

If the element to be corrected is long you could select the element then

press This will copy the element into the EDIT line where you can

carry out any necessary editing rather than retyping the whole element

again. Press when the editing has been completed.

e To insert a value or element into an existing list,

(i) highlight the term that is currently in the position where you wish to

insert the new element,

(i1) press i first, then type in the value to be inserted.

(iii) press @DThe elements of the list are automatically renumbered

e To delete an element from the List:

Select the element to be deleted then press

e Viewing the contents of a List

To move down the List one screen at a time press )

To move up the List one screen at a time press (J

To scroll up and down the list use (v](a)

®jc
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9.4 Working with Lists in the HOME screen

 

e The entries/elements of a List can be

(1) A Real Number

(11)) A Complex Number

(111) An expression

e Lists in the List Catalog can be viewed in
 

the HOME SCREEN. To view list the L1

go to the HOME SCREEN,input L1 into

the Edit line then press figure 9.4

 

To view the whole List use the (4] key

to selectthe list, then press
 

You can now scroll through the list using

the (<) keys. Press when done.

e Lists can be input directly into the HOME
 

SCREEN and stored in the List Catalog.

 

Example 2:To create list L2 consisting

of the first ten square numbers. fiqur

 e Press @3 to get to the HOME SCREEN

  

   
input the following: Check the List Catalog - Press

{ 1 , 4, 9’ 16, 25’ 36, 49, 64, 81 , 1 OO} You will see that L.2 contains the list entered

_ in the HOME SCREEN.
The braces {} must be included and each element of

the List must be separated by a comma. LISTSstay stored in the List Catalog until you

clear them or overwrite them.

® Press and type in L2 after the P> If you store a list using the HOME screen as

described here it will overwrite any previous

cursor appears in the EDIT line. figure 9.5.  ist storedin the List Catalog in that location.

©jc
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e Lists can also be edited from within the

HOME SCREEN.

Example 3: In the HOME SCREEN input

{12, 18, 24, 35, 36} and store it as L6

 

e To Edit List L6 from the HOME SCREEN

and change the 4th element from 35 to 30

key into the EDIT line:  

 

20a0 nuoe
e Your EDIT line should look like that

 

 

   

shown in figure 9.6

inthe HOMESCREEN =
This stores 30 in L6 as the 4element. e » v

. " L2GENED willgive a listing of List 2
It replaces the previous 4™ element 35 .

with the new value 30. G352@Dwit give the
. . rd ., L

To check the new list, type in L6 E)f3g). |23 ©lement inlist8

This should give the revised list L6 in the | (shomsa0herels no 23d toim)
HOME SCREEN display. 54fL_“45)il

e If you are in the HOME SCREEN and you

need to know the 5th element of L2: replacetie 15" element in list 7. with 54   
Just key in [L2(5) The value of

the 5th elementis given in the display.

This applies to any lists in the List

Catalog.

©jc
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9.5 Entering and Storing LISTS.

e If you have worked through section 9.2

to 9.4 then the List Catalog should

contain three Lists.

containing the first TEN prime

numbers. 2,3,5,7,...,29

the first TEN square numbers.

{1, 4,9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81,100}

{12, 18, 24, 30, 36)

  
e Delete L6. (Press , select L6 in

the List Catalog and press (DEL

e Store the following additional Lists into

your calculator using etther of the

methods explained in sections 9.2 and 9.4.

The first 12 odd numbers

{1,3,5,7,9, 11, 13, 15, 17,19, 21, 23}

The first 10 even numbers

{2,4,6,8,10,12, 14, 16, 18, 20 }

The first seven Cubic numbers

{1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216, 343}

The first 12 Triangular numbers

{1, 3,6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45,55, 66, 78 }

 

Remember:

Only ten lists can be stored ,

and accessed from, the List Catalog   

 

 

 
 

figure 9.7

 

 

Since lists are not stored by names that

would makeit easy to remember what they

contain, it would be a wise precaution to

include a notepad note called My Lists in

the Note Catalog where a title or Comment

for each list is kept. Establish good calculator

habits from the start.

To write such a note press

New note -~ Give it the name My Lists

L1 = set of first 10 prime numbers

 

L2 = The first ten square numbers.

 

 

and so on

Check the List Catalog - Press ?5

Remember!

LISTS stay stored in the List Catalog

until you clear them or overwrite them  
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9.6 Sending and Receiving LISTS.

In the List Catalog the two screen menus i and i are used to transfer

selected lists between HP 38G calculators. Line up your calculator with

another calculator so that the infra-red ports are facing one another. Align the

small black triangles at the end of the name Hewlett Packard™ above the

display screen before any transmissions are attempted. Figure 9.8

gssald

(19A19931)
g Joje|noje)

    
Line up these
two marks.
This does not
need to be

   
     

  

Calculator A
(sender)

Press i

figure 9.8

To transmit lists both calculators must be in the List Catalog display.
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9.7 Calculations & Operations using LISTS

Lists can be included in normal calculations in the HOME SCREEN Lists can also

be added together, subtracted from each other, multiplied or divided, raised to

a power etc.. However where such operations involve two or more lists, the

lists must have the same number of elements.. (ie the lists must have the same

dimension or length).

 

to get the List Catalog.The length oflists can be checked by pressing

 

Example 1:

 

L1 + 3*L1

The result is given as

{8, 12, 20, 28, 44, 52, 68,... figure 9.9
 

o Use (4] to highlight the resulting list

which appears above the EDIT line.

e Two additional screen menus now

appear. figure 9.10

e Press i )

e Use(] 1o scroll through the list

 

given on the display screen.

e Press2 when you have finished. " " "

figure 9.10
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Example 2: [L1 + 2*L3

L1 has 10 elements in it. (Length L1= 10)

L3 has 12 elements in it. (Length L3= 12)

e This operation gives the Invalid

 

Dimension message shown in figure 9.11

e Press i , then clear the EDIT line —

(To do this use CANCEL ).

figure 9.11

 
The results of an operation on lists produces

another List.

This new list can be stored under one of the

Example 3: |-7*L4 @G List names L1, L2, ...LO

Returns {-7, -28, -63, -112, -175,...}

Example 4: |L172

Returns {4, 9, 25, 49, 121, 169, ...}

   
 

The results of any operation is itself a list

This list can be stored in the List Catalog.

 The new list is formed by corresponding

elements in each list acting upon each other

according to the operation. see below fig 9.12

 

 
Example 5: |L1*L4 @) figure 912 |13 {2,3,57,11,13,17,19,23,29}

L4 = {1,4,916, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81, 100 }
Returns {2, 12, 45, 112, 275, 486, ...}

L1*L4= {2, 12, 45, 112, 275, 468,... 2900}

To store this result in the List Catalog as L9 |In L1*L4 the corresponding elements are
 multiplied together. This is one reason why

press fmB g the Lists must be the same length.

Experiment with L1AL1; L1A2*L1); L245;...     
©jc
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Example 6: To add or subtract a constant

2*L4 - 8 GIED)

 

Example 7: [L1 * L2 + L4G T 333333333333 3
 

In example 7, if the number formatis in   
standard form the answeris given as

{4, 3, 3-33333333333, 3.5, 4.4, 4.333...}

To view this list use (4] to highlightthe Iist

then press i . The list in the display

screen is no different.

 

It may be more informative, especially if

 you are looking for patterns, to put the
 

number format in fraction form, figure 9.13b

To do this:...With the list still highlighted,  
E'EEE selectfNUMBER FORMAT

press i select i &

When you now press i the list display

is in fraction form figure 9.13c

press L      

   

  Example 8 Investigating Mersenne Primes.

Study |L1 p -1 GIE)lwhere p is HINT  using (™ will move to the

extreme right of the list,

prime. Use the (a) i feature to EDIT p.

 
 

  

and @will move to the extreme left   
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9.8 LISTS and Statistics

It is possible to transfer the data from a List into the Statistics ApLet

environment. Using this facility it is then possible to obtain a quick statistical

summary of the contents of a List. Section 9 will outline several features

connected with lists on the HP 38G. One of these MAKELIST enables you to

generate sequences of any desired length (within memory limitations) and enter

them as a list into the List Catalog. Without attempting to fully outline the

statistical feature, as a more in-depth treatment of Statistics will be developed

in a later chapter, a simple example will suffice.

Press , select (press to clear any existing contents.).

 

Create List 3 (L3) containing 20 entries, by entering each element followed by

@)where L3 = {2,3,3,3,4,5,6,6,7,7,7,7,7, 8, 11, 11, 14, 14, 14, 14}

 

Press (&3when this has been completed.

In the HOME SCREEN input (L3JR{d C1) as

e B?@ 0

  

 

   
 

Press figure 9.14

This places the contents of L3 into C1, the first data column of the Statistics ApLet.
 

figure 9.15

©jc
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To check this data transfer:

o Press {iED, select the |Statistics| ApLet,

figure 9.15, then press

e This opens the Statistics ApLet

environment.

 

figure 9.16

e The default view when you press

to load the Statistics ApLet is the ireaI

NUMeric view. 9.16UMe figure press that screen menu key so

If this view does not appear press (I |t BRZYEE is displayed.

 to get to the NUMeric view. (s a toggle switch)   
 

e Column 1 contains n the number of the

element. Column 2 is labelled C1. It

contains the list you have just transferred  across to the statistics environment.

 

   o List L3 still exists in the List Catalog. ANNTA_—

It has not been removed by the transfer figure 9.17a
 

of data.

Press i to display the statistics for the

data in the selected column C1.

(L3 is now referred to as C1 in the statistics  

 

 

environment).

i 17bfigures 9.17 a and 9.17b
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9.9 The Menu of the Functions.

A special set of LIST functions are available in the Menu. These

functions can be used in both the home screen calculations and in programs.

Lists can be used as arguments with any of the normal operators + — * + V etc.

Where more than one list is used in the arguments the lists must be of the same

length. If & indicates an operator then

List] Q List2 (lists must be of the same length)

forms a new list which pairs the values under the operation &

 

Press the key on the calculator

keyboard.

e You should have a screen display that

looks something like figure 9.18

 
e Use the (WJ(AJ to scroll up and down

the choices offered on the left side of the

MATHS FUNCTIONS window. Notice that figure 9.18

 

   
the menu choices on the right side change |vy press the key B rovenote

according to the function that you select  |first menu item starting with L.   
 

on the left side. See the hint!

e Highlight the left side function called List |

figure 9.19 '

With selected use the (®J key to

move from the left side to the right side. -'--' -mv

e A description of each of the figure 9.19

sub—functions on the right side, associated |Use the @[E keys to move from the left

to the right sides and back again.

The quick move HINT applies to both sides.

 

 

 

with the LIST function is given below.

   

cjc
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CONCAT CONCAT Check the dictionary
If L1 = {24,68)} and L2 = {3.5.6.7.8.9} definition of concgtengte

 

Syntax

conear([CETI] [C5T)
e Press (M3 to go to the HOME SCREEN

 

 

  e Press Wy and pressBget
. - This function concatenates, connects {(or chains

directly to the [List| Menu figure 9.19 ogether) the two lists into one fist

 

Use (®J to cross to the right side .

Select

CONCAT (  will appear in the EDIT line

You type in  L1,L2)  

 

 e The result of this concatenation appears

 
 

  

above the EDIT line as shown in figure 9.20 ; igur .

ALIST Example Syntax

Use the ALIST function on the list of the ALIST( [LIST1])

Triangular numbers in L6
 

L6=(1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55, 66, 78} ethen Srase B

 

get directly to

o ALIST(L6) will form a new list of the e Menu figure 9.19

first differences of the sequence of  

numbers in List 6.

e ALIST(Ans) will give a list of second

differences,

e ALIST(Ans) will give a list of third

differences and so on. figure 9.21

 

 
Use (A] and copy ALIST(Ans) to the EDIT

line and repeat as often as required to obtain figure 9.21

second and higher differences.
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MAKELIST is a useful function that allows Lists to be built.
 

The syntax is MAKELIST( Lexpressionj,[var nameHStart Va1|,|End Vall,lstepl )
 

 
MAKELIST This very useful feature could have been used at

the start of this chapter to generate most of the
e Press @&to go to the HOME SCREEN

g lists stored in the List Catalog
o Press iy and press 8

  

    to get   

 

directly to the Menu figure 9.19

e Use (®J to cross to the right side .

Select  MAKELIST| then press

e MAKELIST( appears in the EDIT line.

Type in the formula to be used for

 

generating the list. For the Triangular

Numbers this is N/2(N+1)

 

  
e An explanation of the syntax

 
MAKELIST(N/2(N+1), N, 1,10,1) 

  MAKELISThas been used to generatethree”

N/2(N+1) is the list generating formula separate lists in the above screen display.

Two of the outcomes are shown.

The third list is currently in the EDIT line waiting

 

N is the variable, with starting value 1,

inishing value 10, going up in steps of 1
f 8 goIng up P f to be generated prior to your pressing

A comma separator must be inserted at the Whatwill be the output of this MAKELIST?
 

end of each part as shown above. Answer {11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 31, 35, 39)

 

 

* This will give the list figure 622 R store any list generated info the LIST
(1,3, 6,10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55 isbliecs

e MAKELIST(2N-1, N, 1,20,2) Press%. when appearsin the
   

EDIT line you type L3 (or any other available list

name from L1, ...L0), then press S

If L3 already contains a stored list this will

overwrite the old list.

e Will form a list 20 odd numbers starting

at N = 1 going up to N=20 in steps of 2    
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Other List functions available through the menu, together with the

associated syntax include:

 

 
Function Syntax (Press at the end of each input)

 
 

[ILIST TTLIST( )
[ILIST(L2) will give the product of all the elements in List 2

If List 2 is as above then [[LIST(L2) =3 715 891 200
 

SLIST SLIST( )
YLIST(L2) sums all the elements of in List 2.

If List2 is as above then YLIST(L2) = 110

YLIST({3,5,7}) returns 15

NOTE!It is not essential that you use a list from the List catalogue.

 

 

POS POS( ILISTI, |any number| )

POS(L1,23) returns 9, indicating that 23 is the 9th element in the

list of Primes L1

 

If the chosen number is not an element of the list a 0 is returned.
 

REVERSE REVERSE( |LIST|)

REVERSE(L3) lists the elements of List 3 in reverse order.
 

SIZE SIZE( )
This will give the number of elements in a list. eg SIZE(L4) = 10
 

SORT SORT( [LIST] )
This will rearrange the elements of the list in ascending order.

If you require the list in descending order, first use SORT(|LIST|)

then follow this with REVERSE(|LIST| ) on the answer.

Remember the quick-move short cut

—Press the key of the first Letter of the menu item.
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You should keep a record oftechniques and short cuts as you learn how to use

the HP 38G. This page is left blank below this line for this purpose.

Sjc
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CHAPTER 10

VECTORS & MATRICES

Default Screen views associated with VECTORS

 

 

Press

 

to get this view.

The default setting has all ten matrices
as 1 x 1 containing only one element 0

To clear all matrices and start with this

setting press

 

 

 

 

To create a new vector in the Matrix

Catalog , first select the name (eg M1)

then press i to get to this menu

then select your choice of Real vector  
 

 
You select your vector by highlighting its name

( Seein the top diagram).
To edit, or view any vector, select the

vector then press i to open the

vector. The vector can then be edited

 

and new vectors input and stored.

This is the entry screen where you

key in the elements for a vector. If you  

 

asked for a new vector as in figure 2
 

you will get this screen.
Vectors — figures 1 -2 -

Press after each element entry.  
 

©jc
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10.1 VECTORS and the conventions used.

The HP 38G permits you to store up to ten matrices or vectors in the MATRIX

CATALOG.

The matrices are named M1, M2, M3, M 4, M5, M6, M7, M8, M9, M0

The Matrix naming convention does not permit the use of a single letter such as

M for a matrix as the alpha characters have already been reserved for use as

Home Variables and usually contain a stored Real Number value. This was

explained earlier. Matrices MUST be named using M1, M2 ... M0.

In the HOME SCREEN, a Vectoris input as a row matrix using square brackets.

eg In two dimensions (R%)a typical vector would be input as [4,5]

In three dimensions (IR3) a typical vector would be input as [3,2,5]

 Example 1: To enter thevector [3,2,5,]

while in the HOME SCREEN and then store it

in the Matrix Catalog under the name

e Press @3 to get to the HOME SCREEN

Key in the elements of the vector.     

 

Press@MH) ...figure 10.1

 

figure10.1
e To store this in the Matrix Catalog as M1 .

 

press? . Alternatively: to directly store the

vector M1 witfiout preséing

e When [ANSP appears in the EDIT line Input {3,2,5] in the EDIT line,

type in M1 after the P> symbol. figurel0.1 Press? then

* Press ’ type in M1 after the P symbol   
This will store the vector [3,2,5] in M1.

©jc
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e To check this press

 

to get to

the Matrix Catalog view in. figure 10.2

Notice that M1 is recorded as a

 

[3-element real vector| .
 

(ie it is a vector with three components,

each of which is a Real Number).

e Select M1 if it is not already selected then

press

for editing. You should have a screen like

to open the contents of M1

figure 10.3

e At this stage you can EDIT the vector.

You can extend the vector by inputting

additional components; or you can make

corrections to existing elements.

e To move out of the EDIT screen as shown

in figure 10.3 choose from

(1)

(i1)

(iii)

©jc

to move into an ApLet

environment. or

@SB3 to enter another vector, or to

carry on with calculations, or

  

Press to select another

vector to EDIT in the Matrix Catalog

Press to get the choice menu

to enter a real vector. figures 10.2 & 4

 

   
-MATRIXCATALOGN

M1 K} ELEMENT REAL VECTOR
  

   

 
 

 

figure 10.2

 

 

 

 

    
   

  

|v|1' HSEH CREATE NEW.m
2ozl Real Matrix

GRS

{Complex Matrix

  

  

:MS’ Complex Vector

TTT—fcancifox|
      

figure 10.4

 

 

Highlight the name of the new vector

(Here it is M2) The new entry will clear any

previous entries in M2 and open M2 with

one element 0.   
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10.2 Entering vectors into the HP 38G.

e Enter the vector M2=[4,-5,7];

e The entry could be done in the HOME

 

SCREEN as shown in section 10.1. or

MA

Press , select M2 in the

 

 Matrix Catalog, then press to get

the menu shown in figure 10.4 . To enter

a new vector select

When figure 10.5 is displayed input each

element followed by (GXED,

Figure 10.6 shows an attempt to enter the

 

 
 vector M2 into the Matrix Catalog using

the EDIT key. As a consequence the input
figure 10.6

was accepted as a matrix and the word

vector did not appear at the top of the

column. You must see the name vector if

you are entering a vector. You will not be

able to combine the vectors M1 and M2

 

under the operations of vector addition or CAREFUL!  Warning!

subtraction if M2 was entered as a Matrix
. If you enter M2 = [4,-5,7] using

as shown in figures 10.6. L
  

If you attempt to do the operation M1 + salect M2 press

M2 where M2 was entered as a matrix ,

you will get the error message: .G-0/%
 

. This is NOTa vector.
Invalid _

This will give the 3 x 1 matrix M2,   Dimension   
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You should enter your vectors in a

consistent format either Press

(1) in the HOME SCREEN or vectors

(1) using the Matrix Catalog key

i . This give the menu choice

shown in figure 10.4

Now input the vector M3= [9,0,—1]

10.3 Operations with vectors

MA
  

to see the catalog of

 

(a) Vector Addition, subtraction, and Scalar
Multiplication

Vector operations are usually carried out in the HOME SCREEN

Determine 5[4,-5,7] + 4 [9,0,-1]

e Press (N3 to get to the HOME SCREEN

e Input into the EDIT line

5[4,-5,7] + 4 [9,0,-1]1 GAED

e The answerdisplayed is [56,-25,31].

This could be stored as M4 if you intend

using the result in further calculations.

If you have previously stored the vectors

 

figure 10.7

 

M2=[4,-5,7] and M3= [9,0,—1] you could

have done the same calculation using

5M2+4M3 figurel0.7 .

 

If you get the error message

Invalid Dimension

check that the vectors were

input correctly. Do not enter new

vectors using the Matrix Catalog Editor
 

©jc
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(b) The Magnitude of a vector.

The magnitude of vector a is denoted by lal

On the HP 38G

IM1] = ABS(M1)

In the HOME SCREEN input ABS(M1) using

@BV 1 0.G
  

This gives ABS(M1) = 6-1644

(c) The DOT Product

The dot product of two vectors a and b is

defined to be

 

fasb = lal x Ibl x cos8|
 

where 0 is the angle between the two vectors.

figure 10.9

To obtain the dot product of two

vectors on the HP 38G.

The syntax for inputting the Dot Product is

DOT(Vectort][Vectorz)
 

  
 

©jc

()  

 

 

 

lasb = lal x Ibl x cosB| 

The Dot Product of two vectors

b

figure 10.9
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Example Using the vectors

M1= [3,2,5] and M2 = [4,-5,7]

determine the dot product M1-M2

e Method 1 Hold down the (Y3 and type

in the word DOT The full input on the

EDIT line should read

DOT(M1,M2) then press 10.10

 

 

Note the brackets and the comma see figure 10.10

You could input the vectors directly.

They do not have to be named from the

 

Matrix Catalog. |

eg DOT([3,2,5], [4,-5,7])
 
___Jcanci] ok  

figure 10.11
 

e Method 2 Using the Qs function key. |HINT When you are in the Ulalll) function

display screen (figure 10.11) you can move

through the menus in one of three ways.

 

o Press Wally then either press 8

scroll using (W)(A]J until the Matrix

Menu appears highlighted on the left.side.

(i) Usethe E]@ keys to scroli up &

down. Use [I]@to move left - right

Use (®J to move to the right side menu, |0Use (> Jto move up
and down one screen at a time and use

"@or E]tomovefrcm the

first to the last item in the menu list.

 

scroll down to highlight DOT then press

figure 10.11

 

(i) If you know the name of the function

required press the alpha key containing the

the HOME SCREEN. (It may be quicker to type fist jetter of the function name

e DOT( will be inserted into the EDIT line in

the word DOT) You now complete the entry eg press B}

 

go to Matrix   
DOT(M1,M2))

©jc
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(d) The CROSS Product

e The procedure for obtaining the CROSS

product of two vectors is similar to that

for obtaining the DOT product.

The only difference is that you either

type CROSS into the EDIT line or select

 

CROSS from the choices in figure 10.11

then press (A
figure 10.12

 
The syntax for the CROSS PRODUCT is A model of a three dimensional coordinate

system would do much to enhance the

understanding of the CROSS PRODUCT.

CROSS( ’ ) Obtain the result of the cross product of two

vectors in 1}23 then use straws and the model

 

   

e Example 3 to demonstrate the three position vectors.   
e CROSS(M1,M2) = [39,-1,-23]

see figure 10.12

The example that follows is not the definitive way of solving the problem

posed. The chosen method was used to demonstrate the use of vector methods

on the

HP 38G. There are several alternative ways ofsolving this problem.

However vector methods do prove to be more effective in problems that could

be difficult, especially in dimensions higher than R’. The ease by which the

vector methods generalise from one dimension to the next make their use

worthwhile.

©jc
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Example 4

Given a triangle ABC where the position vectors of the vertices are given by

OA[3.2.51; OB{4-57] and OC[9.0-1].
Determine (i) The length of each side.

(ii) The size of each angle

(iii)  The area of the triangle ABC  
 

Press B andstore the given matrices into the Matrix Catalog.

- - B
OA[3,2,5] = M1; OB {4,-5,71=M2 and OC[9,0,-1] = M3   _>

e Magnitude AC: Input into the EDIT line A[3.2.5

BS

SV-MHEED  871779...

Store this answer in B (ie i (W¥3B)

B[4,-5,7]

e Magnitude BC Input into the EDIT line figure 10.13

 

 

 

ABS L
S8 M:-M2)EMED 10677... it

( ) ABS(M3-M1)

Store this answer in A (ie i A...Z)N)

__)

e Magnitude BA: Input into the EDIT line  

 

 

figure 10.14

 

&80voEE
. . . HINT: Use the feature to

Store this answer in C (ie i A...Z]e)) ?

copy ABS(M3-M1) to the EDIT line

then change the M1 to M2  (i) Magnitudes ofthe sides are

AC =8-71779... BC =10-677... AC =7-348...

 

©jc
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By definition [asb = lal xIbl xcosB|. .. B = ACOS(|a|a;(b|b| 

   

 

To get angle B key in os | (DOT((M] - M2),(M3-M2)) / (A*C))

this gives B = 54-106°. Use the sine rule to determine the other two angles.

To determine the area several methods are open to you.

A+B+C
(i) Heron’s formula Area = \/s.(s—-A)(s—B)(s—C) where s = 5

Store the value for s in memory location S, then input into the EDIT line

 

(O3s(ONEa s (N35)(OO s(MOs O3)D
   

(i) Using the SINE RULE  Area = -;- A xC sinf

Input into the EDIT line: 1/2* A..ZJNAA...ZJgSN B

 
(iii) Using the CROSS PRODUCT

1 —> —>

Area = 3 | BCx BAI

To use the cross product method input the

following:     
78 (CROSS(M3-M2,M1-M2))G

This gives Area =31-780 units? figure 10.15 i 10.1

The examples above are only a sample of some of the work on vectors that can be

done on the HP 38G. You will discover many other techniques that can be used

with vectors as you become more familiar with the calculator. In this respect the

note facility is useful feature as you can keep notes filed on techniques as you

develop them. When you create an ApLet, any notes are saved with the ApLet.

©jc
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10.4 General Comment.

To distinguish between a vector and a Matrix on the HP 38G

Vectors are considered as one-dimensional arrays. They consist of n elements

arranged either in 1 row or 1 column.

9
Consider the vector M =[ 12 ] or M= (9, 12, 14)

14

(1) To enter M1 in the HOME SCREEN as a Real Vector

Input M1 into the EDIT line in square brackets in the form: [9,12,4] EYE.

This will automatically enter the array as a vector. To check this press

 

. The Matrix Catalog should show that M1 is a 3 element vector.

Press % to view and confirm the vector entry.

 

(i1) To enter M1 as a vector using the Matrix Catalog

 

 

-
Note! The screen menu key has only two choices in vector mode, Go_|

then select Real Vector and proceed as outlined in section 10-2.

or The HP 38G will only permit vectors to be entered in the Matrix

Catalog as column vectors. Enter the elements. Press after each element.

(iii))  To enter M1 in the HOME SCREEN as a Real Matrix

Input M1 into the EDIT line in square brackets in the form:[ [9,12,4] ] GYiZ3.

This will enter the matrix as one row and three columns, as a 1 by 3 matrix).

To enter a column matrix (3 by 1 matrix) input M1 in the form [ [9],[12],[4] ]

The double set of square brackets is used to distinguish between the vector and

the matrix.

(iv) To enter M1 as a Matrix using the Matrix Catolog proceed as in

section 10.5

©jc
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Matrices

Default Screen views associated with MATRICES

 

 

 

Press to get this view.

The default setting has all ten matrices
as 1 x 1 containing only one element 0

To clear all matrices and start with this

 

setting press . while you are
in this screen view.

 
 

 

 

To create a new matrix M1 in the Ai .CATALOG

VR m CREATE NEW...B
: Real Matrix

M1 then press to get to this menu |M3 |Real Vector
|Complex Matrix

{Complex Vector

Matrix Catalog , first select the matrix

Select Real matrix,

then pressfi or (@3

   
 

 
To edit, or view any matrix, select the You select your matrix by highlighting its name (in

the top diagram).

matrix then press?to open the

matrix. The matrix can then be edited

and new matrices input and stored.

This is the entry screen where you

key in the elements for a matrix.

 

Press E{Ld3) after each element entry.  
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10.5 Entering & storing MATRICES

To enter and store a matrix using the Matrix Editor.

 To open the Matrix Editor   

e First open the Matrix Catalog. |V|11X1 ATRIX

  

Press:

 

e C(lear all existing entries press

|MATRIXCATALOGHHHHHEN

 This resets the Matrix Catalog to the

 

default setting.

e Select a matrix location (M1, M2,...MO0)

Here we have selected M1. figure 10.16
 

|v|1mCFIEATENEW..'m

e To enter a new matrix press

The choice menu figure 10.17 is displayed.

 Select [Real Matrix| then press

e Your display should be as shown in

figure 10.18

 

Notice the four screen menus at the bottom

of the display screen. i is, as explained

previously, a toggle switch used to make the

  display numbers bigger. i with the

white square indicates thatthis feature is ON - - ----

figure 10.18
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Notice that the screen menu has an arrow pointing to the right. This

indicates the direction in which any elements that you key in will be entered into

the matrix when you press (@03}

A special note on the screen menu Ekd. i is a toggle key, that goes

through a three stage cycle (As opposed to a two stage cycle for vectors.)

The entry bar automatically moves vertically down as you enter the

elements of the matrix. The elements are entered by column.

The entry bar automatically moves horizontally to the right as you

enter the elements of the matrix. The elements are entered by rows.

without the directional arrow. The black entry bar must be located

manually by the user. It will stay in the same tocation after is pressed.

Experiment by entering some elements. Try

all three possibilities for the directional 

entry bar. When you are satisfied that you

 

have mastered this press

In response to the on-screen message

Clear matrix?  

 

press see figures 10.19 & 10.20

Your display screen should now look like

that shown in figure 10.18.

jc
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Now enter the Matrix

1 2 3
Ml=|4 -5 -6

7 8 9

VR, 2D, SEED 16 you car
on and press 4@ the entries will keep

 

moving to the right.

 After entering the third element 3 you must

use the (V] key to position the black entry

bar at row 2 column 1.

Now complete the entries. The black entry

bar will not proceed past the third column
 

and will automatically move to row 3

column 1 for the 7 to be entered.

figure 10.21

When all the elements have been entered  press L to get back to the Matrix

Catalog and press either figure 10.21

(1)? to open a selected matrix to

EDITED or

(ii) Select another matrix (say M2) and

press i to enter a new matrix..

If you press keys that take you into a

different environment, such as (13 , or

this will also EXIT the matrix entry

screen.

©jc
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Use the Matrix Editor to enter the following

matrices in the storage location indicated.

The 2 x 3 Matrix M2 = (_35 _32 __112 )

The 2 x 3 Matrix Mlz(g _22 Z)

This will overwrite the matrix that you had

 

previously stored in M1.

13 27 figure 10.22
The 3 x 4 Matrix M3=|2 -1 -1 4

523 -3

The 2 x 2 Matrix M5 = (g %)

To enter and store a matrix while in the HOME SCREEN.

In the HOME SCREEN a matrix is entered as a

vector whose elements are ROW VECTORS.

135

e IfM6=|2 4 6 |and if this matrix is to

798

be input while you are in the HOME

SCREEN proceed as follows

e Key in to the EDIT line

[[1,3.5], [2.4.6], [7,9,8]1?v6
     

e Press (Ui when done. see figure 10.23

Note the square brackets used for vectors.

©ijc
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10.6 To INSERT a row or a column into a matrix

 Suppose Matrix M6 is to be altered to read

1 3 5
3 2 4

M6=| 5 4 ¢
7 9 8

Here the second row has been inserted.

There are two ways to do this insertion.   
(i) To insert using the HOME SCREEN

Insert the cursor in the EDIT line

immediately after the comma following the
 

first row vector. Key in [-2, -3, —4], then

press figure 10.24

Don’t forget to store the new matrix in M6

(ii) To insert using the Matrix Editor

figures 10.25 & 10.26  Press to get to the Matrix  

Catalog. Select M6 then press to - INSERT MATRIX?
? 3

open the matrix. Place the black entry

bar in the second row, then press i

In answerto the screen question select Row

then press]

A row of zeros is inserted. You now

 

 

figure 10.26

overtype the zeros with the new elements.

To delete a row select an element in that row

and press then follow the prompts.

©jc
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10.7 Operations with matrices.

Operations with matrices are usually carried out in the HOME SCREEN.

(i) Addition, Subtraction & Scalar Multiplication

If two matrices are to be added or subtracted then the operation cannot be

defined unless both matrices have the same dimension.

 IfM1=(3 75 §)andM2=(% 7 F)

To add M1 and M2 the input into the EDIT

line of the HOME SCREENis    
 

+ (3 2

The result is displayed as [6,—4,-5], [0,5,3]

figure 10.27

3-27\,(3 2-12y_(6 4 -5 figure 10.27

(524) (—53-1)—(05 3) -

If you attempt to add or subtract two Eachrow s writtenas a vector and

matrices that do not have the same is separated from the other rows by
aconuna.'rhewhoiematrix isthen |

dimensions you will get the error message as . o
enclosed in square brackets.   shown in figure 10.28

Try each of the following:

(1) SM1 (i) M1=+5
 

Gii) M1 xé— (iv) M2-M1

(v) M1 -M2 (vi) 4M3 +2M4

(vil) S5SM1+5M2 (viii) 5(M1+ M2)

When doing operations with matricesit is

 

  
 

often more convenient to first enter the
figure 10.28

matrices into the Matrix Catalog. The

results can also be stored in this Catalog.
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(ii) Matrix Multiplication

When two matrices are to be multiplied together there is a constraint on the

dimensions. Given matrix P is an m by n matrix (m rows n columns) and

matrix Q is an a by b matrix (a rows b columns)

For matrix product P X Q to be defined n Matrix P x Matrix Q

must have the same value as a :

   

 

The result is an m by b matrix

 

If the two inside dimensions n and a

are not the same, the two matrices |

are said to be non—conformable

 

   M1 x M2 cannot be evaluated.

M1 and M3 shown below are conformable

e 13 27
M1=(22 \andM3=|2 -1 -1 4

(52 4) 523 3

    
Result is 2 x 4 Matrix  

M1 * M3

On your HP 38G: _(3 -2 7) %31 :% Z
A3 2 4

In the EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN input 5-2 3 -3

   A..Z]9 LBIA..Z|9
The result is given as . (34 317 8 )

129 5 0 31
[ [34,-3,17,-8], 29, 5,0, 31] ]

 

   
©jc
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(iii) The INVERSE of a Matrix

The inverse of a matrix A is denoted A_1 and is defined such that

AxA~'=1 where Iis the Identity Matrix

The Identity Matrix is a square matrix and consequently both A and A are

also square matrices.

When working with Inverse Matrices it is helpful if the calculator number

 

andformat is set to (Remember how to do this? Press &

change number format)

 135 |

IfM6=| 2 4 6 |to obtain M6
798

e In the HOME SCREEN key in

  

=M 6 i)
e The result appears as shown in figure 10.29

 

 

e This answer is made clearer if you use
figure 10.29

the (AJ cursor key to highlight the result

 
then press the menu label key i You should learn to read

numbers such as those that

-1
e Try M6 x M6—l =1 appearinM6  and interpret

them for what they attempt to

convey. Thus 1/33333333...

should be interpreted as 0

Can you explain this?.

   

©jc
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10.8 Solving Systems of Equations in R? and R3

(i) Using the inverse of the coefficient matrix.

A system of equations in three variables can be expressed in (symbolic)

algebraic form or in matrix form.

ax + by + cz=4d ab c
ex+fy+gz=h 5 |ef g

kx +£y + mz =n k £ m

-1
C X

g y
m Z

b ¢

f gHHE
X ab c) (d

from which [y]:[efg] [h]
Z k £ m n

>
0
o

0o
P

o
-
~
T

Example 1 Using the idea outlined above use matrices to solve the
system. Note the order of the matrices!

2x + S5y -3z =2

3x -2y +4z =1

-S5x -3y +2z=3

SOLUTION: Key the matrix of coefficients and the matrix of the constants into the matrix catalog.

2 5 -3 2
The coefficient matrix M1 =| 3 -2 4 |: the constants matrix M2 =| 1

-5 -3 2 3

 

In the HOME screeN input (HBEI™1 []G0 ~(EBE™ 2  
-1

This gives Ml_lM2 = [ 2 ] This appears in the display as [ [-1]. [2], [2] ]
2

The solution: x =-1, y=2, z=2

The geometric interpretation is: The system represents three planes that

intersect in | point.

©jc
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Example 2: Solve the system

x+3y-2z=4

4x — y+ z = -1

3x —4y + 3z =-5

1 3 2 4
e UseM3=(4 -1 1 |; M4=| -1

343 =5

    A...2]9LR [olA...z[oLU enren]
displays the response

Warning: This merely indicates that the
solving process has involved division by
zero at some stage. It is NOT stating that
the solution set is infinite.

figure 10.30

Solution offered on HP 38G

 

figure 10.30
 

 

The system given is actually equivalent to

two non-parallel planes. (Notice that the third

equation is the difference of the other two!)

As such they intersectin a line and therefore

there are an infinite numberof solutions
 

 

Example 3: Solve the system

2x —y+7=273

3x +2y—-2z=135

x—4y + 3z =-2

2 -1 1 3

e UseMS5=|3 2 -1 {; M6=| 5

1 4 3 -2
X    

A...2]9[N B xoA...2]9LU EnTER|
displaysthe response
Warning: This merely indicates that the
solving process has involved division by
zero at some stage. It is NOT stating that
the solution set is infinite

figure 10.31

Solution offered

 

figure 10.31
 

 

The given system can be described as

equivalentto threé planes with no points

common to all three planes. As such the

system is said to be inconsistent. There are

no solutions even though the display states

Infinite resulit.
 

An alternative method which does not use the inverse of the coefficient matrix,

and which avoids this problem of the message Infinite Results, is to find the

reduced echelon form of the augmented matrix. This approach is more

illuminating as it enables a more suitable interpretation of the answer to be

made.

©jc
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(i) Reduced Row Echelon Form of the augmented matrix.

 

 

[ALGEBRAIC FORM| [AUGMENTED MATRIX] Row reduced Echelon Form

ax + by + cz =d ab cid 1 0 0,k
ex+fy+gz=h o e f gih 01 0k,

This method enables you to draw conclusions about the system being solved.

The same three problems set out above will be repeated here using this method

of row reducing the augmented matrix . The function used is named RREF

The function RREF can be typed directly into the EDIT LINE of the HOME

SCREEN. The syntax is
 

RREF(Matrix name)
   

This same function can be loaded into the EDIT LINE of the HOME SCREEN by

using the function key. Choose the menu

 

(HINT: Moving quickly around the keyboard. Press a to get to the matrix sub-menu, then [E

n . or scroll down to RREF, then press (LA

This willinput RREF( into the EDIT LINE of the HOME SCREEN without the need to typeit.

  

 

2x + Sy -3z =2

Example 1.1 Solve {3x — 2y + 4z = 1
-5x -3y + 2z =3

Alter M1, the coefficient matrix, by adding

the extra column of constants.

 

 

2 53

-2

Mi=| & 3 -5 ,
32 3 flgure 10.32

Inputinto the EDIT LINE of the HOMEscreen 1he fow reaueed sendion form
100 —1

RREF(M1) figure 10.32 & 10.33 (8 8 ? g )

©jc
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x+3y-2z=4
Example 2.2 Solve {4)(— y+ z=-1

3x —4y + 3z =-5

1 3 -2 4

UseM3=(4 -1 1 1];
3 4 3 2

 

.MODES

Press EEI'B and use the number format

figure 10.33
then press (I3

Input into the EDIT LINE of the HOME screen

 

RREF(M3)
 
 

 
L  

 

 

 
 

1

o 3 1
Theresult MO=| o | - 2 13

13 10

00 0 O

figure 10.34

This indicates that one equation was a

2x —y+2z=23 linear combination of the other two and

Example 3: Solve {3x + 2y —z =15
x—4y + 3z =-2

 

consequently the system really consists

of two equations in three unknowns.

There are many solutions. (These lie on

Use M5 = [ g —21 _11 g ] the line of intersection of the two planes)  
 

1 4 3 -2

 

Input into the EDIT LINE of the HOME screen

RREF(M5)

 11o L oo
The result M9 =| ¢ | _57 0 [figure 10.34

00 0 1

 

 
 

The system is said to be inconsistent. It has no

solutions. (Three planes with no common points.) figure 10.34

The same rules will hold in LR2 asin [R3
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10.9 Matrix functions available in the menu.

Below is a brief summary of the main matrix functions of importance in a high

school mathematics course. The HP38G User’s Guide outlines many other

matrix functions, some of which are not in these Mathematics Courses.

The |MATRIX| Functions in

Matrix operations are divided into two COND
sections. ; _lcross _

Section 1 Matrix functions These are olynom .szET ’ v

accessed through the(¥key figure 10.35 m~ m

Section 2. Matrix Commands these are

 

   

  

  

maTH FuncTions R
A |{coLNORM   

   
 
   

 

used in programming and are accessed figure 10.35

using the screen menu in figurel0.35

Press thekey, then Mto get quickly to the menus beginning with the

letter M

Use (®J to move to the right side and scroll through these using the (a])(¥]

keys. When one of these submenu itemsis selected followed by @Rthe

selected item or function appears in the EDIT LINE in the HOME SCREEN. You

simply type in the necessary arguments or remaining parts of the syntax as

outlined below.

 

 
Function Syntax

  
CROSS CROSS( [Vectorl],[Vector2] )

This give the cross product of two vectors. Remember that you

enter vectors with the elements enclosed in square brackets with a

comma used as a separator between the elements.

 

 

©jc
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Function Syntax
 

DET DET( [Matrx )
DET gives the determinant of a square matrix.

eg DET(MS5) where M5 is a matrix stored in the matrix catalogue.
 

DOT
 

DOT( [Matrix 1 name|,[Matrix2 name| )
 

Gives the dot product of two arrays

ce DOT(Vectort][Vectord)
 

IDENMAT
IDENMAT( ) N gives the size of the matrix

1 00
IDENMAT(3) creates a 3 X 3 Identity matrix 1, = [ 010 J

) 0 01
 

INVERSE INVERSE( [Matrix name]
Creates the Inverse of a square matrix M, denoted as M~}

 

  

 

eg INVERSE(M1) GLE. o Home screen input Ml s 

 

RREF RREF( )
RREF gives the Reduced Row-Echelon Form of matrix M

‘ 2x + 3y =8...... ®
Given the system (3, _ /¢y@

2 3.8
the augmented matrix is ls -1 17{ The RREF ="

 

TRN TRN(Vatrixmame)
TRN(M4) will give the transpose of matrix M4
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CHAPTER 11 COMPLEX NUMBERS
 

 

With complex numbers the following

are available using the key.

is the argument 6 of a Complex

Number Z expressed as (r, 6)

CONJ| The conjugate of a Complex

Number Z=(a + bi) isZ= (a - bi)

The Imaginary part b of a

Complex Number (a + bi)

The Real part a of a Complex

Number (a + bi)

When you press the selection is

placed in the EDIT line. You input

the rest of the necessary information.

This screen was obtained by pressing

the key.

This gives a catalog of all the home

variables that can be used in ApLets,

calculations, programs and commands.

When you select a variable from the

right side list and then press

the selection is placed in the EDIT line.  

Press key to get to this screen.

Use the COI(WI(A] 10 make your

selection.

 

, bIMAt (a.b)

RE

 Argz=96

Modulus Z = ABS(Z) = | Z | = 4/a%+ b2
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11.1 How to enter a Complex Number

A complex number ofthe form a + b1 can

be input into the HP 38G either

(1) Directly, in the form a+ bt or

(11) As an ordered pair (a,b)

Example 1. To enter the complex number

Z=3-51

 

e Press (&3 to get to the HOME SCREEN figure 11.1

(i) Keyin3 -51 using

  
To store the selected complex numbergz

Bed8()=ae3
This displays (3,-5) as the entry

   
press and type in the name to be

assigned to that complex number (this

(“) For the second method of ]nput[]ng a |must be one of the ten possible from the

complex number, simply enter the set Z110 Z0) then press AL   
ordered pair |(3,-5)| into the EDIT line

then press figure 11.1

e Up to ten complex numbers can be stored

into memory locations on the HP 38G.

However, since the Real numbers use as

home variables the letters A, B, C, ... Z

 

and O these cannot be used for the storage

of complex numbers. figure11.2

Instead, much like Lists and Matrices,

complex numbers. use a combination

letter and number. All ten stored complex

numbers must have their name chosen

from the list Z1, Z2,...Z0. figure 11.2

©jc
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11.2 Storing Complex Numbers.

e To store the Complex Number 4 + 51

into the location Z1.
 

Input 4 + 541 into the EDIT line of the

HOME SCREEN.

e Press i then type

e As acheck, input Z1 into the EDIT line   

 

then press figure 11.3

e For the purpose of demonstrating some figure 11.3

of the operations in this section you

should store the following complex

  

   

variables.

Z1 =4 + 51 or Z1=(@4)5) To recall the stored complex

number simply type its name

72 =4 — 54 or 72 = (4 _5) {from the set Z1 to Z0) or use

the menu key , select

73 =3 — 44 or Z3=03,4) from the list then press

( see figure 11.2)

74 =3 + 44 or Z4=034)

75 =-4-54 or 75=(4,-)5)  
 

Like the Real Home Variables the

complex variables Z1, Z2,...Z0.can be

used when doing calculations that involve

complex numbers

©jc
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11.3 Operations with Complex Numbers

e If you operate with a mixture of real and IMA . (a.b)
i

complex numbers the result is given as a

complex number.
 9 >

Example 2 7+ 71 RE

e In the Home screen EDIT line input

7+ 71 Argz==6

Modulus Z = ABS(Z) = | Z | = 4/a2+ b2
The result displayed is (11,5) ie 11 + 54

figure 11.4
The real number 7 has been interpreted

in its complex form as 7 + 01 and the  
) . Complex Conjugates Zand Z

calculation carried out as plex jug

IMA . Z
(7+04) + (4 +5U) =11 +54 or (11,5) L (@b)

e For the complex number Z = a + bt

0 N
mod Z = ABS(Z) = 1ZI = \[a2 + b2 l\ RE

arg Z = 8 where 8 = ATAN(2 )figure /1.4    
 

If Z=a+bi, the conjugate Z=a- b Z(ab)

e Example 3 ForZ3 =3 -44 figure

Mod(Z3) = ABS(Z3) =5

RE(Z3) =3

IM(Z3) = 4

ARG(Z3) = Arg(3 — 41) = 53-1301°

CONJ(Z3) =Z3=3 + 44

 

  These can be typed directly into the EDIT 

 
line, or inserted when you press the figure 11.6

key and select the function from the Press GYLIED) for CONJ(  to be input into

 the EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN
menu and press @Y. figure 11.6 L 18 HOME =%   

©jc
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Example 4 3(4 + 51) —2(3 + 44)

Input into the EDIT line 371 - 2Z4CGNED

Result displayed (6,7) NIE v R ;
 

Example § 4(4 - 51)(3 -44)    

    

Input into the EDIT line 472+73ENED)

Result displayed (-32,-124)  figure 17,7 |11NNNIIIO
 

figure 11.7
Example 6 (4 -51)(4 + 54)

Input into the EDIT line
 

 

Z5*CONJ(z5)ElED

Result displayed (41,0)

B o g At5t
xample Sy

Inputinto the EDIT line Z1/Z3C1E) TIN  
Result displayed (-0-32,1-24) figure 11.8

figure 11.8
It may be more meaningful to view the

result in fraction number format.

 

e Press

Select INUMBER FORMAT

e Press the key until the Fraction

 

format is displayed. Use (0] to select

the number thatis to the right of the  

 

 
word Fraction and key in the value 5.

Press QXD then use (4] to highlight the

answer (—0-32,1-24) then press The

answer is displayed in fraction form. fig /1.8

©jc
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Use the complex numbers currently stored to show

() (Z3)=27Z3=12" (i) CONJ(Z1*Z2) = Z1*Z2

(i) CONJ(Z1+Z2) = Z1+ 72

Example 8 (3 - 44)2

  
Enter this as O 73 L_JES) GHED Result displayed (~7,~24)

11.4 Roots of complex numbers
 

Example 9

Determine the three cube roots of 1.

This is equivalent to asking you to solve

73 =1

or Z3-1=0

 

 

This is a polynomial with Real coefficients,

therefore we shall solve it using POLYROOT. igure 11.10

This technique was explained in the chapter

on polynomials. You could type in

 POLYROOT ([1, 0, 0, 1)EWF) or proceed

as follows

o Press @B then the key.

e Press the key a? to get to figure 11.10

 

figure 11.11

 

 

 

Select IPolynom.l > IPOLYROOTI
 

Recall the form of entry is
 

POLYROOT([|coeffs separated by a commal])
   

e In the EDIT line of the HOME screen input

 

POLYROOT([1,0,0,1)ENE) figure 11.12 figure 11.12

©jc
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If you wish to get a clear view ofthe roots

displayed you could select the answerthatis
   

     displayed then

(1) Press i , use @@ to scroll

through the display.

Press? when done. ...... figure 11.13

  

 

 

oy {{Use (WJ(A) to select
(i1) Since the roots are shown as a vector K1)| each element. _

. A more detailed answer|
with complex elements you could store the {{appears at the bottom of |

. . {{the table as you scroll.

result in the Matrix Catalog as a vector.

 To store the roots vector as MO press

?ma QD
 

To view the roots press { select

MO then press % ...... figure 11.14

One for you to try:

  

 

 

 

Find the fifth roots of (1 + 1)

Hint Solve Z°> = (1 + 1) watch yoursigns!

POLYROOT([1,0,0,0,0,-1-1])   
You should obtain the solutions shown in

figures 11.15 and 11.6

   
figure 11.16

©jc
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11.5 Extension ideas with Complex Numbers

Consider the exponential form of a complex number a + bt

Example: Z =1 + i3 ModZ=___ Arg Z =

Thusthe polar form of 1 + 1V3 = 2(cos%t- +1 sin%) = 2eug

0
cosO + 1sin® = et (cos® + 1sin0) is abbreviated to c¢4s0

Use these ideas to find a value for

i i1 A1 . .
(1) e and e Compare this with the result obtained on your

calculator which gives something like e“‘ = (-1,-2-067E-13).

(ii1)  Use the equations derived in parts (i) & (ii) to find the exponential

form for cos® and sin@

(iv)  Use the MacLaurin series expansions for sinx, cosx and e* to prove that

0 1
a. et =c1s0 b. € T -1

(v) Use any of the above ideas to determine (prove?) the value of In(-1)

Compare this with the value given on your calculator.

(vi)  Consider the three sequences and notice the general pattern.

 

In(-n) n € Integers In(-e™) In(-n) n € Integers

In(-1) In(-el) In(-1e)

In(=2) In(-e2) In(=2e)

Ln(=3) In(—e?) In(=3e)

In(—4) In(—e*) In(-4e)

and so on    
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CHAPTER 12

DIFFERENTIAL & INTEGRAL

CALCULUS
 

 

 
The view

  

can be used to show the graph of a

function y = f(x) and the successive

  derivatives

y = f'(x);

y=f"(x)

y=1"(x) y = f””(x) and so on

 

The QU] view

RST
To graph functions and their

derivatives note the process used.

With F3(X)  draws the graph of¢  
the derivative quicker than if it is in the

 

  
  

 
   

form F2(X)

PI-Eoe
The NUMeric view can be used to ngqqqq _:E:mmq a%:qqqsa us:qqquu

determine the slope ofa curve at a 3.00001|-95, 9995(43 . 000YB[4E . 00013
d 3.00003[-55.9992]42. 0009&[48 . 00024

point. ie the value of S|_ 5.999497

 

©jc
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12.1 Limits

Limits of Functions

Consider a function f and a number a.
 

 

 
lWhat happens to f(x) as x gets closer to a ?| ] 528
 

Note: This question asks about the BEHAVIOUR of f(x) as x approaches a.

It does not ask about the value of f(x) when x is equal to a..

In many functions of interest to us f may not even be defined at x = a .

We often answer the above question in terms of a number L that f(x) is

getting closerto L as x gets closer and closer to a. Several alternative ways

of describing this limiting behaviour may be used - each assertion bringing

out a slightly different aspect of the behaviour of f(x) but all essentially having

the same meaning.

(a) The number f(x) approaches the value L. as x approaches a .

(b) The distance from f(x) to the value L gets closer to zero as the

distance from a to x approaches 0. (ie 8 x in the diagram approaches 0).

(c) The number f(x) becomes an arbitrarily good approximation to L

whenever x is sufficiently close to a
 

IWe say the limit of f as x approaches a is L. |
 

 
 

This is written symbolically as ll_r)na f(x) = L]or [f(x) — Lasx — aI
    

 

Example | ™ (r+3) =5 Example2 ™ (2+2) =6

Example 3 Liilo x1=10 Example 4 L"_n)o l— = 7

Example 5 1321 i— = Example 6 22 8 If L =

Example 7 lxxr_n) 0% =7 Example 8 L"_I: - l; L = 

Use your calculator to verify the answers obtained. Would a graph help?

©jc
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An approach to limits using the HP 38G

 

. 2 _

Determine (1) lim (x___9]

   

-2 x = 3

. 2

and (i) M [";———_39]

save[RESET]|SORTSENDRECY[START]

igure

The answerto (i) is easily determined by

 putting x = 2 into the expression to get 5.

2 —

However since (fc — 39) is undefined at x =3 
 

this second limit cannot be evaluated the

same way.

e Open the Function ApLet figure 12.1

o Press@[) select ENTER EDIT

figure 12.2

 

 

  
e Press  k(0 clear any contents

e Input F1(x) = (x? = 9)/(x - 3) fig 122

The problem can now be tackled in one of

many ways.

   "Method 1: In the HOME SCREEN
  

 

e Approach 3 from the left (2-9999...)

 

Input F1(2.99) Result 5-99 Use @ to select the previous Fi(2.999)

Input F1(2.999) GXE) Result 5-999
Py ( ) oot it to the EDIT line, use@ to

Input F1(2.9999)ENED Result 5:9999

Input F1 (299999) Result 599999 move to the end of the x value and type in

another 9 each time, then press enter  
 Input F1(2.999999)EE) Result 6

©jc
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e Approach 3 from the right (3-0001...)

Input F1(3-01) Result 6-01

Input F1(3-001) Result 6-001

Input F1(3-0001) Result 6-0001

Input F1(3-00001) Result 6-00001

Input F1(3-000001) Result 6
  
 

 

Method 2:

The NUMeric view. Press (D

SS

I3Put NUMSTART = 2-998

Put NUMSTEP = 0-0001 figure 12.4

 

e Press    
e Press (M then scroll to 3 figure 12.5 .

figure 12.5
 

Notice the values either side of3 and alsothefact that

the value of the function is UNDEFINED at x = 3

ANRTINS

 

e Now refine this further. Press {

Put NUMSTART = 2-99998;

NUMSTEP = 0-000001
 

 

 Press () then scroll to 3 figure 12.6
The values shown in the left-most column are

rounded values to 6 decimal places. This
e The process can be refined further, still enables the numbersto fit into the column.

but by now it can be seen that as you get The actual value for a selected valueis

given below the that column, at the bottom of
closer to 3 the value of the function gets

the table. In figure 12.6 the x-value selected   
 

closer to 6 shows a 3 but its actualvalue is 2-999998

‘ lim (x* = 9 This is not a proof . It merely demonstrates

A ee Il theplausibility of the claim thatthe limiting
value of F(x) as one gets closer to 3 is 6

©jc
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Method 3:

The graphic view. Press@Xl

e Make sure that F1(x) is checked (v')

Press You will get a graph similar

to that in figure 12.7 The scale may be different

e Since you are interested in values near 3

 

and set the XRNG 2 to 4.

and select |Auto Scale

An appropriate y-scale to suit the chosen

XRNG is set. The graph is re-drawn and

press

    e Press

will now look like figure 12.8

e Press the key . Make sure that the

Ccross cursor is on the line NEAR X =

Press i selectm ifig 12.9

e This Zoom in process can be carried on

to a greater degree if required. What
should be clear from both this graphical
approach and the NUMeric view is that

the closer x gets to 3, the closer the value

of F(x) gets to 6

. . x2 -9
6 is called the limiting value of Y3 |

x approaches 3. In mathematical notation

. 2.. i x“ -9
this is written as :1_1)1; [———x— 3) =6

@jc

 

 

  
 

 

figure 12.9
 

 

If your cursor was not on the line near x =3

when the zoom occurred you may have

zoomed in on a section of the screen where

the line did not appear. In this case un-zoom

To do this press?scroll down the menu

in figure 12.9., select thenfi  
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Further examples on Limits

Use 318, 0D and to find the value of the following limits,if they exist.

x—0 x2 - X

lim (3)(2 - 2x* + Sx]

lim(¥vx -9 -1
3. x—4 x — 4

lim Ux + m)2—x2J
m— 0 m

Challenge: Investigate the following limit

lim [x sin[ljj
X— 0 X

Figures 12.10a and 12.10b show the graphs

of this function. Note the scale on the axes

Treat this using the same three approaches

D, 0D and as outlined above.

For QI start at -0-001, with steps 0-0001

lim (sinx)_l
Now show x> 0| x

lim (sin2x
X-> 0| 2x

lim (sinSx
X—> 0 Sx and

What conclusion(s) could be drawn?

Also determine

lim (sin30
0> 0 0

Hence determine

(i) ]Xii,no [S—l‘r‘l"rg;fiJ and

... lim (sin(mx)

X
(1) ., ————j where m € Reals m=z0

 

nm[fl+xf—4)
x— 0 X

lim \/x + 2 -1
x— -1 X + 1

limi, (21

 
figure 12.10b
 

 

These graphs were drawn using a

computer graphing package to give greater

clarity than that provided by the HP 38G   
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Now consider the following limit

1Iim .
sin —

Xx—0

Figures 12.11a and 12.11b are two views of

the function y = sin)](— centred on zero.

The second view (figure 12.11b) was obtained

by using the rather than the

more general . See figure 12.9 Cw

 

As x approaches 0 ‘ Il |‘
i [

. l . D 'l"‘lI ’ l l I‘,l'.. '7.;1(7)

sin ¢ oscillates between * 1 "

lim . 1 . ~1.00
sin — does not exist.

x—0 X

fiqgure 12.11b

These graphs were drawn using a

What does it actually mean to make the  

lim
x—a f(x) =L? computer graphing package to give greater

clarity than that provided by the HP 38G

statement that

   
Other interesting limits worthy of further

investigation are
. 2

: lim 1 Detarmine 1m E95%
(1) 300 (1 + [x]jx etermine . ., O

.. lim 1/
(ii) X_)()(l +x)( x)

lim (1 — cosx
(111) X—> 0 X

. li tanx

(V) oo [T]

©jc
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12.2 Gradient functions and the slope of a curve

Slopes of Secants and Tangents

 

The slope of the secant PQ =—F&11H)---_--E£-)9

As H approaches zero, Q will get closer and

closer to P, and the Secant PQ will come

closer to coinciding with the tangent to the  

 

curve y = f(x) at P.
 

The tangent is the limiting position of the figure 12.12

secant as H approaches zero. ie the slope of '

 Lim [F(X + H) - F(X)
As H approaches zero, the slope of the |

H—0 H ‘
tangent at P =

secant PQ will take on forms such as

figure 12.12 F1(X + 0-00001) - F1(X)
The slope of the curve at P is defined to be 0-00001   
the slope of the tangentto the curve at P.

The Gradient Function on the HP 38G:

e Press select [Function| then press

ENTER JKJ@iSYMB

e Define FI(X)=3X -4

F2(X) = (Fl(X+H&— Fl(X))

 

 

F3(X) = F2(X)  
figure 12.13

e With F3(X) highlighted press This
‘The plotting is much fasterfor F3(x) than it is

for F2(X)
defines F3(X)= F2(X) directly in terms of X

Check vV F1(x) and F3(X). Uncheck F2(X)
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Press (I3

Store the value 0-00001 for H in memory

location H. ie (0-00001 i IS{ ENTER))

    e Goto and set up the PLOT

screen as shown in figures 12.14a and 12.14b

 

 e Press The graph of y =3x -4 is

drawn and also the graph of the gradient

function F2(X) =W)for

each point on F1(X)

 

e Press (I to get the NUMeric view of

figure 12.14b

  
 

the plotted functions. figure 12.15

The definition of the gradient function
 

can easily be seen to be y =3
 

e This approach will now be generalised

for several types of polynomial functions.    
(i) LINEAR FUNCTIONS Y=MX +B

 

  e Press @B)to get back to the SYMBolic

view (figure 12.13) figure

Uncheck F1(x) to F3(X) then input

F4(X)=MX + B

F4(X+H}?I - F4(X)

 

 

F5(X) =

F6(X) = F5(X)

With F6(X) highlighted press i fig 12.16

Check F4(X) and F6(X); uncheck F5(X) figure 12.16

F6(x) =F5(X)

 

 

©jc
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Press @3 For different functions of the form ¥ = MX + B store the values

for M and B. H already has the value 0-00001 from the last example. Build up a

table of your actions and what occurs.

You should use both the NUMeric view () and the view in this

 

 

 

 

  

exercise.

Linear Value! Value Value Gradient Function

function stored stored inl stored in H

in M B

y=2x -9 2 -9 0-00001 y' =f(x) =2

y=Tx +4 7 4 0-00001 y' =f(x) =7

y=-3x -5 -3 -5 0-00001 y =f(x) =-3

y=-8x -2 -8 -2 0-00001 y =1(x) =-8     
 

Try several more then note any conclusions that may be drawn.

(i) QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS Y = Ax 2y BX+C

 e Press §Bto get back to the SYMBolic

view (figure 12.13)

Input F7(X) = AX” + BX + C
F8(X) = F7(X+H&— F7(X)          FI(X) = F8(X)

 

IAII)
With F9(X) highlighted press i fig 12.17 figure 12.17

 

Check F7(X) and F9(X): uncheck all the SAVEthis as an AplLet under the name

other functions in this ApLet list.. Include an

explanatory -note.   
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Press @3 For each function of the form Y = AX 24 BX + C store the

values for A and B and C into those memory locations. Store 0-0000001 as the

value for H . Each time you store the values for A, B and C press

Build up a table of your actions and what occurs. A sample is set out below.

  Press

Use both the view and the NUMeric view ((JI)).

You may need to reset the scale in the SETUP

MUE and set the NUMSTART value at O and the NUMSTEP at 1

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quadratic Value| Value| Value| Value Gradient Function
function stored| stored stored| stored in

in A in B in C H

y=x 2 1 0 0 0-0000001 |y’ = f'(x) = 2x

y= 3x 2 .4 3 0 4 0-0000001 |y’ = f'(x) = 6x

y= -2x 2 .5 -2 0 5 0-0000001| y’ = f(x) = —4x

y=7x 2 _g -8 -2 0-0000001 |y’ = f(x) =x     
 

e The plot for y= é—x 2 _ 8 is shown in

figure 12.18

e The equation of the gradient function in

these cases is reasonably straight forward

to obtain. A study of the table in

NUMeric view (([II)) will yield the

answer y’ = f'(x) =x.

But what of equations of the of the form

y= 3x2 +4x -5 7

©jc

 

 

 

 
 

figure 12.18
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e In the HOME SCREEN  

   
 

   

store 3 =A; 4=B and -5 =C F(X) 10:- TheGradient

e The plot for this function is shown in IJ

figure 12.19 ' l:E e et :1::

e It can be seen that the gradient function is ‘!
=t

Linear. To determine the rule for f'(x =~
e SFrcn: -5 HENL
 go to the NUMeric view (Press (I[0)

figure 12.20
figure 12.19

 
e Some knowledge of Finite differences

 

and difference patterns will yield the rule

 

 
   

for the gradient function F9 as g 15 15

F(x) 6x 4 i fm [xX)=0x +
*x) 5 q0 EL |

Warning: The functions arrived at by this method B 
are results obtained as H approaches zero. They do I Prere I DEFN | ;

not give the LIMIT but can be made as close to within

the restrictions imposed by the calculator. figure 12.20

 

If you have some knowledge of Finite differences and difference patterns this

approach to gradient functions is worth pursuing with polynomials as well as

with other kinds of functions (Logarithmic, exponential, etc)

The limit yields afunction . Since it is based on the
H— 0

lim (f(x + H) - F(x)j
H

gradient of the secant as it approaches the tangent,it is based on the slope of the

curve. This function is sometimes referred to as the gradient function.

 

DEFINITION

i T - . - . -

f,‘_‘_‘,‘o (——ML H})I it = %‘;i this is called the derivative of y with respect to

 

A better approximation of the derivative or gradient function can be gained

using the symmetric difference quotient (%F(X_H)')

Sjc
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12.3 The use of special characters.

 

HE
Special characters obtained using Klkeys.

  Press i Figure 12.21a will display a screen of characters that can be

selected and placed into the EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN or in ApLets.

Use T to see other screens of special characters that can be accessed.

Use TandTto move from one screen of characters to the other.

see figures 12.21a & 21b

Two symbols of interest in this section,

 

%% SPECIAL CHARACTERS 2§

 

as they are used in the calculus, are@ ={}£E:Ni#e
B-

elT I PAZ%T | +axvx
andm NI RA1BIANKKE

S
LT

Use the (D](a] cursor keys to
SELECT A CHARACTER AMD PRE:S OK

move around the screen of characters. TNEAT

o To insert a character into the EDIT fiqure 2.21a

line of the HOME SCREEN select the

character then press Uil

. . - s SPECIAL CHARACTERSS
F ample d will be inserted if yo
or examp 1 nyel BBvéaecn0rullpotge

press on the first screen figi2.21a wlev &9, " "t -"\-,.

CA&B (DL IC2+—*x/"§

  

The Greek alpha character o will be

inserted if you press EXIEa) on the SELECT A CHARACTER AND PRESS DK
IO NIYT ATT

second screen.figure 12.21b.

e A second way of inserting certain fiqure 12.21b
g .

special characters is outlined below.

©jc
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12.4 DIFFERENTIATION

The @ symbol used as the differentiation operator

The derivative operator on the HP 38G graphic calculator is denoted by 0

There are two ways of inserting the operator EI into the display.

Method 1 was outlined in the previous section using the special characters screen.

 A second way of entering special characters

such as @ is to use the key

e Press This gives a list of Math

functions by category.figure 12.22
       
mHm]cups]cons Jeanci) ok

figure 12.22a

To quickly select a category without scrolling

just type thefirst letter of the category name.

  e The left side of the split screen gives the

category offunction, the left side lists 

what functions are available within this

category. Use (wJ(A] to scroll up or

down the left side until the is

highlighted. Use the ] cursor key to

move to the right side sub menu.

You do not need to press themkey.   
 

e Use the (WJ(AJ cursor keysto select the

item or symbol that you wish to insert

into your EDIT line. In this case the @ was rimfcwoslcons]  
 

 
already selected as it was the first item. figure 12.22b

Note that the choices on the right side

e Press@is now placed on the change according to which function

EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN category is selected on the left   
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To determine the value of the derivative of F(X) at a point

Example 1 Determine % atx=3 given y= F(x)=x?

In the HOME SCREEN First store the value 3

in the X memory location: (3 i (W3X)

e Press

Select the category

Use] to move to the right side menu, NST

Highlight @then press ' ‘

 

     
 

figure 12.23
e Nextto the d that appears in the EDIT

ine. i PAY ENTER
line, input X(X) GIE see figure 12.23 The syntax for numeric differentiation is

The result 6 is displayed v IX(F(X))

 

   

Example 2 Determine % atx=3 giveny =2x —4x*> - 14

 
o Use the (4] cursor key to select the

previous question dX(X”"2) above the

EDIT line. figure 12.23

Note the change in the screen menus.

e Press i This makes a copy of the

0X(X72) in the EDIT line. Edit the x> to figure 12.24

read 2x> — 4x? — 14 then press GiED.

 

 

e Since 3 is already stored as the value of X

The answer to 'gll is displayed as 30
X Ix=2

©jc
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12.5 Symbolic differentiation (i) In the HOME SCREEN

Recall that in the HOME SCREEN there are 27 home variables A, B, ... Z and

0. These always have a number assigned to them. The default value is 0 until

you overwrite this value with another one. The home variables are shared

throughout all the environments (The HOME SCREEN and the ApLets). When

these letters are used in an expression they are interpreted as having the value

assigned or stored in that memory location. Thus if 5 is stored in A and 9 is

stored in B then will return the result 14. A Solve ApLet

involving A and B will also have these same values for A and B.

Any expression involving A, B, ... Z, will return a numeric result.

If you wish to use a symbolic variable as a place-holder you will need to use

one of the six formal names provided for this purpose.
 

The HP 38G uses the set [50; sl; s2; s3; s4; sS]as its formal variables.
 

(The Upper case SO, S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 are also accepted. These are not be

confused with the data sets used in the bivariate section of the statistics ApLet).

Here s1 or S1 does not represent a value;it is just a symbol

Whereas 4(A"‘B)2 will return a result of 8100 (ie 4*(5*9)2 , an input of

5(Sl*Sl)2 will return 5*(S1*S1)? and not a numeric result. The appropriate

variable can then be assigned when you write down your answers.

 
As shown above dX(X”2) will return a

number, the value of which will depend on

the value stored in X. However

(i) 9s1(s12) will return the expression 2*s1   (ii) ds1(5s173) will return the expression

 
B

5*%(3*s172)  see figure 12.25

These results can be interpreted as figure 12.25

dx 2 d(5x 3)
dx

X — 2y —1542ax =2x and =5*(3*x") =15x
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Further examples of Symbolic differentiation

 

Exploratory example: Determine (;j—x[;?]

  e Press &3 to get to the home screen.

e Press select then @

EAE). 0 is now placed on the

EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN

 

figure 12.26
 e In the EDIT line put dS1(7/S1/3)

The result —(7*(3*S172)/S11372) is

displayed. see figure 12.26

 

2
e This is better viewed if you use (A o [513]

   select the result then press i fig 12.27 -----m

If you substitute x for S1 you should figure 12.27

ecomise: S(L o (T2 (21
CCOgl.dxx3— (X3)2_ X4

The HP 38G “knows and can apply” the normal rules of differentiation.

 

The Power rule; the Product rule; the Quotient rule; the Chain rule.

Furthermore it can apply these rules to all the in-built functions such as sinx.,

cosx, tanx, In(x), e*, a* and so on. As a consequence, the derivative of any

function composed of these functions can be also differentiated on the HP 38G.

In the example above the quotient rule was used

9_(_@]_ f'(0)g(x) - fg'(x) _(0.x3—7(3x2>J_[—7<3x2>)_ 21
dx (g(x) ‘{ ()% )' o)) _{X“J

This should explain the form of the answer given when i was pressed.

  

@jc
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e Now try the same example but this time

L d -3enter it in the form 1x (7x77)

e Input 9SI(7S17-3)

The answer given 7*—(3*S174) indicates  

 

 that the power rule has been used.

fig 12.28 figure 12.28

 

Example 3a - The Chain Rule

e Determine agx— (3x 4_ 7x)5

(3*(4*s173)-7)*5*(3s
e Input dS1((3S174-7S1)"S).

 

 stor]|JcopvsHow]|
 e The result is shown in both the HOME

SCREEN format figure 12.29a and also figure 12.29a

using i figure 12.29b

Example 3b: The Chain Rule

 

 

(3(451%)-7) 5.(351%7.

  
 

e Determine %(sin37x)
figure 12.29b

Input dS1(sin(7S173)
WARNING

Result: cos(7*s1)*7*3*sin(7*s1)"2 A

Make sure that you
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Example 4: The Product Rule

e Determine % [JZn(sz) x (Tx = 6)]

Input 9S1(In(55172) - (7S1- 6))NI

Result: 5*(2*S1)/(5*s1/2) *7*...

i gives the result as

5(2*S1)
sg2 (7S1-6)+ Ln(5S81%).7

ie % [Ln(5x2) x (7x - 6)]

=%(7x —6)+7 In(5x2)

Example 5: The Quotient Rule

D ) _Q_(SXE} - 4)
etermine I\ 2r17

Input dS1((5S173 - 4)/(2S1+ 7)) EiZ)

Result: 5*(3*S172)/(2*s1+7)—...

i gives the result as shown in figure 12.30

 

 

5.(351%) [581%4)2
 

 
. 2

251 (o5147)

 

igure 12.

The work done to date in this section shows how to obtain the symbolic

derivative while working in the HOME SCREEN.

There is another approach which combines both the Symbolic and Graphical

approach which tends to be far more informative and permits you to obtain and

graph the original function and its first, second. third,... derivatives. This is a

powerful tool in the analysis of relationships between these various derivatives.

@jc
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12.6 Symbolic differentiation (ii) In the Function AplLet

First enter the Function ApLet

e Press then select the ApLel

then

 

  
 to clear any previous

fi figure 12.31
entries (Press to clear)

e Highlight F1(x) and input {F1(x) =2*X"3 + 6*X"2 — 48X - 60

Fl(x) = 2x3 +6x%2 - 48x - 60

 

 

 

e Highlight F2(x) and input

F2(x) = ax(F1(x)) IAS NY]I

 

 

figure 12.32
e Highlight F3(x) and input

F3(x) = F2(x) figure 12.31

 

e Select F3(x) and press then

Select F3(X) and press i your

screen should look like figure 12.33

   
e Check F1(X) and its derivative F3(X)

 

e Press   and set the plot features

as shown in figures 12.34a & 12.34b

 

 

figure 12.34a
You may need to check the number format
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    o Press @ . Note the intercepts and

turning points of each of the graphs

F1(x) and F3(X). figure 12.35
 

e Press to get to the NUMeric view.

From this table, which shows the values

 

 

for both F1(x) and its derivative

function F3(X), the slope of the curve

F1(x) can be determined at any point.

Thus at the point (1,-100) the slope of

 

the curve is —30, at the point (2,-116) the

slope ofthe curve is O (ie the slope of the

tangent at that point is 0) figure 12.36   
e F3 gives the rate of change offunction

 

F1(X) with respect to X. As X increases
 

 

 

 
 

  

from O to 5 the value of F1(x) decreases _ X LFL | F3 ]

until it reaches 2 it then increases. This I Efig i;g

same information is given in a slightly a :;E :E

different way by the values of F3(X) '-; 100 162   e Press QBto get to the SYMBolic view. |m—--

Input F4(x) = Jdx(F3(x)) fiqure 12.36

F5(x) = F4(x) figures 12.31 & 32

e Select F5(x); press i then i to

see the second derivative defined.

 

 

 

 

 e Check F1(X); F3(X); F5(X); then

The graphs of f(x ); f'(x); f’(x); are figure 12.37

drawn. figure 12.37
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Inputting and defining the functions in the SYMBolic view in the form

Fl(x) =2x® +6x%- 48x - 60

F2(x) = Jox(F1(x))

F3(x) = F2(x) and then evaluating F3(X)

was deliberately done this way for several reasons, The first reason is easy to

demonstrate if you check F1(X) and F2(X) and then plot the graphs. Notice

how much slower the graph of F2(X) is compared to the drawing of F3(X)?

Check this same comparative speed problem in the NUMeric view.

It is also more convenient to enter a new function at F1(X). To obtain its

derivative you only need to retype F3(x) = F2(X) and then press i

The definition of the derivative is given in F3(X) without the necessity of

inserting the special character d . The function F3(x) is no longertied to F1(x).

From the plot of f(x ); f'(x ); f”(x ); certain conclusions may be drawn. These

can be verified in the NUMeric view. You should investigate these features.

Note the special relationship between local maximum and minimum of F1(X)

and its derivative function. Comment of the relationship between zeros of the

various functions, relative extrema, points of inflection and so on.

Further derivatives may be defined by extending beyond F5(X) in the same

manner, ie F6(X) = dF5(X) and F7(X) = F6(X)

Try this same approach, and (@@with a wider range of functions.

For work involving Trigonometricfunctions make sure that the angle mode is set to RADIANS.

Try F1(X) = sinX; F2(X) = X(F1(X); F3(X) = F2(X) and then F3(X).

§:¢; m Auto Scale] to set the scale.

Try F4(X) = cos2X; F5(X) = dX(F4(X); F6(X) = F5(X) and then F6(X).

Try exponential and logarithmic functions. With the log functions try base 10

    

logarithms as well as natural logarithms and find the connection between thetwo.

©jc
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12.7 Numeric Integration and Symbolic Integration.

Like differentiation the HP 38G enables you to do both NUMeric and

SYMBolic integration. For symbolic integration the formal variables SO, S1,

S2, S3, S4, S5 must be used in much the same manner as they were used in

differentiation.

Areas bounded by curves can be determined as can volumes of solids of

revolution.

The Definite Integral in the HOME SCREEN

e Like its counterpart E' , the integral

operator III can be input into the EDIT

line of the HOME SCREEN using one of
 

two methods;

either using the special characters key

8
)

or by pressing and choosing the

[T] symbol from the menu. |EETT(YI(TST

 

(press       
figure 12.38 figure 12.38

b

The definite integral Sf(x) dx is a number.

a

b

The number Jf(x) dx = F(b) — F(a)
a

where F is any anti-derivative of f

The value of a definite integral can be

determined on the HP 38 G as shown in the

next example

©jc
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5

Example: Determine the value of Jx2dx
1

e Press (13 select [D

then press BIED. This will put the

integral sign into the EDIT line.

¢ The input into the EDIT line should read as

[(1,5,X2,X) Answer 4133

e Alternatively store the value for the

lower limit in A and the upper limit in B

1 i A;S i B then input

J(A,B,X2,X) Answer 41-33

figure 12.39

Several values can be determined using the

MAKELIST feature as follows.

Press(D @D, select MAKELIST

then press

This should put MAKELIST( into the EDIT line

Input so the edit line reads

 

BAKELIST(J-( 0, N, X2, X), N, 0,10, 1)

i L1, to store this in the LIST CATALOG

 

 

 

For this section ofthe work set theNUMBER |
FORMAT to

 

(Rememberto do this use
  
 

  

 

 

¥ R s

JU1,5, X2, 8
41.333

JCAy By X2, K
41.333

-----   
figure 12.39

NEED a REMINDER?
 

 

For this sectionof the work set the

NUMBER FORMAT to [4]

The reason will become more obvious as you

work on
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12.8 Investigating the Integral Function using

Difference patterns.

Use the MAKELIST and the AList functions to work with the following.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Original function

||

from0

|

1 2 3 4 5 6 The rule of

f(x) Ve Se S| Se JSe St Y
ox Jf| 0 0 0 0 0 0 |Function Jt 5 Fn

0 0

1 x 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = 3x+ 1 A)

|

25

2 x 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = x -3 A(x)

3 x 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = =5x + 7 A(x)

4 x 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = —15 x -6 AX

5 X 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = x? A(x)

6 X 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = —2x? A(x)

7 X 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = x?—4x + 6 A(x)

8 x 1 2 3 4 5 6

y = 2x3 A(x)

9 X 1 2 3 4 5 6

y=x3-9x2+4 5x 2| A(x)        
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Example Use the MAKELIST and the AList functions to determine the

X
defining rule for the indefinite integral [ f(t)dt where f(t) = 6t — 2.

a

e Press (BB (D, select
 

  

 

 

 

ENTER T % CLAFFEY 3 5NMAKELIST] then press GIED LTL!2;%

e This should put MAKELIST( into the EDIT  |[£B31,8,21, 48, E-S 96, 13...
. . HnsbLE
line. Input so the edit line reads £8,1,8,21,48,65,96, 13..

MAKELIST(J(0,X,6T - 2,T),X,0,10,1)| ‘

stoof|||||   Whatthis is instructing the calculator to do is Make a

List ofthose definite integrals of (6T — 2) with the

lower limit O and the upper limit X where X starts at O
figure 12.40

and goes to 10 in steps of |

° i L2, this will store the list just

created in the LIST CATALOG as LIST(L2) )

figure 12.40

 

 

N i» Press @A, select |ALIST TNO2T
then press then complete the line

by inputting Ans so the EDIT line reads

The next 1 GED will give 6.6.6,...ALIST(Ans) e next press o will give

If you are familiar with difference patterns use

e Use [Z] to select [ALIST(Ans)] then press the Appendix to see the generalisation for

olynomials of degree 1; degree 2; degree 3
ENTER s g g 9

 

figure 12.41

 

 

 e Repeat this process until the differences i
If you are not familiar with finite differences

are constant. figure 12.41 and difference patterns you may wish to skip

overthis section. You will unfortunately miss
X

out on a pearl of a discovery if do skip thi
® Now determine a defining rulefor f (6t — 2)dt b : DI

a   section.
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The Indefinite Integral in the HOME SCREEN

b

Whereas a definite integral ff(x) dx is a number, (Here a and b are any constants)

a

X

the INDEFINITE INTEGRAL Jf(t) dt is a function. (ais any constant, x is a variable)

a

To determine an indefinite integral you must use one of the six formal

variables s0; sl; s2; s3; s4; s5; as one of the limits of integration.
 

X

Example: Determine J3:2dt Thisis usually
a

written as I3t2dt without any specific limits

being stated.  

 

 Input into the EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN

j(0,81,6T - 2,T) figure 12.42 figure12.42

Select the result figure 12.42 and press 2

? T
~2:T+b: -| -2T+E

 

 

2
This shows the interpretation using the T=51

Fundamental Theorem; in unsimplified form.

figure 12.43a -----m
 

 

Press i to get back to figure 12.42 figure 12.43a

 

With the result still highlighted press 2
-(251)+6{ 2

This gives the final symbolic result in terms

of S1. Select the result and press to
AINN.TS

see the answer in symbolic form.figure 12.43b figure 12.43b
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12.9 Applications of integration.

Plot of an anti-derivative

To plot an integral function
 

For this section of the work set the

  
 

e Input F1(x) = [(0,X,T-2,T)G 

  
 

 

320y
5 The Anti derivative

o 38to resetto the of (x-2) g

default plot options. then press -6.50 l\_/ 6.50

figure 12.24   X0 F1(%): 0 I
° I = —2 —2Tnput F2(x)

=

J(-2,X,T-2,T) GIiEd figure 12.44
 

F3(x) = [(-5,X,T-2,T)G

F4(x) = |(3,X,T-2,T) GRED

. F5(x) = [(7,X,T-2,T) CYii)

Plot all 5 functions. Refer back to section

 

12.8 to see how all these antiderivatives

differ from each other. Use an area Figure 12.45

WARNING Theplotting is very slow.

 

function approach to the questions in section
 

12.8 and you should be able to show why

any two antiderivatives of a function f(x)

can only differ by a constant.

Figure 12.46 shows the graphs of the five

requested antiderivatives of (T - 2).  

 

  
What conclusions could you draw?

figure 12.46
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Areas bounded by curves

Determine (1) any local max—min of function f

(i1) The roots of f(x)

@iii)  The points of intersection of f and g

(iv)  The area bounded by the curves f(x) and g(x)

where f(x) =2x3 + 7x2 —4x - 6 and g(x)=x + 5

Press Select A

Input F1(x) = x> + 7x2 —4x -6

 

Input F2x) =x + 5

   | Resetto the plot

 

 

options in figure 12.47 then press
figure 12.47

Movethe cursor to the left side of the screen.

(i) Locating the ROOTS

e Press i until the screen menus show,

then press i . Select 2 A
A

Rootl

is—3-818; 630

 

     {E
FLO0: BEgeaerinea-yit-s  (ENY  e Move the cursor to somewhere near the

second root and repeat the process. This figure 12.48

gives root 2 = —0-742 . Do the same for

the third root to get root 3 = 1-060

Roots are —3-818; —0-742; and 1-060

©jc
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(ii) Locating the points of intersection

o PressT? 2

Choose |[F2(X)= X+5 2

Intersection Point A = (=3-776,1:224)  

Move the cursor near the next point of

intersection and repeat the previous steps.

This gives point B = (-1:077,3-923) 

Repeat the process for point C

This gives C= (1-353,6-353)
 

Press @oIMI3 and store the x—values for A,

B, and C into the memory locations A, B,

and C, then return to fig 12.48

(iii) Locating the Extremum

° PressT??

This gives Point D = (-2.591,16.569)

Move the cursor near the other

extremum and repeat the steps to get

Point E (0.257,-6-532)

figure 12.48

 

 
   

   
  

e
 

figure 12.49

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

figure 12.50
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(iii) The Area bounded by f(x) and g(x) | 2500

e Relocate the cursor at point A. )&’

A
e Press A St ——mwa  w

figure 12.50 SELECT STARTING POINT

o Select |F2(X)=X+5] then press? figure 12.51

 

 

   
  

Your screen should look like figure 2.51.

With the cursor starting at A, press the    A &
 ] cursor key to move to point B. '-'?50

The area shades as you progress. 1

ARER: 2478 0 [IEW
When you reach B press figure 12.52

figure 12.52

    
e Leave the cursor at B and repeat the   

process for the right side of the graph.

Notice that the area is given as —18.67 for

this section. If you want the total area  

 

you should add the absolute value of the     two quantities obtained in figures 12.52.53 }msn: -18.67 i

o Area=24-78 + |-18:67| = 43-45 units? figure12.53
 

e To obtain a more precise answer go to

the HOME SCREEN and evaluate

ABS([J(A,BFI00-F2(X).X)] ) + ABS(/(B,C.F1(X) - F2(X),X))
 

 
 

ABS|[(B,C.F1(X)-F2(X),X)|
 

 

I Answer (24-77 + 18-71) = 43-48 units?

figure 12.54

©jc
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Volumes of Solids of Revolution

Example 1 Determine the volume of the cone generated by rotating the line

y = x about the x-axis, over the interval x= 0 to 10

 

 

 

  

e For rotation of a function y = x about b
— 2

the x-axis over the interval a < x <b the aVb= n*f(x)” dx
a
 

volume of the solid generated is given by

 
 

Forthis example set the NUMBER FORMATto either|Fraction] or 2]
   

10

— 2VIO— ({nx dxIn this problem the volume is given by 0

e Store values for the lower limit in A and the upper limit in B

OiA; IOiB

Press Select Input F3(X)= X then input

F4(x)= [(A,B,T*F3(X)"2,X)(D)

At this stage you could either (i) Select F4(X) and press i

This will give the result F4(X) =1047-1879.. .but the definition of F4(X) is lost.

or (my preferred choice) (ii) Go to the HOME SCREEN(press (I3 )

Type into the EDIT line F4(X)

This gives the result as 1047. F4(X) is still defined and can be reused. If the

limits A and B are altered all you do is store the new limits into A and B.

This problem could also have been done completely in the HOME SCREEN.

e (B select III ENED. The EDIT line should contain the

as input [J[(A,B,ntF3(X)"2,X) The result given is 1047.
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Example 2 Determine the volume of the torus generated by rotating

the circle x* + (y - 3)? = 4 about the x-axis.

To get the required volume first determine the solid of revolution formed by

rotating area 1 (shaded) about the x-axis then subtract the volume generated by

rotating area 2 (hatched) about the x-axis figure 12.39

The functions involved must be expressed explicitly in the form y = f(x)

e Use the ISOLATE function to get y on its own.

(Donehere just to demonstrate a useful feature)

Press (0B select then select

TSOLATE|GUED This puts [ISOLATE] (

into the EDIT line. Complete the line to read:
 

[ISOLATE(X? + (Y - 3)% - 4,Y)|
 

The result of the rearrangement is sl*\/(4—X2)+3

 

(s1 is used in place of£) This is therefore read as figure 12.55

y = f\f(4——X2)+3

e Press Select AN

e Input F5(X)= 3 + V(4 — x2)EMIED then input

F6(X)=3 - V(4 - x2)IR

F71(X)= nf(—2,2, F5(X)"2- F5(X)"2,X)

¢ Go to the HOME SCREEN and input

F7(X)

e The result is 236 units>

 

figure 12.56

The traditional approach involves using the trig substitution x = 2sin@ to get the result 2472 |

©jc
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You should keep a record of techniques and short cuts as you learn how to use the HP 38G.

This page is left blank below this line forthis purpose.

©jc
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CHAPTER 13

STATISTICS

Default screen views in the Statistics ApLet — One Variable Data

 

"The NUMeric view Press T

  
This is the screen used for data entry.

Up to ten data sets can be stored in

columns C1, C2,...C9,C0. For data in

one variable check that?is showing.

 

ng C1
1

C2
OB W o

C3
B %W

C4
WO W
 

     (EoinsSORT|BiG_I1vARMISTATS|
 

 

 

 

RNBSTATISTICS SY

vH1: C1
H2:
H3:
H4 :

BOLICVIEW 
 

  

Jo
t
o
k

v

ENTER SAMPLE 
 

Statistics:

The SYMBolic view
  

Use this view to define which of the ten

data sets C1, C2,...C9,CO are to be

analysed.. They can contain expressions

such as H2: C2=3*C1 — 5. If you do not

get this view check in NUM view.

 

 

SETUP
Statistics View

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

These views are used to set up the type

of graph, (histogram or Box&Whisker
plot), the scales and the positioning of
the Histogram.
 

 

B8 STATISTICS PLOT SETUP
xtick [E§ vmek 1
/. AXES ___INV.CROSS
__GRID L LABELS W

ENTER HORIZONTAL TICK SPACING

 

 EDIT]Japace]|
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13.1 Statistical Data — Univariate Data

The Statistics ApLet is used for the analysis of data in both one and two variables.

For univariate data (ie statistics ofone variable ) the analyses involves

e Entering the data

e Developing the summary statistics associated with one variable data.

e Plotting the distributions associated with this data

Histograms; or Box & Whisker Plots

¢ Analysing and interpreting the descriptive statistics using both the summary

statistics and the associated Plots

e For explanation purposes, data for the following example will be developed.

A survey of the TV watching habits of a class of 20 students was conducted

over a 10 week period . The average number of hours per week that this

group spent watching TV over this time period was as follows:

wrons | 2|3 | |5 [ o] 7]
 

1NO- Students | ’ 3

  

 
1|2

 
5‘12’4

 

To start the statistics ApLet and enter this data proceed as follows:

 

e PressDSelect the ApLet

then press @) or i figure 13.1

e The Statistics ApLet, unlike the other
BIG |1VAR MISTATS 

 

ApLet templates, opens in the NUMeric   
view with the selection bar at the top of fiqure 13.1

column C1 It is into this column that the 
To start with a ciear Aplet as shown in figure  data will be entered.

 to clearall data.

 

  

©jc
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e Make sure that the ? is showing.

This is a toggle key that switches between

=T
e Press 2ENED 3CIED3EIED3EIED

14N 14@0ED) See figure 13 .2

e If a score was omitted (say only one 11

was entered instead of two) press

This inserts a O at the current position of

the cursor. Over-type this with the value

11 that is to be inserted. If you want the

elements in the list to be in order press

. A display like figure 13.3 will ask

you to between having the data

sorted in ascending or descending order.

(Press to see the selection choice).

¢ You should now have 20 data points in

the data set C1. A grey bar appears under

the last data item.

©jc

 

 

 

203

  
figure 13.2

 

HINT You can move quickly from the

top to the bottom of the data list by

[i]. To get back to

 

pressing

 

the top press   
 

  

 

figure 13.3

|fewoos]|Jcancl]OK

 

Upto ten data sets can bestored in.

columns C1, C2,...C9,CO. For data in

one variable check thatfits

active. To delete a column of data

select the column then press   
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13.2 Statistics in one variable

Once data has been entered you can select any ofthe three views

&) QB or CMD o carry out the appropriate analysis.

 

 

The SYMBolic view. Press

figure 13.4

  
e Although up to ten columns of data can

be entered in the NUMeric view only five

data sets can be defined for analysis

These sets are defined as

H1; H2; H3; H4; HS.

 

figure 13.4
e For any analysis ofdata to occur the data

set must be defined and checked here.

Figure 13.4 shows the data set H1 defined as

C1. This means that the Data set H1, on

which any statistical analysis will be  
The left column indicates which data

performed, will use only the data that exists Gotie bobe snaveecThe dght

in column 1 (C1) This data is entered in the column indicates frequency associated

NUMeric view and,in this example,is the WiE: e dale.
. If there is no column for the frequency

data that you have just entered. figure 13.2 this detatits 1o the valie 1.

See the next example forclarification   To work with this data the H1 must be

checked v/ (Press ) figure 13.4

Now return to the NUMeric view to obtain

the summary statistics associated with one

variable data.

©jc
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The NUMeric view Press [NUM] "

 

e There are two screen displays associated

with the NUMeric view.

The first of these you have already used

when you entered the data, see figure 13.2

e The second of these views contains the

summary statistics for the data set HI.

e Press If you forgot to check

a defined data set in the SYMBolic view

a warning is given. figure 13.5

e If this happens press then enter the

SYMBOolic view, check the H1 data set as

described in the last section then go back

to the NUMeric view and press

again. The screen display should look

like figure 13.6a

Twelve items (Summary Statistics) are

listed for any active data sets. In this case

the summary statistics are for HI = C1.

These are shown in figures 13.6a and 13.6b

Press to get back to the NUMeric view

©jc

 

 

 
 

figure 13.5

 

 

 

 

figure 13.6a

 

  

 

 

figure 13.6b

HINT You can move quickly from
 

the top screen to the bottom screen

by pressing & [z] To get back

to the top screen press@
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Statistics ([{XelJ View Position of the cursor

  

When is pressed you should get a

 

display similar to that shown in figure 13.7 H1: [0,-1) F:0
Interval in which Frequency for the
the cursor lies Interval in which the

e The data chosen in this first example fits cursor lies

figure 13.7
the default plot setup nicely.

 

 

e Press STATPLOT should

already be selected. If it isn’t select it

now.

o Press

 

 e Select |BoxWhisker i figure 13.8 & 9

o Press@XN) again to get a Box &Whisker

plot as shown in figure 13.10   Use the (0] keys to move the screen

 

I(TTI
cursor to the five points that

characterise any Box & Whisker plot. figure 13.9

Min; Q1; Median; Q3; Max Position of the cursor

The value shown at the cursor position is

 stated at the bottom of the screen.

H1: MED:7 means that the plot is for the

 

data set defined by H1 and the cursoris

currently located at the median which has a fiqure 13.1

value of 7.

©jc
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Example 2 The same data as the first example, but entered using frequencies.

v | 2|3 [ 4|5 6780w
 

NO- Students
 
1'3]1'1'2‘5

 
1‘2}4

To enter the data use two columns. For this example use columns C2 and C3.

 

e Press and move the entry box to C2

e Place the data value in C2

and its frequency in C3  figure 13.11

e Press to get back to the view    shown in figure 13.4. Select H2 and enter

C2 on the left side next to H2: and C3 on

the right column.

 

 

Notice that a C can be entered by using the

menu label keyg figure 13.12

Notice also that H2 has been checked as an

 

 
[TTNY(37

 

active defined Data set based on the data in
 

C2 with C3 giving the frequencies for each . ‘
figure 13.12

data item in C2. H2 is a 2-column data set.
 

e Press (D to get back to the NUMeric

view then i to get the summary

statistics. Note that the heading at the top

 

    of the columns refer to the defined Data

sets H1 and H2 figure 13.13

The statistics for both sets are identical.

©jc
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e Press to obtain the Box & Whisker

plot for both sets HI and H2 as both of 11—
T

Position of
the cursor

these were checked V. figure 13.12
INDEP    

Both the plot and summary statistics show
I[H2. Q3:11

that the same data set has been plotted. figure 13.14

If you un-check any ofthe data sets in figure 13.12 then neither the graph nor the

summarystatistics will be displayed for the unchecked data set.

13.3 Change of Scale & Change of Origin
 

e Press to get figure 13.12. Select H3

and enter 2*C1 on the left next to H3:

Un-check H2 asit is the same as H1. fig 13.15

o Press to get the Box & Whisker

plot for both sets H1 and H3.

You will need to rescale your graph using

sE:TUP

eitherG. Change the XRNG to read

from -2to40 then press again, or

VIEWS

alternatively useD (AutoScale]

This process of multiplying a data set by a constant is

referred to as CHANGE OF SCALE.

e Compare the five key data points for each

plot Min; Q1; Median; Q3; Max

What conclusion could you draw? figure 13.16

e Press (D then i to compare the

summary statistics for both sets. fig 13.17

BRNEBISTATISTICS SYMBOLIC VIEW

 

 

       

JH1: C1 1
JHZ 2 C3
H3 FEL8 1
fi4— 1 v

ENTER SAMPLE
--m
 

figure 13.15

|_D:|_| Position of
—the cursor

H3. Med:14

figure 13.16

     

 

  

 

 

figure 13.17
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Repeat the process in all three views but this time input H4 = C1 +10

Study the effect of adding a constant to each data item in a data set. This process

whereby every item in a data set is increased by adding a fixed value is referred

to as CHANGE OF ORIGIN. You should be able to explain why statistics indicating location

are affected by CHANGE OF ORIGIN while those measuring spread are not affected.

Finally combine both multiplying all values of a data set by a value K and adding

a constant D to each new score generated. For example define H5 = 3*C1 + 10

Will the order in which you do these two operations make any difference?

Explain!

13.4 Centring the Histogram

iFREQ
  

   
e Press to get back to the SYMBolic

   

Position of

view figure 13.15 / the cursor

SAMPLE
° fl dX)f Change the STATPLOT toPress . : g H1: [2,3) F:i1

, then press fi;_;to reset figure 13.18

. - Before centring the Histogram
the scaling back to the default values. J o

o Press dXol}

e Move the cursor to the first bar of the

  

   

   

FREQ

Position of
the cursor

Histogram. Note that the histogram gives

the interval as [2,3). To centre this on 2 SAMPLE

the whole histogram needs to be moved H1: [1-5..2.5) F:1
. i ato the left 0-5 units. figures 13.18-19 figure13.19
 
After centring the Histogram note the interval   

To do this P dch th boundaries. Also note that the mid point of

© do this Fress and change the each interval is now the same as the stated

HRNG from (0,20) to (-0-5,19-5) then press |value in the problem.

To alter the width of the intervals change the
Xy again. Move the cursor along the .

value of HWIDTH Seefigure 13.8b   Histogram and notice the interval widths.

©jc
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13.5 Summary Statistics for One Variable
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Statistic Computed { ' Description or purpose

e N The number of data points in the set

e TOTY, The sum of the data points >x or Zf'x if applicable.

_ — f.
« NX The Mean of the data set x = % orx = Zn L

PVAR :
* 2 The population variance of the data set Gi = %L i

e SVAR 2 _
2 Thesample variance si =1 |:_Z_,x_ ~x?

n-1 n

e PSDEV The population Standard Deviation

e SSDEV The sample standard deviation

e MINY, The minimum value in a data set

e QI The first Quartile (25percentile)

e Median The median value of a setof data. (50t percentile)

e Q3 The third Quartile (75percentile)

e MAXD, The maximum value in a data set ( lOO?H‘p'eréemi}e)   
13.6 Standardising scores.

To express the data in C1 as standardised scores and store the scores in C5 check

that the data has been defined as a data set (H1 in this case.) Uncheck all the

other defined data sets so that whenf is pressed the statistics for H1 only

are displayed. Press (M3 to get the HOME SCREEN then inputinto the EDIT line

 

 

 
 

(C1-MEANY)/PSDEV?C5@ C5 will now containthe standardised scores

 

©jc
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13.7 Two Variable Statistics — Bivariate Data

Statistics in two variable data requires paired data. Thisis entered into, and

stored in, two columns selected from C1, C2, ... CO.

e Press. Select the ApLet

figure 13.20

o Press @NED or i

The Statistics ApLet opens in the NUMeric

view.. The view displayed is the last one

used, which in this case is figure 13.21

  
o Press QI3 and set the NUMBER

FORMAT to then press (I to

return to the NUMeric view

 

e To start with a clear ApLet

  
press

in columns C1, C2, ...CO. This will

completely clear any data currently in the

NUMeric view and give a screen display

as shown in figure 13.22 It is into the

selected column that the data will be

entered.

e Make sure that the ? is showing in

the screen menus. This is a toggle key

that switches between T andT

©jc

 

 

 

 

    
figure 13.21
  to clear all data currently

 

If you wish to save this data as an

AplLet before deleting it read this

note. '

With any ApLet that you save you should

include a note as a reminder of what the

contents of the ApLet cover. To do this

  press L NLGE type a note indicating

what the ApLetis about and what the data

sets represent. Pressmwhen this is

done.

Press QAN then i and save it under

an appropriate name.   
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For the purpose of explanation, the following problem will be used.

In a research projectinto the relationship between weight and exercise a sample

of ten people was randomly chosen. Their present weight was noted. Each of

the ten was then given an exercise program that they were to adhere to over the

following two months. The exercise program was allocated randomly to the ten

and involved vigorous exercise over a set number of hours each week for the

two month period. At the end of this period the participants were weighed

again and any weight loss in kilograms noted. The results were as follows:

   

 

  

 

 

Hours Exercise 4 2 6 3 7 5 2 9 4 8
/week H

Weight loss(kg) W‘ 3 ’ 2 ‘ 4 f 5 ‘ 8 ‘ 8 } 4 J 8 ' 5 10

 

Do a statistical analysis of this data. What conclusions, if any, could be drawn?

 

The data can be entered in one of two ways.

(1) Enter each set into a column, for example

Enter hours of exercise H into column C1

YENTER 4 ENTER [§ ENTER ] ENTER

and so on up to83

When this is done move the cursor to C2    

 

Enter weight loss W into column C2

 The columns do not necessarily have to be

adjacent, although in most cases this would    
be preferable. figure 13.23

    

 

(i1) The second way of entering datais to

enter the paired data as an ordered pair a
(T,W)

Type 4.3) GRED; (2.2 GAED . (6.4 CIED
and so on. Both the parentheses and comma

 

    
figure 13.23

must be included.

cjc
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13.8 Sorting Data

The paired values can be ranked on either ofthe two variables. You will need

to nominate which of the two, T or W is the independent or explanatory

variable on which the ranking will be based, and which variable is the

dependent or response variable.

To demonstrate this, without affecting the data that has already been entered, a

copy of C1 (T) and C2 (W) will be placed in columns C3 and C4. However

the SORT procedure outlined below can be done directly on C1 and C2.

e Press (I3 to open the HOME SCREEN
 

e Input C1 press i type C3ENED

This now stores the values currently in

C1 into C3.  

 

 
The column of values in C1 remains as it is

and a duplicate set is placed into C3. figure 13.24

e Input C2 press i type C4GENED

 

This now stores the values currently in

C2 into C4. The column ofvalues in C2

remains as it is. figure 13.24
   

  Press (D to return to NUMeric view

e To sort the data press
figure 13.25

e You between having the data

 

 

sorted in ascending or descending order.
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e Determine which data column C3 or C4

is to be used to sort or rank the data.

If you wish to rank the data based on the

value of T, which is now repeated in C3,

select INDEPENDENTthen press

and select C3 from the list to be the

independent variable.  (figure 13.25)

Move down to DEPENDENT Press

and select C4 as the dependent variable.

This second set choice is necessary to

keep the paired scores together as the

ranking occurs.

e Press The sort is done.

Your display should look like figure 13.26

A grey bar appears under the last data item

in each column.

Up to ten data sets can be stored in columns

C1, C2,...C9,CO0.

These are used to define the data sets S1 S2,

S3, S4, or S5 in the SYMBolic view

For data in two-variables check that T is

active. To delete a column of data select the

 

CLEAR
{38, then select

from the on screen menu.

column then press

ejc

 

Remember: You can scroll through the

choices offered in a [SMSAS%d menu by

repeatedly pressing the key   
 

 

 

Note C1 and C2 could have been sorted

directly by this method without first copying to

C3 and C4 |

This was done here to enable you to compare

the result of the sort and to check laterif any

of the summary statistics were affected
 

 

 

  
 

 

HINT

You can move quickly from the top to the

  

 

bottom of the data list by pressing

To get back to the top press
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13.9 Analysing Bivariate Data

Once your data has been entered you can select any of the three views

or @D to carry out the appropriate analysis.

First you will need to define the data sets that will be used in the analysis.

Remember C1, C2, ... C9, CO provide the source of the raw data . They are

NOT the defined data sets. Whereas in the statistics of one variable the defined

data sets were named H1, H2, ... H5 in the analysis of two variable data the

defined sets are named S1, S2; S3; S4; SS.

 
 

"The SYMBolic view. Press I
 

e Although up to ten sets of data can be

stored in the NUMeric view only five

data sets can be defined for analysis in the

 

SYMBolic view These defined sets are

named S1, S2; S3; S4; S5 figure 13.27

Theleft value C1 indicates which column

of data is to be taken as the independent

 

 

o Forany analysis ofdata to occur the data

set must be defined and checked here |variable.

in the SYMBolic view. The right value C2 indicates which

column of data .is to be used as the

. . dependent variable.
e Figure 13.27 shows the default setting for P

Any measures of relationship or curves of

the SYMBolic view. Here the defined data  |pest fit will use this setup.   
set S1 has (C1,C2) asits data source.  

e The default curve for best fit chosen for

S1 is Linear denoted by [Fitl: m*X + b  e Select |[Fitl: m*X + b| and press  ___feroos||}|
   

_____________ . figure 13.28 is displayed. figure 13.28

©jc
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e Select |STFit: Linear| and press i

e The resulting displays, figures 13.29a &

13.29b, show the different regression

models that may be used to fit the data

sets S1, S2; S3; S4; S5

® You have already defined the data set S1 figure 13.29a

as (C1,C2). This means that the Data set

 

  
S1, on which any statistical analysis will 

be done, will use only the data that exists

in column 1 (C1) and column 2 (C2) in

the NUMeric view. C1 has been chosen as

the independent variable and C2 the

 

 

dependent variable. This is the data that
 

you have previously entered (figure 13.23)

figure 13.29b
e To work with this defined data set the S1

must be checked v/

To do this select S1 then preSST

e The second line is automatically checked

and reads [Fit1:.85185185...] figure 13.30

Since the regression model chosen for

the fit was |S1Fit: Linear| (figure 13.29)

Fit1:.85185185...| gives the defining rule

of the equation for the line that best fits

 

figure 13.30

this data.
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e To understand what |Fit1:.85185185...] is

telling you about the line ofbest fit,

selectthis line figure 13.30

then press to see this equation in

better detail.

Remember earlier you set the NUMBER

FORMATto This is why the

equation of best fit is as shown in fig /3.31

to two decimal places.

Now return to the NUMeric view

 

 
The NUMeric view Press D “

 

e There are two windows associated with

the NUMeric view.

The first of these you have already used

when you entered the data. figure 13.23

e The second of these views contains the

summary statistics for the data set S1.

e Press

If you forgot to check a defined data set

from S1 - S5 in the SYMBolic view a

warning is given. figure 13.32

©jc

 

 

 

 
 

figure 13.31

 

Without the restriction of Fixed 2 the

equation given for the line of bestfit is

Y = 0-851851852*X + 1.4407407...  
 

 

 

 

 

figure 13.32

 

If you un-check any of the data sets in

figure 13.30 then neither the graph

nor the summary statistics for that

 data set will be displayed or given.  
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e If this happens press i then enter the

SYMBolic view,(press ), check the

S1 data set as shown in figure 13.30, then

go back to the NUMeric view and press

i again. The screen display should

look like figure 13.33a

e Nine items (Two-Variable Statistics)

are listed for any checked or active data

sets. In this case this is for S1 only.

These are shown in figures 13.33a and 13.33b

e Move to the left-most column (2—VAR)

and scroll up and down the list of the

statistics offered. A fuller description of

the selected statistic appears in the EDIT

Line at the bottom of the table.

e Press i to get back to the

NUMeric view

e Now go to the PLOT view

 

 

  
 

figure 13.33a

 

 

   
figure 13.33b

 

HINT  You can scroll quickly from the

top of the list to the bottom of the list

 

by pressing ;

To get back to the top screen press

 

   

Note! The Correlation Coefficient provided is for a linear fit only.

This disregards the Fit model chosen in the SYMBolic view. The value

returned is in terms of the Linear relationship between the independent and

dependent variables

Cijc
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Statistics View II

  

e Press (X)) you should get a display bythecurenr
INDEP

similar to that shown in figure 13.34 i —

S1[17:4,8— EEh
 

 
e If you need to change the scale of your

figure 13.34

Figure 13.35a & b In figure 13.34 S1[1]: 4,3 indicates that

the cursor has marked the location of the first

If the marks that are used to represent datapoint (4,3) in the defined data set S1

the paired data points on your graph are

not very clear select [SIMARK| and press

 

 

graph press

  
 

 

You can now select from the

seven different icons that can be used to

 

 represent plotted points

figure 13.35a

 

e Press to get to figure 13.35b

Use the setup as shown

e SUMMARY: T =5 W =57

 

e (Covariance STw =5-11111
 

e Correlation Coefficient r_, = 0-794 figure 13.35b

e Equation of line of best fit

W =0-85T + 1-44 The (A&l screen menu will appear

when you highlight those items that can

e Remember: The Correlation Coefficient  |be checked or unchecked.

 

  
 

is a measure of linear correlation only.

©jc
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13.10 Predicted values

You can now make some use ofthe statistics developed so far.

However you should recognise the potential problems that can occur with

(1) using samples that are small to predict further values.

(11) working with data where the magnitude of the correlation coefficient

gives the message that the best fit curve may not be very reliable.

(ii1)  extrapolated values based on the chosen model for the Best Fit curve

where the model chosen is not appropriate to the situation. This is

possible even in situations where the given data has a near perfect fit to

the model over the given range of the data.

e Using the model just determined, with

the reservations as suggested above,

predict the weight loss for a person from

this population who does vigorous

exercise for 15 hours per week

e Press @Mto return to the HOME

SCREEN

e Press and select [Stat-Two| from the |

menu options on the left side. Use(»] to

move to the right side and select [PREDY

then press 20r figure 13.36

This should place

PREDY(

into the EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN.

 

 

 

 

figure 13.36

e Type in the value 15, close the brackets,

then press figure 13.37

©jc
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To obtain the predicted scores for all values in C1

This uses the line of bestfit to determine the predicted Y-score (W) for each

X-score (W). To obtain these values:

e Press @3to get to the HOME SCREEN

The HOME SCREENis used to transfer

values from one column to another.

e Press and select

Use (®J to moveto the right side, select

PREDY then press i orD

This should place

PREDY(

into the EDIT line of the HOME SCREEN.

 

 

  
figure 13.37

e Type C1, close the brackets, press

then type C3E@WTD) figure 13.37

 
e Press (Mo get back to the NUMeric Recall here thatthe independent

variable used in our example was T.

(The HP 38G uses X to representthis

independent variable)

view. Check C3 contains the predicted

values for the Independent or

explanatory variable in C1 The dependent variable in our

example was W. (The HP 38G uses Y

to represent this dependent variable)   

©jc
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13.11 Residuals

The residual is given by

(Actual value Y — Predicted value Y)

e Press (M3 to get to the HOME SCREEN

e Input (C2 - C3) i then type C4

figure 13.37

e Press (D to get back to the NUMeric

view. The residuals should now be

showing in column 4 (C4).

Graphing a Residual plot.

To obtain a plot of the residuals go to the

SYMBolic view (press Q) Define the

Data set S2 Independent Variable C2

Dependent Variable C4

For Fit2 enter 0 (iey =0)

Check S2 and un-check any other data sets.

  
and set the YRNG —4 to 4.

You will need to set this according to the

Press

residuals obtained in your NUMeric view, or

Dsclect could be used.

  

Press to get a plot of the Residuals.

©jc

 

   

 

 
C1 is the independent variable

C2 is the dependent variable

C3 gives the predicted values of

C2 for each value in C1, based

upon the regression model used.

C4 gives the residuals, the

difference between the actual

values of the dependent variable

C2 and the predicted values C3   

 

  

4TDEPEND
<

<&

* * _INDEP
& T . 15

<

<

$2[1]:2,-1.144 (point shown m
T by the cursor

RESIDUAL

~ figure 13.38
 

 

This sample is too smalt for meaningful

interpretations and conclusions to be drawn.
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13.12 Change of Scale & Origin - Bivariate data

e Press to get back to the view

shown in figure 13.30.

 

FAHSTATISTICSSYMBOLIC VIEW   e Check S1 and un-check S2

e Select S3 and enter 2*C1 on the left side

    next to S3: (the Independent variable).     e Input C2 as the dependent variable
 

e For Fit3 select the linear model m*X + b

e Select S3 then press i a check v/

mark should appear alongside the S3 and

 

also Fit3. Your SYMBolic view should

  

 

now look similar to figure 13.39
 

 

o Press ({1 then i to compare the figure 13.40

summary statistics for the data set S3 and Moo . DMmovatothe
remaining statistics.

compare it with the original Data set S1. Notethe effect of multiplying by 2 on

What is the effect of multiplying one of both the Covariance and the Correlation

coefficient.  the scores by 2?7 figure 13.40  

  

20T DEPENDe Press X}y Change the XRNG to    
read from -5 to 30 then press and the

YRNG =5 to 20 then press @Xel .
-5

e The scatter diagram shows the plot and _5%

 

lines of best fit for both Data sets

S1 and S2. figure 13.41
figure 13.41

©jc
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Use all three views (ID and and the ideas developed above to

study the effects of

(1) adding or subtracting a constant

to either one or both of the independent or dependent variable.

(i1) Multiplying or dividing

either one or both ofthe independent or dependent variables by :

(a) a positive Real number

(b) a negative Real number

You should explain the effects on measures of location ; on measures of spread,

and on measures of relationship.

The graphing approach would prove useful here.

General comment on modelling, extrapolation &

predictions

There are many otherstatistical functions and ideas that can be developed on

the HP 38G. For example there is an excellent ApLet available on the Internet,

called RESIDUALS, which enables you to do some investigative work on

regression and residuals.

This manual only attempts to provide you with the starting points that should

help you to move into the more expert areas thatstill remain to be explored on

your HP 38G

In the section below I have outlined one example using the power of the HP

38G to consider a best fit problem drawn from actual experimental data.

It serves as a warning that predictions are only as good as the model upon

which they are based. Many forecasts of future trends suffer from this very

problem where the underlying model upon which the extrapolations were based

were not necessarily the most appropriate models.
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13.13

Curve fitting - and a warning!

Experimental Data

An experiment on Decay. This experiment was done in a normal classroom.

The material used in the experiment consisted of 194 dice, distributed amongst

five groups into which the class had been divided.

® The teacher rolled a die — the outcome was 5. This number was used to represent DECAY.
All 194 dice were then rolled. All 5’s occurring on each roll were counted then removed,
placed to the side, and not used in the remaining rolls. The total numberof fivesrolled by all

the groups combined was recorded as was the number ofdice left.

e The process of rolling the remaining dice was repeated for 10 sets of rolls.

e The results of two experiments in one particular class were as follows:
  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

|Experiment 1: n = 194 Experiment 2 = 194 |

Roll No. 5’s| No. left Roll No. 5’s No. left

0 0 194 0 0 194

1 31 163 1 38 156

2 34 129 2 24 132

3 15 114 3 21 111

4 21 93 4 20 91

5 12 81 S 9 82

6 19 62 6 10 72

7 13 49 7 7 65

8 8 41 8 19 46

9 4 37 9 9 37

10 8 29 10 7 30

n ? ? n ? ?           
©jc
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e At the end of each experiment, the number of dice left was counted.. Plot

both sets of data. The shape of the plotted data suggests an exponential

function , or possibly even a reciprocal function? or 7?7

Investigating the experimental decay.

(1) What function of the form y = f(x) would you plot that would

model this situation as closely as possible? The graph of your function should

be a likely candidate for the best fit curve for the results of the experiment.

(i1) In determining this defining rule for your function, outline those

factors you considered in reaching your defining rule or model.

(i11))  Enter the data into your calculator then, using a linear fit, get both the

equation of the line of best fit and also the correlation coefficient r,|

for the plotted data.

For the decay model in experiment 1 (The Numberofrolls Vs the number of dice LEFT ) the

line of best fit was y = 15-95x + 170 and the correlation coefficient Toy =-0-97

Consider these readings (or those for your own data & graph) and

comment on any possible interpretation!

(iv)  Select the exponential model. Check how well this modelfits your data.

(v) Now try a best fit polynomial of order 2 (ie quadratic) ?

Then try a best fit polynomial of order 3 (cubic); then of order 4(Quartic)

What about order 5 (quintic). WOW!! The result is worth discussing.

(vi) WHAT IS THE MOST APPROPRIATE MODEL AND WHY IS IT THE MOST

APPROPRIATE?

(vii)  How well would the various models handle predictions involving

extrapolation? Should this have any bearing on the best fit model that you

finally choose?

®jc
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e Press () Enter the results of both Experimental vesults
fed into the HP 38G

experiments as shown in figure 13.42
 

e The independent variable C1 is the

number of rolls.

e The dependent variables in C2 and C3

 

represent the number of dice remaining   
 after each roll. The data in C2 was "

figure 13.42
obtained from experiment 2 while the

data in C3 was from experiment 1.

 

e Press to get to the SYMBolic view.

Define the data sets S1 and S2 as shown

in figure 13.43 (You may need to clear any

 

existing definitions then press

 

 

to select the linear fit model, then press ST

to get back to figure 13.43
 

figure 13.43

   o Press Q5Dand select
The plot and linearfit are shown in

figure 13.44..

e Goto select Fit2 then i

The line of best fit is given as

y =1595x + 170  and the

2024 DEPEND

 

 

9 INDEP

figure 13.44

(linear) correlation coefficient Ty =-0-97

©jc
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202 4DEPEND

   

 

  
e Select Fit2 press then

for the S2FIT Exponential

This will fit a curve of the form

f(x) = 1964+19%%

 

' g INDEP

f(x) = b*EXP(m*X) or y=b(e™) figure 13.45

The sum of the squared residuals
 

o Press @XM to get the plot in figure!3.45
for this model is SR= 93.24   

 

o Press @D, select Fit2 then The

Do you recognise this curve?

best fit exponential curve is given as Can you give its definition in simpler terms.

f(x) = 196-4EXP(-0-191x) f(x) = 196*(0826%)  or 196'(%))(

e f(x) = 196-4%0191    
e This is an excellentfit to the real

probabilistic model! But is it the best fit? 202

   

 
5t degree Polynomial fit

® Figure 13.46 shows a 5th degree

polynomialfit for the same experimental

data that gives a betterfit than the i
9 INDEP

exponential model. The sum of the

squared residuals is 91-27 igure 13.46
 

f(X) — —0'0056)(5 + 0'158)(4 _ 1'6441X3 + Forthis data the polynomial model gives a

better fit than the exponential model. On
8:9168x% — 43-213x + 195-0018

e There are many models that could fit above the other?
Could you extrapolate with confidence with

either model? There is a warning here that

reasons for accepting one model while your predictions are only as reliable as the

given data. You should have sound

 rejecting another. model you choose!

what basis would you justify using one model

  
Treat the data provided in the other experiment in a similar way and come up

with an appropriate model. Can you give the theoretic mathematical model?

©jc
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CHAPTER 14

THE MENU OF MATH FUNCTIONS

To gain access to these functions

press the ([INID key
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The Menu of Math Functions available using the ([LY3) key.

In addition to those functions displayed on

the keyboard face of the HP38G there is

available a wide range of further functions

that can be used in normal calculations or

within programs used in the design of

ApLets.

Press the(S key to obtain a display of

these Functions and Commands. You should

have a screen display similar to that shown

in figure M1. Use the cursor keys (vi(a)

to move up and down the list of the sub-

menus. Note that as you move down the left

side the list of functions and commands on

the right side change.

For example if is selected on the

left side, the math functions offered on the

right side change to those shown in figure

M2. Use (D) to move across to the

right side to access the functions or

commands listed.

©jc

 

 

 

The screen menu Tshould have a

white box next to the word MATH to show

that it is activated. If it is not active press the

menu key and it will become active.

 

 

 

figure M2
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Note: The lists on both sides of the split screen menus of the@M Functions are

given in alphabetical order. is chosen by default on the left side menu.

Scrolling through the screen menus can be slow. If you know the first letter of

the function that you wish to select press the key of the first letter of that

Sfunctions name. Thus to choose simply press B

to press (M3 first). This shortcut applies to both sides of the split screen for

MATHS FUNCTIONS menus.

       (You do not need

A Summary and Description of the Main MATH FUNCTIONS

The outline below will cover and expand on those functions most commonly

used in high school courses. For details on any additional functions not

covered here refer to the users guide that comes with the HP38G.

The terminology for the syntax should be obvious from the context as set out

over the next several pages. As a guide, the following conventions are adopted.

refers to the name of the variable being used, (X or N or etc)

refers to any expression containing the variable (eg N> + 5N)

refers to a number, Real or Complex.

LIST2| refers to a list stored in the List Catalogue under the name L2.

    

Use then to check the Lists stored in the List Catalogue.

Characters such as this EI can be entered into the Calculator either by

 

(i) using the list of special characters obtained by pressing & . or

(i1) pressing and selecting the required function as described below.

©jc
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Catalogue of the Functions

Those for which the syntax is shown and examples provided are in bold type

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOPIC FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE

Calculus o | TAYLOR

Complex ARG CONJ IM RE

Constant e~ 271828182846 i(=(0,1)) T=3-14159265359

MAXREAL =9-99999999999 x 10%%%; MINREAL= 1-0 x 1074°

Hyperb. ACOSH(x) ASINH(x) ATANH(x) ALOG EXP

COSH(x) SINH(x) TANH(x) LNP1 EXPM1

List CONCAT ALIST MAKELIST [ILIST

POS REVERSE SIZE SLIST SORT

Loop ITERATE RECURSE Y

Matrix COLNORM COND CROSS DET DOT

EIGENVAL EIGENVYV IDENMAT INVERSE LQ

MAKEMAT QR RANK ROWNORM

RREF SCHUR SIZE SPECNORM

SPECRAD SVD SVL TRACE TRN

Polynom. POLYCOEF POLYEVAL

POLYFORM POLYROOT

Prob. COMB ! PERM RANDOM

UTPC UTPF UTPN UTPT

Stat-Two PREDX PREDY

©jc
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TOPIC FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE IN [ULY) MENU

Real CEILING DEG—-RAD FLOOR FNROOT

FRAC HMS— —HMS INT

MANT MAX MIN MOD

% %CHANGE %TOTAL RAD—-DEG

ROUND SIGN TRUNC XPON

Symbolic = ISOLATE LINEAR?  QUAD

QUOTE |

Tests < < == # > >

AND  IFTE NOT OR XOR

Trig. ACOT ACSC ASEC

COT CSC SEC
 

These functions can be accessed directly in the screen by typing the

function name directly into the EDIT line.

If RREF(M2) is typed directly into the EDIT line and is pressed this

will give the Row Reduced Echelon Form of the matrix stored as M2 in the

matrix list.

 

 

Refer to the User’s Guide that came with your HP38G if you wish to explore

those functions which have not been developed in this Beginner’s Guide.
  

©jc
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1. The Functions
 

  
 

  

 

  
    

: i MATH FUNCTI
Th tered into calculations i »ese can be entered into calculations in [..m 5

the EDIT line of the HOME screen. Comp]ex b

| Gonstant TAYLOR
Symbolic calculus can be carried out in {Hyperb. v   

 
the function ApLet. See chapter I- 3 
 

 

  
 

 

figure M3

Function Syntax & an Example

d J |variable name] ( [expressionl )
 

R . - .dy
Numeric differentiation: To find the value of dx atx= 4 where

y = 5x° In the HOMEscreenfirst store the value 4 in the variable name.

a i mnx In this example x is the variable name.

CHARS
To get the El into the EDIT line- use eitherD and select d or

Press WA ; Select . then (®J 1o select @ press

For Symbolic differentiation see the chapter on Calculus
 

 

[ |[Real No|, [Real No|, [expression|, [variable name|)
 

In the EDIT line you input f (2,4,3x2,x) ......... Answer 56

 

TAYLOR 
TAYLOR( |expressi0n], |variable name], IEsitive Integer nI )
 

Gives the nth order Taylor polynomial of the expression at the point

where the variable = ()
 

©jc
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2. The |Complex Number| Functions

These simple concepts are used mainly in

programming but can also be used in

calculations in the HOME screen.

 

figure M4

 

 
Function Syntax & an Example

  
 

ARG ARG ((x,y))

Argument Gives the angle defined by a complex number. The

output depends on the setting of the angular mode. This 1s shown in

the top left of the HOME screen.

If the complex numberis in the polar form (r,0) then the argument

is 0 .

eg Inthe EDIT line key in  ARG((3,4))@) ... Ans 53-13
 

CONJ CONJ((x,y))

CONJUGATE Gives the conjugate of a complex number

eg In the EDIT line key in  CONJ((3,4)) EED) ... Ans (3,4)
 

IM IM((x,y))

IMAGINARY Gives the imaginary component y of a complex

number. (3,—4) = (3 — 4i ) Here the imaginary part is 4
 

RE RE((x,y))

REAL Gives the Real component x of a complex number

©jc
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3. The Functions

These values take no arguments. They

are simply numbers with special names.

These constants can be entered either

into calculations in the EDIT line of the

HOME screen, or into programs.

 

 

 

 

 

figure M5

 

 
Function

 
Syntax & an Example

  
e~ 2-7182818284590...

The HP38G rounds this to 2-71828182846

 

The complex number (0,1). 1is the principal square root of (-1)

 

MAXREAL MAXREAL = 999999999999 , 10%%°

MAXREAL is the Maximum possible value for a Real number

on the HP38G

(If this is about k!, experiment using the EDIT line and i to

determine the value of k. Use menu to get the ! ).

 

MINREAL MINREAL = 1-0 x 1074

MINREAL is the Minimum possible value for a Real number on

the HP38G.

 

©jc

Internally stored in rounded form on the HP38G

the constant ©t = 3-14159265359
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4. The |Hyperbolic| Functions n—

      

 

MATH EUNCTIONS|

'The Hyperbolic Trigonometric Calculus ALOG
functions Complex EXP

Constant EXPM1
ACOSH(x) ASINH(x) ATANH(x) Tumerm | (P
COSH(x) SINH(x) TANH(x) _

mTHm]cmpsconsJcancL] ok

figure M6

    
will not be developed here.

 

 
Function Syntax & an Example

 
 

ALOG ALOGC )
More accurate than 10* (due to limitations of the power function)
 

ExP EXP( mumber])
More accurate than e* (due to limitations of the power function)
 

EXPM1 EXP(

[any

number]) - 1
EXP(x) —1 is more accurate than e* or EXP(x) for x close to zero.

This uses the fact that for x close to zero e* =1 +x ore* -1 =x

eg e0000000000003 giyes 1 due to limitations of the power function.

but EXPM1(0-000 000 000 003) gives 0-000 000 000 003
 

LNP1 LNP1( (any small number|+ 1)

Ln(x + 1). Uses the fact that for x close to zeroLn(x +1) =x

LN(1.000003) = 2-9999955E-6; LNP1(0.000003) = 2-9999955E-6

But Ln(1-000 000 000 003) gives 0 on the calculator

while LnP1(1-000 000 000 003) gives 0-000 000 000 003

You can compare y = LN(x) and y = LN(x) +1 near zero graphically using

and also numerically using (). Also compare y = EXP(x) and
EXP(x) -1
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5. The |LIST| Functions

These can be used in both the home screen

and in programs.

Lists can be used as arguments with any of

the normal operators (+ — * + v and so on.)

Where more than one list is used in the

 

arguments the lists must be of the same

length. If & indicates an operator then figure

List] & List2 (lists must be of the same length)

forms a new list which pairs the values

under the operation @
Value © List  operation (value @) is done

with each element in the list.

 

 
Function Syntax & an Example

   
CONCAT CONCAT ( [LIST1], [LIST2])

Concatenates, connects (chains together) the twolists into one list.
 

ALIST ALIST( )

ALIST(L1) will form a new list ofthe first differences of the

sequence of numbers in List 1.

ALIST(Ans) will give a list of second differences, and so on.

eg ifList2is {2,3,5,7, 11,13, 17,19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41}

then ALIST(L2)={1,2,2,4,2,4,2,4,6,2,6,4} and

ALIST(Ans) = {1,0, 2, -2,2,-2,2,2, 4,4, -2}

Use (A] and copy ALIST(Ans) to the EDIT line and repeat as

often as required to obtain second and higher differences.
 

[ILIST TILIST( )

[ILIST(L2) gives the product of all the elements in List 2

If List 2 is as above then [ILIST(L2) = 3-04250263527E14

©ejc
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Function

 
Syntax & an Example
 

2LIST SLIST( )

eg X2LIST(L2) sums all the elements of in List 2. If List 2 is as

above then YLIST(L2) = 238 Also XLIST({3,5,7}) returns 15

It is not essential that you use a list from the List catalogue.

 

MAKELIST  MAKELIST( [expressionl,lvar nameI,IStart Val|,|End Vall,lste[;l)

eg MAKELIST(N/2(N+1), N, 1,10,1) gives the list of the first

ten triangular numbers {1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45, 55}

 

You can store any list generated into the LIST Catalogue. Just

press i , when appears in the EDIT line you

type L3 (or any other available list name from L1, ...LO0), then

press GIED

If L3 already contains a stored list this will overwrite the old list.
 

POS

REVERSE

SIZE

 
POS( (LIST|, [any number|)

POS(L3,9) returns 4, indicating that 9 is the 4th element in List 3

If the chosen number is not an element of the list a 0 is given.

REVERSE( )

REVERSE(L3) lists the elements of List3 in reverse order.

SIZE( )

This will give the number of elements in a list

 

 

SORT

©jc

SORT( )

This will rearrange the elements of the list in ascending order.

If you require the list in descending order follow SORT(|LIST])

with REVERSE([LIST] )
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6. The [MATRIX| Functions

Matrix operations are divided into two

sections.

Section 1 Matrix functions These are

accessed through thekey (Figure M9)  Section 2. Matrix Commands these are    (mtHmcmps[cons|—JcancL)ok|
 

used in programming and are accessed

using the screen menu i in figure M9 figure M9

Matrices are stored in the matrix catalogue and named M1, M2, ...... M9, MO.

The listing below treats only those functions encountered in high school. Refer to

the User’s Guide that comes with the HP38G for information on other matrix

functions.

 

CROSS( [Vectort]Vector2]
This give the cross product of two vectors

 

DET DET( [Matrs )
DET gives the determinant of a square matrix.

eg DET(MS) where M5 is a matrix stored in the matrix catalogue.

 

 

DOT DOT( |Matrix1 name|,(Matrix2 name| )
 

Gives the dot product of two arrays

ce DOT(Vestort][Vector2)
 

®jc
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Function| Syutaxor function & _an Bxample
: ENM T } IDENMAT( ) N gives the size of the matrix

 

   IDENMAT(4) creates a 4 X 4 Identity matrix

INVERSE( [Matrixname] )
 
  

 

        
 
                 

_ Creates the Inverse of a square matrix M, denoted as M™!

 eg INVERSEMI) GIED.
 
   
          
          

 

 

 Note In the home screen will give the same result.       
               
  RREF RREF( )

RREF gives the Reduced Row-Echelon Form of matrix M

               
  
 
  
  
 

       If M4 is the augmented matrix of a system of equations in 
          
 

              
 
  
       
   

.

  
   
         
 

     
(1238, 100 -83
Md=35 1 3 yarigbles then ~RREF(M4) gives |0 1 0 58

19894 001 -5

- The solution of the system can be interpreted from this matrix..
Try '
1y          
  
        

« To store this new matrix in the matrix catalogue as M6 : press

; E , when appears in the EDIT line you type M6 and

 

       
              
   

N

O
L
h
<
1
L
n

 
   

Interpret the   solutions press ELE. Check this by typing in the EDIT line

geometrically          TRN. TRN(Vimame)
TRN(M4) will give the transpose of matrix M

 

©jc
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There are many other matrix functions that are outlined in the HP38G User’s

Guide which are notrelevant to High School Secondary Mathematics Courses.

Two ofthese are mentioned below as you may come across them in your

research on the topic of matrices.

 

 
Function Syntax & an Example

  

EIGENVAL FIGENVAL (Matrixname)
EIGENVAL() gives the eigenvalues in vector form of

the Matrix

 

EIGENVY BIGENVY(Vsname)
EIGENVV[Square Gives two arrays

(1) the eigenvectors; (i) the eigenvalues

 

NOTE!

The screen menu key i which appears

in the screen menus (figure M10), enables

you to move to another MATRIX sub-menu

in the same manner as was done above with

the functions. All the features

 

offered in this mode are commands that

can be incorporated into programs. figure M10
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7. The |Polynomial| Functions

A polynomial in x of degree 4 can be

written as P(x) = axt +bxd +cxl +de +e

oras P(x)= a4x4 +ax’ + a2x2 +ax+a,

In either case it consists of powers of the

3

 

variable x and constant coefficients

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

figure M11

Function Syntax & an Example

POLYCOEF POLYCOEF (([roo0t1].[roor2), [roor3], ... [room]l)

Given the roots of a polynomial, determine the coefficients.

eg POLYCOEF ([-3,-1,-1, 4])@) returns the answer

[1, 1, -13,-25,-12] Thus the polynomial with roots

[1,1,-13,-25,-12] is P(x) = 1x* + x3 - 13x2 - 25x - 12

WARNING THE COEFFICIENTS ARE ENTERED AS A VECTOR AND
AS SUCH THE SQUARE BRACKETS ARE ESSENTIAL. Check that you
enter both the parentheses and the square brackets as shown above.

POLYEVAL POLYEVAL([coefficients], |Variable’s value|)

©jc

eg to evaluate P(9) given P(x) = 1x* + x3 — 13x2 = 25x — 12
POLYEVAL([-3,~1,-1, 4], 9) This gives P(9) = 6000

Highlight POLYEVAL([-3,-1,—-1, 4], 9) and copy it to the

EDIT line in the HOME screen. Alter the value 9 to other values.

This work could also be done using the function aplet and

the@D view. Enter F1(x) = 1x* + x3 = 13x2 - 25x — 12 then

press. (You may need to scroll to the appropriate values

of x., or you could choose the option to build your own table.)
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Syntax & an Example
  

 

  
                  
       

                      

     
  

 

 

POLYFORM (Iexpressionl,lvar namefl,Lvar name2] .v)
 

 

We shall use only POLYFORM ([expression|,[var namel]) to
 

develop polynomials in one variable. Other forms are possible.

This generates a polynomial in variable 1 from the

eg POLYFORM((4x* - 1)3 = 5x, x)

will give 64x% — 48x* + 12x% — Sx - 1

eg POLYFORM((2x +4)(x —5) (3x -7), x) CiD)

returns 6x° - 32x2 — 18x + 140

eg POLYFORM((3x% + 4)( x* - 5x ), x)

gives the answer 3x* — 15x3 + 4x2 — 20x
       

  POLYROOT

   
      

  

©jc

POLYROOT ( [ 1)

eg For the polynomial P(x) = 6x - 32x* — 18x + 140 at the

EDIT line input POLYROOT([6, 32, —18, 140])G

This returns the result [2-3333333333, -2, 5]

ie the roots of the polynomial P(x) = 6x> - 32x2 — 18x + 140

are 2-3333333333, -2, and 5

QM3 and setthe NUMBER FORMATto Fraction to get  Use

answers in fraction form [% -2,5]

POLYROOT([an, A, a, a, a; a,])the general
n

thcase, will return the roots of the n*" degree polynomial.
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8. The Functions

Functions associated with probability functions but

nottreated here include

(1) UTPC -Uppertail Chi-square Distribution.

(i) UTPF -Uppertail F-Distribution

 

  
   
 

  

(iii)) UTPT-Upper tail Student’s T-Distribution CMDS CONS m

Refer to the Manual provided with the HP38g figure M12

Function _IL | Syntax & anExample
             

    
      
  
  

’ Cl]DM COMB (|number nI, Inumber r|)

    
COMB(n,r) The number of r-subsets in an n-set, is given by (?)

'
(?) -m Read (?) as n choose r

: . n n
Alternative notation for (r) . Cup or d: or ,C. or C,

12
eg To determine the value (5 ), in the EDIT line of the HOME

screen input [COMB(12,5) @RE)| The result 792 is displayed.

(tezera)
eg (12))ENED -..... displays the result 479 001 600.

 
 

   
  

-  
The factorial symbol can be entered into the EDIT line by using

  
(i) H@sclcct the ! symbol then press or

(i) Press the (I3 key. From the menus select ] III

 

©jc
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Funcnon |  Syntax & anExample »'

PERM PERM(Iinteger n |, Iinteger r|)

PERM(n,r) gives the number of ordered arrangements (or

_ Permutations) of r objects from a set of n objects.
o . .. n n n!
. - This is denoted by the symbol P where P= -1

RAND RAND

’ eg RAND Note there are no arguments. Each

time that you press after the initial entry a random
number x is generated where 0 < x <1

- . Try to make a List of Random Numbers

UTP ariance
. N UTPN(|mean ul, variance 02 ,|value| )

he Normal
Distribution
does notneed

tobethe —~ : S

Standard 36 26 -10 X 30
~ Normal
Distribution  Gives the probability that a Normal Random Variable X is

. greater than the stated value for a Normal Distribution.

| Ahy,‘:Nd_nnal eg To determine the probability that a Random Variable lies

Distribution is  within £ 16 of the mean W in the Standard Normal Distribution
accepted aslong   
as the mean U

and variance o0
‘are known.

 
    

   
 

    

©jc

Key in [UTPN(0,1,-1) - UTPN(0,1, HG|

~ The result for P(-1 <X <1)= 0-6826894492138

_If a normal distribution has \l= 18 and 02 = 32:49 then to get

 

P(X > 25) key in [UTPN(18,32:49,25) GREE | Result 0-1097...

To determine P(16 < X < 25) for this same distribution key in

 

IUTPN(18,32-49,16) — UTPN(18,32-49,25)@NE) |= 0-5274...
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9. The Functions

 

figure M13

 

   
Function Syntax & an Example
 

CEILING CEILING([numberx])

The smallest integer value that is greater than or equal to x.

eg |Ceiling(12-5) @RE) returns the value 13.

In analysis this is referred to as the Least Upper Bound, or [ub.

 

DEG—-RAD DEG—)RAD()

& Converts x° to its radian equivalent value

eg |DEG—>RAD(47-65)| displays the result 0-8316493. ..

eg |RAD —DEG (4-75)| displays the result 272-14595°

 

RAD-DEG 

 

FLOOR FLOOR(mumberx)
The biggest (or greatest) integer value that is less than or equal

to x. (The function associated with this is named the greatest

integer function )

In analysis it is referred to as a Greatest Lower Bound or glb.

eg |[FLOOR(12-5) @FD returns the value 12.
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FNROOT( |expression|, [variable name|, |first guess|)

 

 

 

Function root finder. determines the values of the variable that

_make the value of the expression equal to zero.

 

 eg keyin [FNROOT(2 - 7x + 6, x , 3) GNEED| Returnsan
 

answer of 1.

Now use the [Z] cursor to highlight FNROOT(x2 -7x+6,x,3)

 Press i to bring it to the EDIT line, then alter the 3 to

_ anotherestimate or guess (Try 4, then try 5 as the guesstimate.)

The technique used is the Newton-Raphson iterative process and

the root provided is usually the one closest to your entered

_guess. The process is similar to that used by the Solve ApLet.

_ The Function ApLet could also be used in problems of this

~ kind.

 

     
     

 
     
 

  
  

    

            

 

 

  
  

 
  
            . If the number format is set to fraction (using {

            
   
 

  
      
     

 

FRAC(Any Real number x|)
 

~ This will return just the fraction or decimal fraction part of a

. number.

eg |[FRAC(54-65)@MED will return “65 the decimal fraction

~ part of the number entered.

 

MODES
(I3 ), then

 the result for FRAC(54-65) is %%
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| F!L__l'_l‘l'_ctio_n: Syntax & an Example

TS v(Rours MinSec)
~ Converts the entered time in hours.MinutesSeconds or angle

. entered in(deg.MinSecs) into decimal time or decimal angle.

 

’ ~ For 14°30745” key inlI—[MS—>(14-30@)| returns 14-5125
 

    
         

 

 

 
   
       
   
          
 
 

 
      

—HMS ([Decimal number])
—HMS converts the entered decimal number for time or angle

to hours-Minutes Seconds or (deg-min-secs)

 

               
  

   
         
      

~ eg key in| >HMS(14-5125)ENED

|

returns 14-3045 =14°30'45"
INT(Real Number x)

_INT returns the integer part of the number x

eg INT(47-352) displays the answer 47

         
   

 

 
MAX((number 1|, [number 2) 

MAX gives the maximum of the two numbers.

eg MAX(34-87,—45) displays the answer 34-87

 

~ MIN

~ MOD

 
MIN([number I|, [number 2|)
 

MIN gives the minimum of the two numbers.

eg MIN(34-87,—45) displays the answer -45

(momber7] MOD [rumber2)
Gives the remainder when (numberl) is divided by (number?2).

| eg 43 MOD 8 gives the answer 3 (Note the spaces in the entry)
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Function

 
Synt‘ax.' & an Example |
 

%
 

%((number I |,[number 2|)

eg 5% of 80 Key in |%(5,80)| displays the answer 4

 

 

%CHANGE
 

%CHANGE([number I|,[number 2|)
 

Gives the percentage change when a number c is changed to

number d % change = d(: < x 100

 

eg Give the % change when 40 is increased to 50

% CHANGE(40,50) displays the answer 25. ...Change is 25%

 

%TOTAL  %TOTAL((number c|,[number d)
 

What percentage of ¢ is d? or Express d as a percentage of c.

eg Express 35 as a percentage of 60

Key in |%TOTAL(60,35)| displays the answer 58:333
 

SIGN SIGN(umber)
The number can be Real or Complex.

1 ifx >0
~ For a Real number x SIGN(x)=1 0 if x =0

-1 if x <O

this is known as the signum function sgn(x)

eg SIGN(5:6) =1; SIGN(-8-2) = -1

~ For complex numbers SIGN((x,y)) = (\,—;———3—%)
xX“+y xX“+y

(This is the unit vector in the direction of the given number)

eg SIGN((3,4)) = (0-6,0-8)

 

©jc
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Function Syntax & an Example

 
 

 

TRUNCATE TRUNCATE(IAny Real number x],[Positive integer nI)
 

Truncates the number x to display n decimal places.

eg TRUNCATE(78-987453,5) displays 78-98745
 

10. The |Stat—-Two| Functions

These functions are used in statistics

invoving bivariate data

(ie data sets for two-variables)

 

figure M14

 

  
Function Syntax & an Example
 

 PREDX PREDX([for this y-value|)

After the data sets for the two variables x and y have been

entered PREDX(|for this y-value| @) will give a predicted

value of x for the nominated y-value

 

PREDY PREDY (for this-value)
After the data sets for the two variables x and y have been

entered PREDY([for x-value| @ED) will give a predicted

value y for the nominated x-value

 

©jc
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11. The |Symbolic| Functions

These functions are used for symbolic

manipulation of expressions.

The = symbol serves an obvious purpose.

It is available as a screen menu in the

Solve ApLet It can also be inserted

 

‘. choose = from the list

of characters presented then press

using

 

 

  
mHm]cmps|cons] Jcanci) ok
 

figure M15

I leave you to investigate this set on your own. The functions within this

category certainly enable one to do much of the elementary traditional

mathematics, but other functions available on this calculator do a better job in

routine calculations.

However these functions do serve a purpose if you are interested in the

programming capabilities of the HP 38G. This is beyond the brief ofthis

introductory volume! Refer to your user guide for further details on many of

the unlisted MATH functions. If you got this far with your calculator you are

certainly ready to work through the HP 38G user guide with confidence.

©jc
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APPENDIX

DIFFERENCE PATTERNS

DIFFERENCE PATTERNS - for POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS

Cases where the First Difference is constant.

Linear Functions of the form = mx + b

X =mx + b Al

m+b

2m+b

3m+b

4m+b

Sm+b

6m +b

 

Example : Determine an underlying rule that gives the linear relationship

between v and n for this data.
|

 

 
In this example

the Ist difference is constant

the Rule has the form:

 

v=0n+A

2 14 Herel] = 5 and & = 4.

3 19 5 The linear rulev = 5n + 4

4 24 5     
©jc
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Difference patterns that lead to QUADRATIC RELATIONSHIPS

A generalisation for cases where the first difference is not constant but the

second difference is constant

ax® +bx+c A1 A2

a+b+c 3a+b

4a+2b+c Sa+b

9a+3b+c 7a+b

l6a+4b+c 9a+b

25a+5b+c Ila+b

36a+6b+c :

 

Example : Determine an underlying rule that gives the quadratic relationship

between y and x for this data.

. o o |l s e e |
 

y I 3‘6‘10‘15'21‘28

 

 

 

  

I ; 3

2 6 4 1 The relationship is quadratic

3 10 5 1 2a =1 = a =%

4 15 6 1 at+b= 2 = 1 +b=2 b =3

5 21 7 1 c =1
- . . 1 2 3

6 28 : - Sy = 7 X7 + Ex + 1

or y= 3 [x2 +3x+2] = 3 [(x+2)(x+1)]     
You may have been able to guess this pattern or rule without going through all this work.

Howeverthis is not always as simple as in this example. The processes described here are easily

carried out on the HP 38C using the MAKELIST and the AList functions.

©jc
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An example using these functions is shown in the Chapter 12 : Calculus Section 12.8

DIFFERENCE PATTERNS THAT LEAD TO CUBIC RELATIONSHIPS

A generalisation for cases where the first and second differences are not

constant but the third difference is constant

 

ac+bxZ+cx+d  

 

  
a+b+c+d 7a+3b+c  

2 8a+4b+2c+d 19a+5b+c 12a +2b 6a

3 27a+9b +3c +d 37a+7b+c 18a +2b 6a

4 64a+ 16b +4c +d 6la+9 +c 24a +2b

5 125a+25b+5c +d 
Example : Determine an underlying rule that gives the cubic relationship

between y and x for this data.

 

   

 

 

Therelationship is cubic

6a = 1 a = 61

6a+2b = 3 b = 1

a+b+c=3 . c = -161—

and d=1

", y:%x3 + 1x +16—l x+ 1

y = Fl.' [(x+3)(x +2) (x+ 1)]    

You should now be able to extend this idea to higher power polynomials.

©jc
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INDEX

absolute value function, 54

active data sets, 205

ALOG,237

alpha symbol «, 6

alpha character input, 3

ALPHA key., 9

alpha keyboard locked, 52

analysis of one variable data, 204

Data sets defined, 204

analysis of two variable data, 215

Angle mode, 10

answerto the last calculation, 20

answer-Ans, 10

Aplet, 26

ApLet library, 4

ApLets, 4, 10

ApLets-Inbuilt templates, 27

area bounded by the curves f(x) and g(x), 195

Areas bounded by curves, 189

arg Z, 162

Argument, ARG, 235

Arithmetic Series, 103

Ascending order, 58

aspectratio of the screen, 78

augmented matrix, 154, 241

Auto Scale in statistics Plot, 222

Auto Scale in Sequences Plot, 104

automatic shutdown, 5

A...Zkey, 6

backspace, 52

batteries, 5

bestfit - predicted Y-score, 221

best fit exponential curve, 228

BIG screen menu, 56

blank keys, 28

blank template, 29

Box &Whisker Plot, 206

(@jc

Build own table, 58

But isit the best fit?, 228

caculations, 17

Calculus - MATH menu, 180

Calculus Functions, 234

Calculus views PLOT - SYMB - NUM,167

CANCEL, 9

Catalogue of the MATH Functions, 232

Change of Scale & Origin - Bivariate data, 223

Change of Scale & Origin - one Variable data, 208

characters - special screen display, 30, 179

check-mark, 30, 32

clear, 47

clear All user designed ApLets, 41

clear an entire ApLet, 41

Clear Matrix Catalog, 145

clearing entries in an ApLet, 34

cobweb plot, 107

coefficient matrix, 153

collision - parametric, vectors, 89

COMB(n,r), 245

Command keys, 9

Complex number - argument 6, 159

- imaginary part, 159

- Real part, 159

- conjugate of 159

complex numbers- operations, 162

complex numbers - SHOW, 164

complex roots, 69

complex variables, 161

composite function, 62

Compound Interest, 38

Computations, 15

Concatenate Lists, 238

conformable matrices, 151

conjugates, 69

connectivity kit, 28
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consecutive Fibonacci numbers, 110

Constant Functions, 232, 236

constants matrix, 153

Contrast control, 5

Conventions used, 3

cursor coordinates, 60

copy, 20

copy to EDIT line, 16

Correlation Coefficient, 218

Covariance, 219

create a List, 117

cross product, 240

CROSS product of two vectors, 140

Cube root, 113

Cubic numbers, 121

cubic relationships, 255

cursor keys, 20

Cursor quick-move short cut, 131

curve of bestfit, 215

Data - ascending or descending order, 203

data entry with frequencies, 207

data source, 215

Decay - exponential function, 226

decimal form, 23

default settings, 13

defined Data set, 207

definite integral, 189

DEG—RAD,37, 247

DEG-RAD change from to, 12

delete entries, 9

9, 179

DEMO,7

Derivative - NUMeric view, 187

derivative in PLOT view, 186

derivative of y with respect to x, 178

derivative operator denoted by d, 180

Derivatives of Trigonometric functions, 188

Descending order, 58

Determinant of a square matrix, 158,240

©jc

difference patterns, 129, 253

constant First Difference, 253

Constant second difference, 254

constantthird difference, 255

dimension or length oflists, 123

ALIST,238

ALIST(Ans), 238

dot product of two arrays, 240

Dot Product of two vectors, 138, 139

EDIT a vector, 135

EDIT an existing List, 118

EDITline, 9, 16

eigenvalues, eigenvectors,242

Engineering Number format, 13

enter a complex number, 160

enter a Matrix, 147

enter a matrix from HOME screen, 148

Enter a vector, 136

Enter a Vector in HOMEscreen, 143

enter bivariate data, 212

enter data as paired data, 212

enter the derivative in Symbolic view, 188

entering paired data., 211

equal sign, 30

EQUATION,34

Equation ofline ofbestfit, 219

EQUATIONS or EXPRESSIONS, 29,34

equivalent fraction, 24

EXIT the matrix entry, 147

EXP(x), 237

experiment - Decay, 225

Explanatory notes - ApLets, 33

explanatory variable, 213

EXPMI, 237

exponential form of a complex number, 166

extrapolated values, 220

extrapolation & predictions - a comment, 224

Factor Theorem, 68
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Factorial n =n!, 245

Factorise, 72

Fibonacci numbers, 109

FINANCE, 38

Finite differences and difference patterns,129, 178

Fixed Number format, 13

FNROOT, 73, 248

formal variables, 182

formula, 35

fourth root, 113

FRAC, 248

fraction mode, 22

Fraction Number format, 13, 23

free up memory, 20

Function ApLet, 45, 53

Function NUMeric view, 44

Function PLOT view, 44

Function root finder, 248

Function root finder FNROOT, 248

Function SYMBolic view, 44

GO, 146

gradient function, 175

gradient function Numeric & Plot view, 177

graphs - simultaneously, 91, 92

Greatest Integer function, 107

greatest integer function - FLOOR, 247

GRID,55

Growth and Decay, 38

Heron’s formula - Area of triangle, 142

Heron’s square root algorithm, 111

Histogram, 206

histogram centred, 209

histogram interval widths, 209

HMS—, -HMS, 249

HOME screen, 10, 12

Home Screen history, 20

HOME MODE,3

Home Variables, 18, 116, 134, 182

ojc

horizontal displacement, 91

HP38G User’s Guide, 157

HRNG,209

IDENMAT(4), 241

Identity Matrix, 152, 158

IMAGINARY,235

inbuilt ApLets, 27

inconsistent system, 156

increment of x, 57

indefinite integral, 192

Home Screen

Formal variables, 193

independent variable, 56

Infinite result!, 154

initial guess, 36

insert a space, 3; in text, 52

inserting the operator d, 180

inserts

Statistics1 - insert data, 203

INT, 249

Integration, 234

Integration - Makelist- AList, 191

integration.

NUMeric

SYMBolic, 189

interest compounded monthly, 39

Internet,4. 46, 224

Internet downloading, 26

INVALID USER FUNCTION,39

inverse of a matrix A, 152

INVERSEof a square matrix, 158

Inverse of a square matrix M, 241

ISOLATE, 42, 199

Iterative Process, 105

key features, 2

Keyboard Layout, 8

LABELS,55
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LIBrary View, 46

limiting behaviour, 168

Limits of Functions, 168

limits using the HP 38G, 169

line of best fit, 217

linear combination, 156

linear function, 47

List - ALIST, 129

List - REVERSE, 131

List - SORT ascending order, 131

List - Transfer into Statistics ApLet, 126

LIST CATALOG,116

List Functions, 238

LIST functions in MATH menu, 128

list generating formula, 130

Lists - naming, 116

Lists - delete an element, 118

Lists - edit from HOME screen, 120

Lists - Fraction number format, 125

Lists - insert a value, 118

Lists - Invalid Dimension message, 124

Lists - notepad, 121

Lists - operations with, 123

Lists - transfer between calculators., 122

Lists “Empty List” message, 117

Lists -Viewing the contents, 118

Lists -XLIST, 131

Lists-Views, 115

In(-1), 166

LNP1, 237

local maximum and minimum, 188

Loop, 232

lower & upper limit of integration, 198

lowercase letters, 4, 6

MacLaurin series, 166

magnitude of vector, 138

MAKELIST, 126, 130, 239

making a correction, 47

MATHS FUNCTIONS window, 128

©jc

matrices - Addition & subtraction, 150

Matrices - Fraction number format, 156

Matrices - Solving system of equations, 153

Matrix - Insert a row or column, 149

MATRIX CATALOG,3, 134

Matrix Commands, 157

Matrix Functions, 240

matrix functions in MATH menu, 157

Matrix MATH Functions, 232

matrix Multiplication, 151

Matrix naming convention, 134

Matrix operations,storing answers, 150

MAX, 249

maximise memory, 51

MAXREAL, 236

Median, 208

memory locations, 18

Mersenne Primes, 125

MIN, 249

MINREAL,236

Modulo - eg 43 MOD 8, 249

mod Z, 162

Modulus of a complex number Z, 162

Newton-Raphson iteration, 112

normal distribution

UTPN

Upper tail Normal Distribution, 246

normal form, 69

Note added to an ApLet, 52

number format, 10, 13, 21

Number format - changing, 24

NUMeric view, 34, 40, 56

NUMSTART,57

NUMSTEP, 57

NUMTYPE,57, 58

ON / OFF key, 6,9

Operations with matrices, 150

order of operations, 16
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Parametric ApLet, 85

parametric equations, 84

Parametric SYMBolic view, 85

pending action, 12

Permutations PERM,246

personalise your calculator, 7

Plot iconsfor scatter graphs, 219

plot of an integral function, 194

PLOT SETUP, 54, 60

PLOT view, 55

point of intersection, 60

points of inflection, 188

points ofintersection off and g, 195

Polar ApLet, 77

Polar ApLet X,T,0 key, 77

Polar Coordinate system, 76

Polar equations, 76

Polar form and Rectangular form, 76

polar form of a complex number, 166

Polar SYMBolic view, 77

pole, 76

POLYCOEEF,70, 243

POLYEVAL, 71, 243

POLYFORM,72, 244

Polynomial MATH Functions, 232, 243

POLYROOT, 67, 244

POLYROOT - complex numbers, 164

postion vector, 88

power source, 5

predicting values, 220

PREDX, 251

PREDY, 251

Probability MATH Functions, 245

Probabilty MATH functions, 232

programming facilities, 8

6 RNG,78

0 STEP, 78

quadratic relationship, 254

RAD—-DEG, 247

Radians, 12

ranking paired data, 213

rate of change, 187

REAL, 235

Real MATH Functions, 247

Real roots, 69

rearranging formula, 32

recursive relationship, 105

Reduced Row-Echelon Form of matrix,154, 241

regression models used, 216

relative extrema, 188

Reset to default, 28

residuals plot, 222

response variable, 213

REVERSE(L3), 239

root, 61

roots of polynomials, 65

roots of an equation, 35

roots of complex numbers, 164

roots of P(x), 68

Row reduced Echelon Form, 155

RREFfunction, 155, 158

rules of differentiation

Power

Product

Quotient

Chain, 183

save altered ApLet, 35

saving an ApLet, 33

science formulae, 42

Scientific Calculator, 16

Scientific Number format, 13

screen display history, 23, 51

screen menu key for N, 98, 99

screen menus Labels, keys, 4

Screen Menus, 28, 46

Screen views, 1
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second derivative defined, 187

security, 7

send and receive data, 28

SEQPLOT, 107

sequence, 96

Sequence - default Plot values, 99

Sequence - defined recursively, 105

Sequence ApLet, 97

sequencee & Series NUMeric view, 103

Sequences

SYMBolic View,97

PLOT View, 99

NUMeric View, 101

Sequences - Autoscaling, 102

Sequences- cursor quick movefeature, 100

Sequences - NRNG, 100

Sequences - NUMSTEP, 101

Sequences - PLOT & TABLE split view, 102

Sequences - trace key, 100

sequences defined recursively, 106

series, 96

SETUP settings, 35

setup views, 44

sgn(x), 250

shift key, 6

SHIFT turquoise coloured key, 9

SHOW menu label key, 152

show the normal form, 22

SIGN, 250

Simple Interest, 38

SIMULT,55

SIMULTin Plot setup, 55

slope of a curve, 174

solve an equation, 30

solve for one unknown variable, 30

Sort ApLets

Aphabetically, Chronologically, 28

sort table, 58

SORT(L1), 239

special characters, 179

©jc

split display, 80, 90

split screen of MATH menus, 231

square brackets for vectors, 148

square numbers, 121

Square root, 113

Stairstep plots, 107

Standard number format, 13

standardised scores, 210

Statistics- active data sets, 205

Change of scale

Change oforigin, 208

Statistics - 2 variable defined data sets, 215

Statistics2-column data set, 207

Statistics - 2variable Stat Functions, 251

Statistics - dependent variable, 213, 214

Statistics - enter 1-variable data, 202

Statistics - Independent variable, 213, 214

Statistics - NUMeric view, 202

statistics ApLet, 202

Statistics in two variables, 211

statistics of one variable, 202

Statistics screen menu - 2VAR, 211

STATPLOT, 206

Stats - menu label key to input C, 207

store a list using the HOME screen, 119

store an answer, 19

store complex roots, 165

storing complex numbers, 160

Statistics - 1 variable

SYMBolic view

Numeric View

Plot view, 204

summary statistics - 1 variable, 205

summary statistics for 2 variable data, 217

Summary Statistics for One Variable, 210

swivel cover, 5

symbolic derivative in Home Screen, 185

Symbolic differentiation, 183

Symbolic differentiation in Function ApLet, 186

Symbolic MATH functions, 233, 252
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symbolic variable as a place-holder, 182

Symbolic view, 28, 34, 40

symmetric difference quotient, 178

symmetric form of a straight line, 84

table layout, 57

tangent & secant, 174

Taylor polynomial, 234

The Cosine Rule, 36

the solve key, 34

title, 7

To insert T- X/T/0 key, 86

toggle key, 59

toggle key., 49

torus, 199

trace, 50

Transcendental functions, 232

transfer ApLets, 26

transfer values from one column to another, 221

transmit data between calculators, 122

transpose of matrix, 158

transpose of matrix M, 241

Triangular numbers, 121, 130

Trigonometric functions, equations, 36, 37

TRUNCATE,251

turning point, 62

command, 9

typing alpha-characters, 52

ojc

unit vector, 250

Un-zoom, 59

UPPER CASEletters, 7

using COPY,181

using fractions, 22

Value of Derivative at a point, 181

vector entry, 136

Vector operations, 137

Vector & Matrix distinguish, 143

vertical displacement, 91

volume - solid of revolution, 198

work-sheets, 46

X/T/0 key to input x, 53

XRNG, 48

XTICK,48

YRNG,48

YTICK,48

zoom, 90, 171

zoom in, 59

YLIST(L2), 239

[ILIST(L2), 238

T, 24
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